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APPENDIX A: Event & Causal Factor Tree Diagram
Event and Causal Factor Tree
The event and causal factor tree is a graphical representation of only those events and conditions
that have occurred and have caused or contributed to the undesired outcome. This is
accomplished by the MIB evaluating the evidence and verifying that there are facts to
demonstrate that each event or condition on the tree occurred. Events or conditions on the tree
that the MIB were unable to find evidence that supported the event occurrence or the condition
existed were eliminated from the tree.
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APPENDIX B: Fault Tree

FAULT TREE
The NASA Nuclear Compton Telescope (NCT) Balloon Launch Mishap Investigation Board
investigated the mishap using a “fault tree,” a common organizational tool in systems
engineering. Fault trees are graphical representations of every conceivable sequence of events
that could cause a system to fail. The fault tree‟s uppermost level illustrates the events that could
have directly caused the inadvertent release of the payload from the launch vehicle resulting in
the damage to 2 POVs and the near catastrophic events to spectators watching the balloon
launch. Subsequent levels comprise all individual elements or factors that could cause the failure
described immediately above it. In this way, all potential chains of causation that lead to the
mishap can be diagrammed, and the behavior of every subsystem that was not a precipitating
cause can be eliminated from consideration.
The fault tree in itself is very large (over 620 elements) and intricate and was not able to be
included in this report. The fault tree is stored with the final report in the NSC IRIS data base
system under the RCA tool in which the tree was developed.
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APPENDIX C: Test & Analysis
C1 – Tests
C2 - Analysis
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C1 – Tests
Field Tests 1 and 2 of the Launch Head Truck Plate Restraint Cable Release
Mechanism
With and Without Applied Pear Ring Loads

Summary: On May 13, 2010 from approximately 9 am to 10 am local time, a simple test was performed
aimed at discovering the approximate forces required to pull the lanyard cable and retract the restraint
cable release pin under a variety of loading conditions. The pear ring hanging from the release pin was
subjected to a range of loading from zero to 1400 lbs in order to determine the relationship between the
release pin shear loading and the load required to pull the release lanyard. The resulting lanyard forces
ranged from approximately 50 lbs at zero load to 300 lbs at 1400 lbs load.
Background: Some evidence indicated that there was an attempt to pull the lanyard cable that retracts
the release pin during the launch attempt, but the lanyard did not release the pin as expected. The test was
designed to determine the approximate lanyard force required to release the pin under several conditions.
Since the release pin can be loaded through a ring via the restraint cables, a variety of loads was applied
to a flight type ring using suspended loads.
Mechanism description: The release mechanism uses a spring loaded pin through a pillow block to
retain a ring connected to the restraint cables. The pin is actuated through a 3/16 inch metal cable
attached to the base of the pin and travels through a 90 degree pulley to a fulcrum arm that pivots on the
launch head frame. A cable continues back from the outer end of the fulcrum arm through a metal ring
back toward the personnel platform on the front of the launch vehicle. The fulcrum measurements of
interest are 13.5 inches and 4.5 inches, providing a 3:1 mechanical advantage. The pin is held in the
engaged position with a preload spring which reacts against the launch head frame and the base of the pin.
The pin is 1 inch in diameter and engages the far pillow block by approximately 3/8 inch. (See Figures
C1-1 through C1-3).
The truck plate is retained on the main launch pin by two ¼ inch steel cables that attach to the bottom of
the truck plate via eyebolts and swaged cable ends. This cable pair terminates in the direction of the
launch vehicle in a pear shaped ring. It is this pear ring that is captured by the engaged restraint pin in the
pillow block. (See figure C1-4).
It was noted during pre-test observations that the restraint pin was not well lubricated and felt relatively
„dry‟ to the touch. This was also true of the pulley used to redirect the cable from the release pin to the
fulcrum.
Significance of the test: During the launch process, the launch director is required to release the truck
plate from the launch pin via the release lanyard. If the restraint pin is loaded through the pear ring, the
lanyard pull force increases with increase pin loading. Forces are created through friction with the pear
ring and with the pillow block. The test is intended to determine the relationship of pear ring loading to
the required lanyard pulling force.
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Test Set Up and Procedure (As Run): The crane and launch head were used in their unchanged flight
conditions. The crane boom was positioned in the transportation position (horizontal) rather than in the
raised launch condition. This configuration is shown below.

Figure C1-1. Launch Head Mounted to Crane

Figure C1–2. Launch Head Mounted to Crane
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Figure C1–3. Annotated View From Under Launch Head

Figure C1–4. Another View of the Launch Head Assembly
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A new pear ring with a lift strap was placed in the restraint mechanism over the pin within the pin block
in the same way as the pear ring is captured during operations. (See Figures C1-5 and C1-6).
Premeasured loads of 300, 600 and 1400 pounds were suspended. The 300 and 600 pound loads were
hook and pulley blocks and the 1400 pound load was a concrete block.

Figure C1–5. Test Configuration with Loading Hardware

Figure C1–6. Full Test Configuration with Load
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A scale was used to determine the pull force required to retract the pin and release the load from the
restraint pin. For loads up to 50 lbs, a digital “fish scale” (Figure C1-7) was selected and for loads in
excess of 50 lbs, an in-line digital readout load scale (Figure C1-8) was used.

Figure C1–7. Spring Type Hand Scale

Figure C1–8. Load Cell Type Digital Scale

The 3/16” steel cable lanyard was fed back through the eyebolt (Figure C1-9) that is used to redirect the
lanyard down to the flight director who is located in the personnel basket on the front of the crane. The
eyebolt with lanyard is shown below.
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Figure C1–9. Steel Release Lanyard through Eye on Crane Boom

The lanyard force measurements were taken by applying pulling force by hand and reading real time from
the scale display (Figure C1-10). The lanyard pulling force measurements were estimated to be within +/10 lbs using this technique. Multiple people were used to apply the force when necessary.

Figure C1-10. Side view of Crain
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Test Results:
Table C1-11 below shows the raw results for Field Test 1 & 2. Field Test 1 was conducted to determine
the “no load” force required to release just the pear ring. This was repeated several times and the results
are shown below.
In Field Test 2 convenient objects were used to increase the shear loading on the restraint pin. As stated
above, this test was accomplished in a very short period of time and only one measurement was made for
each suspended load. A quick look at the data shows, as expected, the lanyard pull force increased as the
suspended load was increased. Figure C1-12 depicts the results graphically.

Suspended Load
0
0
0
300
600
1400

Units
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

Lanyard Force Required Units
47
54
50
110
200
290

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

Uncertainty
+/- 5 lbs
+/- 5 lbs
+/- 5 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs

Figure C1–11. Results of Field Tests 1 & 2 for Direct Loading of Restraint Pin

Figure C1–12. Field Tests 1 & 2 Results: Direct Loading of Restraint Pin with Least Squares
Best Fit Line
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Test Conclusions:
The results of this test were generally as expected, showing an increase of the required lanyard pull force
with increasing load on the pear ring. The pull force without any pear ring load is about 50 lbs. While
the determination is somewhat subjective, the pull force would become difficult for the average person in
the 80 to 125 lb range, which is reached between 200 and 350 pounds of suspended weight.
A simple analysis of the force transfer appears to be consistent with the test results. Figure C1–13 repeats
the test data with the addition of predicted lanyard forces assuming that the fulcrum advantage is 3:1 and
that the effective coefficient of friction between the pear ring and the restraint pin is 0.60. This
coefficient of friction is consistent with kinetic friction between two non-lubricated pieces of steel. In this
system there are also some losses in the pulley and at the eyebolt that also is proportional to the total load.

Figure C1–13. Modeled (in red) and Measured (blue diamonds) Lanyard Force vs Pear Ring
Load
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Field Test of the Launch Head Truck Plate Restraint Cable Release
Mechanism with Applied Truck Plate Loads
Summary: On May 14, 2010 from approximately 1 pm to 4 pm local time, a simple test was performed
aimed at discovering the approximate forces required to pull the lanyard cable and retract the restraint
cable release pin as a result of applied loads to the truck plate. This test differed from the previous day‟s
test in that the loads were applied to the truck plate instead of directly to the pear ring. The purpose of the
test was to determine if loads applied to the truck plate through the flight train during launch operations
would be translated into loads on the pear ring sufficient to make release difficult for personnel. The
truck plate was loaded in several representative ways to simulate potential launch loads. (See Figure C114 for the basic setup). The applied loads were limited for two reasons: 1. To keep the crane and fitting
loads many multiples below the ratings for safety, 2. To keep the required lanyard loads small enough for
two people to be able to actuate the release – this simplified the test setup. The applied loads were
approximately 1000 and 2000 lbs and were applied at forward and side angles of approximately 8 degrees
and 15 degrees, including combinations of forward and side angles. The resulting lanyard forces ranged
from approximately 100 lbs at 1000 lbs with zero forward and side angles to approximately 210 lbs at
2000 lbs with 15 degrees forward angle and zero degrees side angle.
Background: Some evidence indicated that there was an attempt to pull the lanyard cable that retracts
the release pin during the launch attempt, but the lanyard did not release the pin as expected. The test was
designed to determine the approximate lanyard force required to release the pin under several loading
conditions.
Mechanism description: The release mechanism uses a spring loaded restraint pin through a pillow
block to retain a ring connected to the restraint cables. The pin is actuated through a 3/16 inch metal
cable attached the base of the pin and travels through a 90 degree pulley to a fulcrum arm that pivots on
the launch head frame. A cable continues back from the outer end of the fulcrum arm through a metal
ring back toward the personnel platform on the front of the launch vehicle. The fulcrum measurements of
interest are 13.5 inches and 4.5 inches, providing a 3:1 mechanical advantage. The pin is held in the
engaged position with a spring which reacts against the launch head frame and the base of the pin. The
pin is approximately 1 inch in diameter and engages the far pillow block by approximately 3/8 inch.
The truck plate is retained on the main launch pin by two ¼ inch steel cables that attach to the bottom of
the truck plate via eyebolts and swaged cable ends. This cable pair terminates in the direction of the
launch vehicle in a pear shaped ring. It is this pear ring that is captured by the engaged restraint pin in the
pillow block.
The launch pin is tapered and is typically adjusted in the launch head so that when the launch vehicle
(crane) boom is raised in to launch position (about 27.5 degrees), the effective angle of the bottom of the
pin relative to the horizontal is approximately 16.75 degrees above the horizon.
Please reference the “Field Test of the Launch Head Truck Plate Restraint Cable Release Mechanism with
Applied Pear Ring Loads” for additional figures of the mechanism.
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Significance of the test: During launch operations, if the net upwards force on the truck plate is applied
at an angle forward of normal to the bottom of the launch pin, a component of that force will be carried by
the restraint cables and pear ring into the restraint pin. The purpose of the restraint hardware is to prevent
the truck plate from coming free from the launch pin before it is desired. A concomitant result is that
normal (or shear) loading on the restraint pin is a factor of the various forces on the cable ladder
introduced by the buoyant and aerodynamic forces on the balloon and by the gondola. A forward angle
(balloon ahead of the launch vehicle) of the flight train loading tends to pull the truck plate away from the
launch head and toward the end of the launch pin. (See Figure C1-15)

Figure C1–14. Basic Loading Set-Up for Forward Load Angle

This action extends the restraint cables and loads the restraint pin. Generally, the greater the forward
angle, the greater part of the force is reacted at the restraint pin.
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Figure C1–15. Position of the Truck Plate and Restraint Cables When Pulled Forward

Note: Cables to Upper Crane for Test are not Shown Here

In addition, a sideward angle has the effect of lifting the nearer (to the direction of the load) corner of the
track plate and twisting the truck plate such that the nearer restraint cable is loaded due to the twisting
action of the truck plate. (See Figure C1–16) The safety restrain cable on the low end of the truck plate is
unloaded. The test was intended to quickly assess the possible individual and combined effects of these
two loading conditions.
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Figure C1–16. Truck Plate Twisted by a Manually Applied Force

Test Procedure (As Run):
The crane and launch head were used in their unchanged flight condition. Unlike the first tests, the boom
was raised to the launch angle of approximately 27.5 degrees. This boom launch angle was repeatable
due to steel chain restraints on the boom that had not been altered from the launch attempt.
A truck plate prepared for the next flight was used in the test. It was installed on the launch head with the
restraint cables in normal flight configuration. The four cables that normally would carry the load of the
gondola were attached to the top of the truck plate to simulate introducing loads through the flight train.
No gondola load was applied.
A second yard crane was rented and used to apply an upward load to the truck plate through a load cell.
The load cell had a mechanical dial readout and was rated to 5000 lbs. The yard crane also had a load
readout.
For each loading condition, photographs were taken to record the approximate forward and side load
angle of the test. The applied load was measured by sight through a pair of binoculars and confirmed with
the yard crane operator. It should be noted that due to time constraints, the field tests were limited to a
few test combinations and the applied angles were approximated when loading and determined after the
tests were complete.
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Test Results:
The table below C1-17 shows the raw test results. A quick look at the data shows that the lanyard pull
force varies as the forward and side loads change magnitude and direction. Generally, as the forward
angle increases and the load increases, the lanyard force increases. Side angle without forward angle also
results in increased required lanyard force, but the relationship isn‟t as strong as for the forward load
angle. (See Figures C1-18 through C1-20)
Note that for combined forward and side load test cases L and M, the resulting lanyard force dropped as
the side load increased from 12 to 22 degrees with a roughly constant forward angle (18 to 16 degrees).
This test was repeated in test N because the result was not necessarily expected.

Lanyard Pull Force vs Truck Plate Load

Test

Associated Photos Upward Load

Units

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

100_1902
100_1903
100_1905
100_1908
100_1911
100_1913
100_1916
100_1919
100_1923
100_1925
100_1926
100_1927, 1928
100_1929, 1930
100_1931, 1932

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

850
1000
1900
1000
1810
1000
1950
1000
2000
1000
2000
1000
1000
1000

Forward Sideward
Load
Load
Uncertainty Angle
Angle
Lanyard Force Required
Incl ~ 20 lbs Load Cell Weight
+/- 50 lbs
0
0
88
+/- 50 lbs
0
0
75
+/- 50 lbs
0
0
110
+/- 50 lbs
9.9
0
110
+/- 50 lbs
12.6
0
165
+/- 50 lbs
23
0
180
+/- 50 lbs
17
0
210
+/- 50 lbs
0
18.3
90
+/- 50 lbs
0
9.25
90
+/- 50 lbs
0
17
100
+/- 50 lbs
0
15.3
150
+/- 50 lbs
18
12.4
210
+/- 50 lbs
15.75
22
115
+/- 50 lbs
17.5
22.8
115

Units

Uncertainty

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs
+/- 10 lbs

Figure C1–17. Field Test 3 Tabulated Measured Data
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Figure C1–18. Lanyard Force vs Vertical Load (Data at zero load is taken from Test 1)
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Figure C1–19. Lanyard Force vs Forward Load Angle and Load Magnitude
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Figure C1-20. Chart 3 Lanyard Force vs Side Load Angle and Load Magnitude

Test Conclusions:
The results of this test were generally as anticipated. Increasing loads increased the lanyard pull force.
Increasing forward load angle increased the lanyard pull force. Increasing side angle increased the
lanyard force only mildly, except for some combine load conditions where the lanyard force appeared to
decrease.
Considering that the designed free lift (net lifting force on the launch pin) is about 985 lbs, the lanyard
force required for a balloon directly overhead would seem reasonable at about 80 pounds. However, the
tests indicate that with relatively small forward angles of 10 to 15 degrees (balloon ahead of the launch
crane), the lanyard force could rise to 125 to 150 pounds. Adding loads created by the wind on the
balloon could easily take the lanyard loads to over 200 pounds.
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C2 - Analysis
Estimates of Balloon and Flight Train Forces at Several Stages during the
Attempted Launch and Abort Process
Summary:
Analysis was conducted to bound the potential forces that were extant in the balloon and flight train
elements during the Nuclear Compton Telescope inadvertent payload release. The knowledge of these
forces is important for the investigation. Analysis included approximations of the balloon and flight train
distributed weights, the drag forces produced by the relative wind on all elements, and the lift forces
generated by the buoyant forces on the contained helium. The system of structural elements and forces
produces a complex catenary. The geometry is well represented by Figure C2-1 which shows the system
near the time of the incident. This catenary system was modeled using two different methods, a multielement equilibrium steady state shooting method and a dynamic model that solves the accelerations of
lumped mass and spring system. The models show considerable forces at the truck plate at the moments
of the launch attempt, the holding and backing at the fence, and at the time of the safety restraint cable
rupture. The estimated forces and apparent geometries of the application of those forces are consistent
with the inability to actuate the lanyard pull successfully during the launch attempts. The estimated
forces and apparent geometries of the application of those forces are also consistent with the rupture of
the restraint cable assemblies at the time of the unplanned payload release.
There is also evidence that the payload, while supported by the launch vehicle, experienced pendulous
motion. This motion also produced forces on the truck plate that were transmitted to the restraint system
and may have added to the difficulties with payload release and loads that caused rupture at the time of
the inadvertent release. While the horizontal forces on the bottom of the truck plate due to payload
pendulous motion can be significant and sufficient to prevent a lanyard pull, it is difficult to confirm that
the gondola was swinging in an unfavorable direction at the moment of lanyard pull attempts.

Figure C2-1. Image of the NCT Balloon System at the Airport Fence
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Section 1 – Catenary Forces
System Description
Weight Distribution:
The flight train is made up of a number of different sections and the distribution of weight was
determined using the mechanical description for the standard 120‟ chute system and the flight weight
breakdown. The weight distribution of the balloon was estimated by proportioning the total weight of the
manufactured balloon as a function of the approximate local radius of the design shape. In this case, the
fully inflated balloon float shape was approximated as a sphere for the purpose of approximating the
weight distribution.
Drag:
The balloon was modeled based on the geometry determined by photographs of the system during the
times of interest. In all cases, the collar had already been released. The photographs were analyzed to
approximate the projected area of the spherical top, the triangular “sail” section, and the remaining “rope
section” (see figure 1). The parachute and risers were modeled as a cylinder and the cable ladder section
was modeled as four 3/8 “cables. Coefficients of drag were estimated based on information from Hoerner
and others. Drag coefficient estimates for the parachute and the various balloon sections are difficult to
estimate because the sections are flexible, the material is very compliant and “flagging” occurs, and the
overall boundary changes as a function of the applied force. For this analysis, the upper spherical “cap
section” was assigned a Cd of 0.5, the “sail section” 1.5, and the “rope section” a Cd of 1.5. The
parachute and risers section was assigned a Cd of 1.5 and the wire rope cables a Cd of 1.5. It would be
reasonable to expect these Cd‟s and the corresponding drag forces to be within 25% to 30% of the actual.
The piball wind data before and after the attempted launch was used to establish a wind velocity for each
altitude layer and drag was calculated for each section.
Steady State Equilibrium Analysis:
For the steady state analysis, the catenary system was modeled as a series of rods or chain links, each with
external weight, lift and drag forces. The system was arbitrarily divided into 100 elements for analysis.
A seed initial angle for the top balloon element is provided and the equilibrium solution is obtained. The
initial angle and drag were adjusted until the shape of the modeled catenary matched closely with the
photograph (see figure C2-2).
Dynamic Analysis:
For the dynamic analysis, the system was modeled as a lumped mass system connected by springs. The
dynamics were integrated from spool release using a Runge Kutta method. As above, the forces were
distributed to the representative nodes.
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Drag Analysis Results:
The catenary Steady State Equilibrium (Static) analysis for the crane positioned at the Airport fence
solution produced a reasonable geometric fit with the photographic evidence as is shown in figure C2-2.
The necessary forces at the truck plate to support the system weight and drag through the catenary were
calculated to be approximately 9280 lbs. at approximately 38 degrees from horizontal. Matching the
observed catenary required a drag adjustment factor of about 0.65 resulting in a total horizontal drag force
of about 7300 lbs.
At the fence condition, the results of the independent Dynamic Analysis confirm the estimated horizontal
drag force to be about 7200 lbs and the flight train angle with the horizontal at the crane to approximately
38 degrees. The total load at the crane head for this analysis is 9300 lbs.
A simple check can be accomplished by resolving the net vertical force (lift – weight) in the system along
the known ladder angle at the crane head. The angle is determined from the photo evidence to be about
38 degrees. Resolving the net 5745 lbs along this angle gives a necessary total reactive force of 9350 lbs.

Figure C2-2. Catenary Analysis of the NCT Flight Train

Using the dynamic and static analysis techniques, additional considerations were made for the system at
four key events: Attempted Launch, At the Fence, The Backing Maneuver, and The Inadvertent Release.
It should be noted that the purpose of the analysis is to determine if the observed events are reasonably
explained by estimates of the forces present and the capabilities of the operators and capacities of the
hardware.
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Some general time-dependent results are presented below in Figures C2-3 through C2-6. The time
dependent position of the launch vehicle (crane) was taken from the science payload GPS information
made available to the MIB. The GPS data frequency was 1/5 Hz. The time dependent position of the
balloon and flight train were determined through the dynamic simulation using the wind data and timedependent drag coefficient estimates backed out from the static conditions and from video evidence (for
instance, for the spool lift-off period). Further video correlation with balloon/crane relative position and
flight train shape was accomplished and is presented in Appendix G.

Figure C2-3. Ladder Elevation vs Time Estimate Gs from Dynamic Simulation

Figure C2-4. Ladder Tension at the Launch Head vs Time Estimates from Dynamic
Simulation
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Figure C2-5. Safety Restraint Cable Forces (pair) vs Time Estimates from Dynamic
Simulation

Figure C2-6. Ground Track Estimates vs Time Estimates From Dynamic Simulation
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Attempted Launch –
For the launch attempt analysis, the important result is to estimate the pull force required on the release
lanyard at the time of the launch attempt. Shear forces are applied to the release pin through the pear ring,
the safety restraint cables, the truck plate, the flight train ladder, and eventually the balloon. The lanyard
pull force is a function of the shear force on the release pin, therefore a function of the forces generated
by the balloon and the relative geometry of the balloon and the launch vehicle.
From photographic evidence, the forward angle at the launch attempt appears to be about 10 to 12 degrees
(78 - 80 degrees from horizontal). The effective angle of the launch head pin from the horizontal was a
function of the crane boom angle, the launch head pin angle within the launch head assembly and the
launch head pin taper. This effective angle is approximately 25 degrees from the horizontal, but is in
practice dynamic, changing as the crane moves over the terrain. At this angle, the load in the safety
restraint cables after resolving the force along the launch head pin is reduced to about 60% of the load in
the flight train. (For reference see Figure C2-7 below) The analysis assumes no appreciable reduction
due to friction. This is a reasonable approximation since the truck plate/launch head pin normal forces are
relatively small since the truck plate sees the force difference between the payload weight and the upward
flight train loads. Preliminary calculations showed force modifications on the safety restraint cables due
to friction to be on the order of 200 lbs. The remainder of the ladder force on the truck plate is reacted in
the pin in shear and bending. The static catenary analysis shows a total flight train force introduced into
the truck plate of about 6000 lbs. The resulting total force in the safety restraint cable pair is then about
1500 lbs after allowing for the offset due to the payload weight (4787 lbs), reacted at the bottom of the
truck plate. For comparison, the dynamic analysis shows a total force of about 6900 lbs and a slightly
higher force on the restraint cable pair.

Figure C2-7. Launch Head Pin, Restraint Cable and Truck Plate Sketch
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Using the data from Field Test 1 repeated below in Figure C2-8, the resulting lanyard pull force would be
predicted to be about 320 lbs (test data only covered up to 1400 lbs applied load). The 300+ pounds of
pull force required to release the payload exceeded the maximum reasonable human capability of about
100 lbs. Human factors research (Das and Wang, International Journal of Occupational Safety and
Ergonomics, 2004, Vol. 10, No 1, 43-58 and Aghazadeh, Advances in Industrial Ergonomics VI, Taylor
and Francis, 2010) suggests that realizable downward pull force for a male in standing position is in the
range of 85 to 100 lbs.
Lanyard force models developed from the Field Test results were coupled with the dynamic model to
estimate the pull force throughout the launch timeline. These results are presented in Figure C2-9. Note
that pull force is predicted to change quite abruptly at about 86 seconds when the launch vehicle slows for
the attempt. This is consistent with the inertial and increased drag loading of the balloon system as the
launch vehicle slows. The implication is that an attempt just prior to slowing is predicted to take about
200 lbs, where just after it decelerates is increased to over 300 lbs. The dynamic analysis is consistent
with the static analysis regarding the lanyard pull force.

Figure C2-8. Release Lanyard Pull Force vs Pear Ring (equivalent total restraint cable)
Loading
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Figure C2-9. Estimated Release lanyard Pull Force vs Time Estimates from Dynamic
Simulation

Conclusions:
These results suggest that the lanyard pull force due to the forces resulting from the balloon and flight
train catenary was approximately 200 to 350 pounds during the first and second pull launch attempts. The
required pull force during the launch attempts was clearly well in excess of typical human capabilities.
Further, at no time after the crane was aligned with the wind direction was there a time that the launch
attempt could have been completed successfully.

At The Fence –
At the time that the crane stopped at the Airport fence, the flight train was determined to be at 38 degrees
from the horizontal at a total force of about 9350 lbs. Resolving these forces along the launch head pin
gives a force along the pin direction of about 9200 lbs. This resultant force is then reacted by the payload
weight and the tension in the restraint cables. The truck plate is constrained to move along the launch
head pin, which also constrains the cables to react the load at an angle not aligned with the launch head
pin. The cables with no payload weight would react with 9500 lbs. This restraint cable force is then
corrected by the component of payload weight along the restraint cable direction. This correction is
approximately 3200 lbs, yielding reactive force in the cable pair of about 6300 lbs. This compares to the
specified ultimate load of the restraint cables of 7,000 lb each CSBF document OM-200-18-D, (“Aircraft
Cable Approved Load Rating”).
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The 5/16” Crosby chain shackles and the AN46 38” – 24 UNF eyebolts are rated at 9,000 lb ultimate and
7015 lb according to documents OM-200-19-D and an email from CSBF.
Conclusions:
If the total force from the balloon and flight train catenary system estimate is reasonable, it speaks to why
the restraint cables did not rupture while the crane was at the fence.

During the Backing Maneuver –
During the backing maneuver, the drag forces were increased by the added relative wind velocity due to
the backing speed of the crane. The backing speed of the crane was approximately 4 to 9 feet per second
with the winds at about 21 ft/s. This produces a factor of 1.2 to 1.4 relative velocity and a resulting drag
component factor of 1.4 to 2.0. The result would be a total force in the ladder between 11,800 and 15,000
lbs, pushing the cable pair loading to between 8,600 and 11,800 lbs. The dynamic simulation results
were consistent, showing restraint cable forces peaking just under 10,500 lbs. It should be noted that
pendulous motions which were present during the period would add to the maximum forces seen by the
restraint cables.
Conclusions:
The estimates of the cable forces during the backing maneuver are consistent with the restraint cables not
breaking during this maneuver. However, when used in this manner, the estimated safety factor based on
the cable specification was only about 1.3 for this particular situation. The loading due to pendulous
motion or wind gusts may have taken the system to a near failure condition.
At Inadvertent Release –
At the time of the unintended release from the launch head pin, the crane was headed generally in an antiwind direction at several feet per second which would have generated ladder forces greater than 10,000
lbs and less than 12,000 lbs. This results in restraint cable forces (in the pair) of 7,000 to 8,000 lbs. In
addition, loads produced by the pendulous motion of the payload would add to these forces to produce the
maximum forces at the time. The process of turning the launch vehicle away from the downwind
direction also changed the way the loads were introduced into the truck plate. Ground testing after the
incident showed that side loads introduced through the flight train caused the truck plate to rotate about
the launch head pin. This rotation of the truck plate in turn prevents the load from being carried
symmetrically by the restraint cables. (See Figure C2-10)
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Figure C2-10. Illustration of Twisted Truck Plate

For extensive rotation which would be produced by the configuration at cable rupture, one cable is
essentially relieved of force and the entire load is carried by a single cable. Therefore, there was enough
load reacted at the truck plate to rupture the single loaded cable assembly carrying the predominance of
the load. The second cable assembly would then be subjected to the total local load and would also
rupture. The ultimate ratings of the eyebolt that ruptured (after considering the bending loads produced as
it was employed) and the cable that ruptured are both less than the predicted load.

Conclusions:
The estimated forces produced at the time of the inadvertent release are entirely consistent with the
rupture of the restraint cables. The cables likely rupture one at a time as the load was carried first by one,
then the next cable. (See Figure C2-11 below)

Broken Cable

Broken Eyebolt

Figure C2-11. Illustration of Broken Cable and Broken Eyebolt
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Section 2 - Pendulous Forces
System Description:
The payload is supported as a simple pendulum from the launch head pin. While the flexible cables used
in the suspension make it possible to have a “wristing” action under certain circumstances, those effects
are neglected here. The suspended weight is 4787 lbs with the center of mass at approximately 15 feet
from the suspension point.
Analysis:
The forces of interest in this pendulum system are produced by two accelerations. One is from the
acceleration of gravity, producing the weight component, and the produced other from the acceleration
due to the circular motion, producing the centrifugal force component. Both the weight and centrifugal
force components are maximum at the bottom of the swing, but at that location produce no horizontal
(fore and aft) component to be transmitted into the bottom of the truck plate. The horizontal force
magnitude varies as a function of maximum displacement angle (imparted energy) and the instantaneous
angle of the payload center of mass. For small total displacements, under 10 to 15 degrees, the combined
horizontal force is maximum at the maximum angle, is due completely to the horizontal component of the
tension due to weight, and is practically linear with angle. For larger total angular displacements, over
about 30 degrees, the horizontal force is maximum at intermediate angles due to the contribution from the
velocity of the swinging mass. From 10 to 30 degrees total displacement the horizontal forces are
nonlinear over the range and are maximum at the maximum angle.
For the launch conditions here, peak angular amplitudes were observed to 20 degrees, which can produce
horizontal forces up to 1400 lbs. (See Figure C2-12 below) It is extremely challenging to determine the
angular position of the gondola at the times of attempted lanyard pull.

Figure C2-12. Potential Horizontal Forces Produced by Payload Pendulous Motions
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Conclusions:
It is sufficient to say that pendulous motions have the potential for generating sufficient forces to prevent
the lanyard pull, as well as add to the forces already present in the restraint cables due to the forces in the
flight train from the balloon. At the same time, the pendulous forces, when acting in a favorable direction
(payload swing toward the crane) have the potential to overcome some of the 1500 lbs of restraint pin
loading generated by the balloon and flight train at the time of the launch attempt.
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Section 3 - Forces at the Crane Launch Head for a Hypothetical No-Collar Release Condition
A brief analysis was accomplished to determine the likely level of forces at the crane launch head
mechanism at the time of inadvertent release for a condition where the reefing collar had not been
released prior to release from the launch pin. This question arose out of consideration of the launch
process that generally includes instances both where the collar is released prior to the pin release and post
pin release.

Analysis Approach:
The drag areas were determined based on photographic evidence of the balloon
just prior to the collar release. (See Figure C2-13) In this condition, the drag area
is somewhat less than that observed after the collar release. The new drag area
was used with the same effective drag coefficient that was shown to cause
analysis agreement with both the overall catenary shape and terminal angle at the
launch head.

Results:
Application of the same static analytical technique yielded an ultimate force at the
launch head of approximately 8000 lbs with the collar compared to 10000 lbs
without the collar. The resulting angle with the horizontal is calculated to be
closer to 50 degrees with the collar as compared to about 47 degrees without it.
Applying an approximate 80% reduction would put the safety restraint cable
forces between 5500 and 6500 lbs.

C2-13. Balloon with Collar

Conclusions:
Maintaining the collar until after pin release would have reduced the cable load on the safety restraint
cables. The loads are predicted to be reduced to a point where, if one neglects potential pendulous
payload dynamics loads or wind gust loads, the restraint cables may not have ruptured at the time.
However, consideration of these additional loads creates a situation that may still have led to cable
rupture
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Section 3 – Predicted Release Lanyard Forces for the Hypothetical Case of no Traction Loss at PET
= 62 Seconds
A brief analysis was accomplished to determine the predicted release lanyard pull force required at the
time of launch attempt under the hypothetical condition that the launch vehicle (crane) did not lose
traction at PET = 62 seconds. The dynamic simulation was used by modifying the launch vehicle (crane)
velocity profile to allow a constant acceleration through the period around 62 s. In addition, the vehicle
path was modified to better intersect the balloon by steering along the layout azimuth.
Again, it should be noted that the simulation uses PiBal information prior to and after the launch attempt
to estimate the wind velocities as a function of altitude and use drag estimates that produced similar
catenary shapes during static conditions (e.g., at the fence). The balloon position ground track position is
influenced in simulation by both the aerodynamic drag forces and by the forces imparted by the launch
vehicle (crane). Therefore, the Balloon Ground tracks are estimates only and do not represent any
measured positions.
Results:

Figure C2-14. Estimated Lanyard Release Force for Hypothetical Case of No
Traction Loss and Improved Driving Direction
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Figure C2-15. Balloon and Crane Ground Tracks for Hypothetical Case
of No Traction Loss and Improved Driving Direction

The simulation presented shows that at the time of the actual launch attempts at about 86 seconds, the
lanyard pull forces are predicted to be within the range of the operator (less than 100 lbs) if the traction
loss had not been a factor and a slightly better driving azimuth had been followed.

Conclusions:
Given slightly different conditions, even with the wide right turn that was executed, it is predicted that the
NCT launch was possible with the vehicle and hardware compliment that existed. It should be noted that
the launch vehicle would have been out of the Category A Hazard Area.
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APPENDIX D: SAFETY ANALYSIS
D1 – Safety Requirements Assessment
D2 – Safety Assessment Results
D3 – Human Error Assessment
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D1 – Safety Requirements Assessment

Safety Requirements Assessment
The MIB conducted a Safety Requirements Assessment to determine areas where the applicable
safety requirements were either overlooked (constituting non-compliance) or implemented
poorly (constituting nonconformance with intent of the requirement). The requirements
documentation examined for compliance included, but were not limited to: NASA Policy
Directives; NASA Procedural Requirements; NASA Standards; NASA Range Safety Manuals;
GSFC/Wallops Procedural Requirements; Suborbital and Special Orbital Project Balloon
Procedures and Guidelines; Program Office Procedures and Guidelines; WFF Safety Office
Procedures and Guidelines; WFF Safety Office work instructions; and the CSBF Contract
documentation.
These requirements were compared with the information gathered through review of GSFC/WFF
and CSBF program and activity documentation and records, witness statements, witness
interviews, video documentation, and still photography.
The findings of the requirements assessment are provided within this section. Matrices mapping
the results of this assessment to the root cause and interim cause findings of this MIB report,
along with listings of the referenced safety requirements and excerpts of referenced
requirements, are located in Appendix D-2.

D1.1 Protection of the Public
“It is NASA policy to protect the public… from potential harm as a result of NASA activities
and operations by factoring safety as an integral feature of programs, projects, technologies,
operations, and facilities.” (NPR 8700.1)
The NASA General Safety Program Requirements, NPR 8715.3C, and the NASA Range Safety
Program Procedural Requirements, NPR 8715.5, both function to provide requirements for
implementation of the policy to protect the public.
These general Agency-level requirements should flow to each program, including the BPO (cite
NPR). The implementing document for the BPO is the WFF RSM 2002. The WFF Range
Safety Manual, RSM 2002 fails to flow the policy down into WFF Range Ground Safety
requirements. Public safety is only addressed in the context of Flight Safety requirements
(section 6 of RSM 2002). In addition, the CSBF Ground Safety Plan (OF-610-00-P) does not
address the need for public safety in its scope or practice. The CSBF Contract NAS5-03003,
Attachment D, Safety and Health Plan policy statement, also does not include safety of the
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public. The only reference to “public safety” that can be found in the CSBF contract is if one
traces the referenced NASA FAR supplemental (NFS) clause 1852.223-70, Safety and Health to
its source.
It is worth noting that neither the CSBF contract NAS5-03003 Statement of Work (SOW) nor the
Safety and Health Plan mandate implementation of specific, applicable NASA public safety
requirements.
The Balloon Program also failed to implement standard protective controls for personnel that
would have also benefited public safety. Hazardous operating procedures were not instituted for
launch activities as required by NPR 8715.3; NPR 8715.5; NASA FAR supplemental 1852.22370; and the Contract NAS5-03003 Health and Safety Plan. WFF Procedures and Guidelines for
control of public safety, such as those found in 800-PG-8715.1.1 and 800-PG-8715.0.3,
including roadblocks and dedicated viewing areas, were not implemented for the Balloon
Program nor were dedicated safety professionals (e.g., RSO, MRSO and OSS) assigned to
oversee the launch process as required by NPR 8715.5 and RSM 2002.

D1.2 Protection of Personnel
RSM 2002 Ground Safety, Section 5.1.1, states that “the ground safety goal of GSFC‟s WFF is
to minimize the risks to personnel and property involved in conducting operations at GSFC‟s
WFF and to prevent mishaps that would result in embarrassment to NASA or the United States
Government.” Section 5.1.2 also requires “that all systems be designed such that it will take a
minimum of two independent, unlikely failures occurring in order for personnel to be exposed to
a hazard” and that (Section 5.2.4) the CSBF Ground Safety Plan (OF-610-00-P) identify “the
potential hazards and describe the system design and methods employed to control the hazards.”
The CSBF Ground Safety Plan (OF-610-00-P) echoes these goals; it too states that CSBF‟s
ground safety goal is to minimize risks to personnel. However, the Plan does not adequately
address the requirements to identify potential hazards, to describe the design of hazardous
systems, and to provide methods of hazard control for each identified hazard in order ensure
personnel safety.

D1.3 Hazard Analysis
The Balloon Program‟s lack of stringent hazard analysis left them vulnerable to non-compliances
with Agency and WFF Range Safety Requirements.
NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program under Range Safety Analysis (Section, 3.2.1), requires that
“each range operation shall undergo a range safety analysis to establish any design or operational
constraints needed to control risk to persons and property.” (Note: Range Operation is defined as
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the flight of a launch vehicle including payload at a range, to or from a range, or to or from
launch sites or landing sites.) The BPO and the WFF Safety Office failed to perform or to ensure
that adequate analyses were performed for the preflight phase of the balloon launch process. As a
result of this omission, the balloon program operated without properly identified hazards and
without adequate hazard controls.
The Range Safety Manual (RSM) states that the ground safety plan must also include a
description and technical evaluation of the hazardous system‟s compliance with the design
requirements of section 5.1.2, which stipulates “that all systems are designed such that it will
take a minimum of two independent, unlikely failures occurring in order for personnel to be
exposed to a hazard.” Further section 5.3 (Specific Policies and Criteria) provides specific
requirements for potentially hazardous systems including safety critical Ground Support
Equipment (GSE) (5.3.5.1), electrically operated GSE used on Category A systems (5.3.5.6),
ground support pressure systems (5.3.5.12), RF systems (5.3.5.8), and lifting devices and
equipment (5.3.5.5).
The CSBF Ground Safety Plan, OF-610-00-P, does not include the required design descriptions
and assessments nor does it identify all known hazards and controls associated with the launch
pre-inflation, inflation, and launch phases. Examples of hazards not adequately addressed within
the current Ground Safety Plan include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Structural failure of launch equipment
Collision of moving/swinging payload with personnel or property (suspended loads)
Collision or tipping of mobile crane with personnel or property
Over pressurization or rupture of the balloon inflation system
Inadvertent/premature release of the payload
Inadvertent/premature ignition of pyrotechnics
Inadvertent/premature abort
Collision with aborted/released parachute train equipment

There is no evidence to suggest that a comprehensive safety analysis was performed for the
balloon program for either the hardware or the operations associated with the launch process.
Adequate documentation was not found in the Ground Safety Plan nor any other documentation
reviewed. Operational constraints, hardware failure mechanisms, and limits were not identified.
RSM 2002 prescribes the methodology for analysis and control implementation in the Ground
Safety Hazard Control (Section 5.2). The RSM requires that the following hazard control
methods to be used to “protect personnel and property and minimize risk when conducting
potentially hazardous operations”:
A. Identify all known hazards associated with the program
B. Implement safety design criteria
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C. Minimize exposure of personnel to hazardous systems
D. Establish safe operating procedures
E. Plan for contingencies

The typical ground plan will contain a list of all procedures (non-hazardous, hazardous, and
safety critical), procedure descriptions, task summary details including hazards and precautions,
and list of required PPE, identification of emergency and abort/back-out actions and a list of
personnel training, certification and experience requirements for each type of hazardous
operation such as ordnance, radiation and crane operations, and description of test performed on
hazardous and safety critical systems. In addition a hazard analysis is included for each
hazardous system and an Operating and Support Hazard Analysis (O&SHA) is provided for each
hazardous operation. The O&SHA worksheets typically provide the following information:
general hazard group, specific hazard condition, effect of hazard if not controlled, hazard control
hardware, hazard control procedure, hazard control personnel. The plan also provides a
mechanism for verifying that all hazard controls are in place prior to the beginning of the launch
operation.
Individual hazard reports would have helped to ensure that the hazards, their causes,
consequences, and controls were accounted for appropriately through the review and update of
the reports prior to each mission.

D1.4 Hazardous Operating Procedures
The CSBF launch operations took place without the benefit of hazardous operating procedures.
Lack of written hazardous procedures constitutes non-compliance with both Agency safety
requirements and the WFF/CSBF contract.
NPR 8715.3, NASA General Safety Program Requirements, (section 1.4.3.j) states that the
Center Director shall “ensure that for hazardous NASA operations, procedures are developed for
the following circumstances: 1) to provide an organized and systematic approach to identify and
control risks, 2) when equipment operations, planned or unplanned, are hazardous or constitute a
potential launch, test, vehicle, or payload processing constraint, or 3) when an operation is
detailed or complicated and there is reasonable doubt that it can be performed correctly without
written procedures.” NPR 8715.3, section 3.8. Hazardous Operations, also stipulates that Center
Directors and project managers “shall ensure that all hazardous operations have a Hazardous
Operating Procedure or a Hazardous Operating Permit (HOP), and that all procedures include
sufficient detail to identify residual hazards and cautions to NASA personnel.” “The Center
SMA Director or designee shall review and approve the HOP.”
NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program (section 1.3.7.c) requires that “for each range operation, the
vehicle program manager or NASA designee shall coordinate with the range safety organization
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to develop and implement …procedures” and the NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety
and Health (j) as attached to the CSBF contract requires that “before hazardous operations
commence, the Contractor shall submit for NASA concurrence (1) Written hazardous operating
procedures for all hazardous operations; and/or (2) Qualification standards for personnel
involved in hazardous operations.”
The CSBF„s own Health and Safety Plan (section J of the Contract NAS5-03003) states that the
“safety of personnel and facilities will be ensured through the use of existing procedures” and
that “written procedures for hazardous procedures will be developed and annually reviewed.”
The plan also states that “flight line operations procedures are to be maintained by the
Operations Manager” and “will be made available to appropriate NASA authorities.”
Despite the agency requirements and the CSBF plan, evidence obtained through witness
interviews and document review indicates that the CSBF in fact did not develop or use written
hazardous procedures.
Witness interviews uncovered that the contractor launch operators rely solely on checklists, the
generic ground safety plan, job knowledge, and experience to execute the complicated and
hazardous launch operation steps. Therefore, detailed operating procedures were not used for the
Alice Springs NCT launch, nor are they typically used for any launch operations.
The failure of the Balloon Program Office and CSBF to conduct launch operations by the
instruction of approved written hazardous operating procedures left the participating crew,
personnel, and public vulnerable to increased risks.

D1.5 Ground Safety Plan
The Balloon Program Ground Safety Plan is a generic plan that was produced by the WFF Safety
Office in 2004. It is supplemented by experimenter payload data provided in the format of
questionnaires prior to each mission, which together with the generic plan, made up a Ground
Safety Data Package. Even with the supplements included, the plan failed to contain the
necessary information.
The primary deficiencies in the Ground Safety Plan are discussed in D1.3 and D1.4.
Interview evidence indicates that the Balloon Program Office and CSBF contractors believed the
Balloon Ground Safety Plan to contain comparable comprehensive information as discussed
above for a „typical‟ ground plan. The Ground Safety Plan was repeatedly referenced in
interviews whenever questions relating to system design, operational analysis, keep out zones,
hazard controls and hazardous operating procedures were raised. Subsequent review of the
generic balloon ground safety plan revealed that the plan failed to provide most of the referenced
information.
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The Balloon Program Office and the WFF Safety Office failed to sufficiently review the ground
safety plan for compliance with the Range Safety requirements and/ or neglected to make the
necessary improvements to bring the Balloon Ground Safety Plan into compliance.

D1.6 Safety Oversight
There is evidence of an insufficient safety oversight for the WFF Balloon Program.
NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program assigns safety oversight requirements to different levels of
Agency management, organizations and personnel for the WFF Range Safety and Balloon
Programs. There is evidence to suggest that compliance was lacking with regard to oversight
responsibilities on all levels.
The NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program (section 1.3.2) requires that at the Headquarters level,
NASA‟s Range Safety Manager not only evaluates range safety programs but also “ensure
consistent implementation of range safety requirements throughout the Agency” Section 1.3.4.2
requires that Center Directors functioning as the authority for fixed or mobile launch sites
“establish the processes and associated Center-level requirements needed to ensure the
requirements of NPR 8715.5 are met.”
Documentation and interview evidence suggest that the Balloon Program was not afforded the
same level of safety insight or oversight as other Agency or even WFF Range programs and that
range safety requirements were not consistently implemented for the Balloon Program.
NPR 8715.5 (section 1.3.5) gives range safety organization requirements for all range operations
that use a Center's range facilities. The requirements state that “the Center range safety
organization lead or NASA designee shall: (a) Implement or oversee the implementation of this
NPR and associated Center-level processes and requirements including the risk management
process of paragraph 3.2.4 of this NPR, (b) identify program data requirements, perform or
evaluate and approve required range safety analysis, (c) evaluate and approve all range safety
systems, (d) designate a qualified Range Safety Officer (RSO) to support each NASA mission
that involves range operations (see paragraph 1.3.8 of this NPR for RSO responsibilities), (e)
establish a qualification and training program that satisfies paragraph 3.5 of this NPR for range
safety personnel (including RSOs and personnel responsible for range safety systems and range
safety analysis) appropriate to the types of vehicles and operations at the range, (f) set
operational performance requirements and standards for all range safety systems and (g) ensure
the readiness of the range safety systems to support each operation.”
The WFF Balloon Program launch activities take place at the contractor CSBF launch facilities
or remote locations. However this does not make the BPO exempt from the safety
implementation requirements of 1.3.5, based on the intent of NPR 8715.5 Sections 1.3.2 and
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1.3.4.2 which are designed to ensure that implementation of safety standards remains consistent
for all NASA programs and operations.
The Balloon Program Manager also has a number of required duties designed to provide insight
to the balloon launch programs included in NPR 8715.5 (Section 1.3.7, Vehicle Program
Manager), the first being to “(a) establish the processes and associated program-level
requirements needed to ensure the requirements of this (the Range Safety Program) NPR are
satisfied.” Additional oversight requirements include: (c) the coordination of range safety
organizations including RSO” to develop and implement operational range safety requirements,
plans, procedures, and checklists, including mission rules and flight commit criteria”; “ (d)
designate a Range Safety Representative for the vehicle program”; “ (e) involve range safety
personnel and begin the tailoring process by the System Requirements Review (SRR),
continuing throughout all pertinent vehicle and payload reviews and during Operations.“; “ (f)
ensure adequate resources and data are available to support all range safety requirements and
activities, including the design, test, and implementation of vehicle range safety systems required
to support range safety requirements, the range safety organization/authority supporting the
review, and approval process and operational support”; “ (g) incorporate the requirements of this
document in all launch service provider contracts and flight or other range operation contracts or
agreements.”, (j) in coordination with the range safety organization(s), generate a contingency
action plan that describes roles and responsibilities in the event of a mishap and provides
procedures to secure all data relevant to an investigation.”; “(l) in coordination with any Center
that supports the range operation, ensure all employees and visitors are informed of potential
hazards associated with a range operation and the actions to take in the event of an emergency.”;
“ (o) engage the Center range safety organization regarding, and establish a plan for, monitoring
of vehicle and range processes during launches, entries, and other range operations and to ensure
timely identification and resolution of any violation that might affect launch, entry, or other
operational approval. Engage with the NASA Range Safety Manager to perform this function for
range operations not supported by a Center range safety organization; and (v) ensure that any
vehicle program personnel who perform a range safety function are qualified and trained in
accordance with paragraph 3.5 of this NPR.
Evidence suggests the many of these safety responsibilities were not sufficiently performed on
the behalf of the Balloon Program leading to inadequate oversight and insight into the Balloon
Program launch operations.
The Range Safety Manual also assigned oversight responsibility to the Balloon Program Office.
RSM 2002 Section 2.0 requires that “For the Balloon Program, the Chief, Balloon Program
office shall ensure that 1) the requirements and the procedure defined in appropriate safety plans
and balloon risks analysis are implemented and (2) the operational responsibilities normally
assigned to the Mission Range Safety Officer (MRSO), Operations Safety Supervisor (OSS), or
Project Manager in this document are implemented for balloon operations” and defines each of
these positions.
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Evidence suggests that the Balloon Program was noncompliant with these oversight
responsibilities. Evidence collected for the Alice Springs NCT launch shows the BPO in fact,
did not ensure the implementation of appropriate protection for hazardous launch operations as
required nor did they provide the assignment and subsequent performance of the required safety
responsibilities of OSS and MRSO.
There is no flow down of direction from the RSM 2002 in the CSBF documentation that requires
personnel to assume the safety responsibilities of the MRSO, OSS (and Project Manager). The
CSBF Balloon Ground Safety Plan, Chapter 2–Safety Responsibilities, states simply that “the
CSBF Operations Department Head (campaign manager at remote sites) is responsible to ensure
compliance with the provisions of the BGSP for CSBF operations and for science user
operations.” There is no reference to what these “provisions” are and no reference to the duties
described in the RSM 2002. (Note: the only other reference to a specific duty is later in the
paragraph– “The crew chief is responsible to direct the movement and operation of all heavy
equipment used in balloon launch operations in such a way to ensure safety and minimize the
number of personnel exposed to hazards associated with this equipment.”) There is no discussion
of certification, training, no reference to NASA requirements, and no mention of specific duties
as outlined in RSM 2002. (Note the only reference to the RSM 2002 is in Section 1 Scope: “The
BGSP is derived from the NASA GSFC/WFF Range Safety Manual, identified as RSM 2002”.
The word „derived‟ is ambiguous. There is no required RSO or OSS or MRSO training provided
to the CSBF safety designees.
The lack of a dedicated, trained safety officer engaged in reviewing launch procedures, verifying
test results, conducting pre-task briefings, monitoring the hazardous launch operations and
making abort decisions left both personnel and the general public vulnerable to potential injury
or death. The Campaign Manager and Launch Director were over-burdened with the
responsibility of assuming safety monitoring duties in addition to their operational duties; they
were also not properly trained to do so.
Insufficient oversight by the WFF Safety Leadership, along with the absence of dedicated safety
professionals at the launch site significantly added to the risks of the balloon program launch
activities.

D1.7 Closure of Audit Findings and Recommendations
Insufficient management oversight regarding the implementation of the 2002 Balloon Program
Independent Safety Assessment (reference QA-D-02-04-001) findings and recommendations
allowed required corrective actions to remain incomplete.
NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program, requires that a NASA Headquarters-level, independent
assessment of range programs be conducted periodically. The NPR also states that it is the
responsibility of the GSFC Center Director to “support range safety independent assessments and
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(to) respond to all findings and recommendations for which the Center is accountable.” The 2002
assessment conducted for the WFF Safety Office (reference QA-D-02-04-001), brought forth
twenty-three (23) findings and twenty-five (25) recommendations. Eight years later, many of
these findings and recommendations remain inadequately or incompletely addressed. Five such
findings have particular relevance to the Alice Springs incident and can be directly linked to
either contributing or root causes for the mishap. Discussion of these findings are presented
below:
QA-D-02-04-001 Finding 5―Total Reimbursable Budget Authority (RBA) funding impacts
the safety office‟s ability to perform its mission. „There is no Direct Budget Authority (DBA)
funding for the WFF range safety function. Since the WFF is a full cost accounting
organization, there is only RBA funding available to the range safety organization.
Recommendation: GSFC/WFF management should provide DBA funding based on range
safety‟s assessment of need. GSFC/WFF range safety organization could also attempt to gain
DBA funds through submittal of a request to HQ Code Q POP process.‟
Interview evidence gives indication the WFF Range safety funding is not independent of the
vehicle programs and that the funding structure of the WFF/GSFC safety office may still be an
issue.
QA-D-02-04-001 Finding 6―Safety practices not consistent across projects in 810, 820, 830
and 840. „WFF team would benefit from consistent and consolidated application of safety
practices across the various program offices. Recommendation: WFF management standardize
current safety practices in all WFF programs.‟
Evidence suggests however that Range Safety requirements are not equally or consistently
applied to the Balloon Program. This is particularly true regarding the safety oversight and
insight provided to the WFF Balloon Programs, including CSBF launch campaigns.
Interview and document evidence shows that the Balloon program is not managed in the
same manner as other Code 800 range programs and that the WFF Safety Organization,
Code 803, has very limited interaction with and oversight of the Balloon Program.
Interview evidence and document review show that several standard Code 800 and Code
803 range safety requirements and range safety documents (including processes,
procedures, guidelines and work instructions) are not applied to the BPO nor have
comparable processes and procedures been developed. For example, the Balloon program
missions are not assigned RSOs. Also, contractor personnel have not been assigned the
duties of MRSO or OSS nor has the required balloon-specific OSS training been provided as
required by RSM 2002.
QA-D-02-04-001 Finding 9―Range safety involvement with Balloon Program inadequate.
The balloon programs operated at GSFC/WFF do not have independent range safety oversight
or insight. These payloads are potentially hazardous to the public and should be managed
consistent with other hazardous, uninhabited programs. Recommendation: GSFC/WFF
Management should require range safety involvement in balloon programs. Suggest WFF range
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safety office and balloon program office coordinate a tailored range safety program for
balloons.
Documentation and interview evidence suggest that the Balloon Program was not afforded the
same level of safety insight or oversight as other Agency or even WFF Range programs and that
range safety requirements were not consistently implemented for the Balloon Program.
WFF Range safety provided little or no insight or oversight for the CSBF launches, nor did they
assign dedicated range safety personnel in the form of RSO, MRSO or OSS.
The 2002 assessment aptly pointed out the balloon program activity‟s potential danger to the
public and recommended greater Code 803 involvement. Interview and document evidence
supports the fact that the Balloon Program still suffers from a lack of oversight. The Safety
office to-date does not perform periodic program audits or requirement, document, or analysis
reviews, is not present at launch activities and depends on contractor and BPO to impose and
maintain safety requirements.
QA-D-02-04-001 Finding 11―WFF pre-mishap planning is inadequate. Recommendation:
WFF should expand and update written pre-mishap plans for operations at WFF. In addition to
the initial response actions, plans should also include all mishap hazards, investigation actions
and responses in accordance with NPD 8621.1. Failure to adequately pre-plan may place
personnel and resources at unnecessary risk and result in loss of investigation critical
information.
The contractor did have a mishap plan, but it was not fully compliant with the requirement of
NPR 8621.1. OF-695-21-P, „Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility Procedures Following Flight
Mishap or Incident‟ requires that after a mishap, hardware not be disturbed prior to inspection by
“appropriate personnel” (undefined) and gives the CSBF Operations Department Head or remote
Campaign Manager authority to instruct movement or manipulation of hardware. There is no
discussion of drug testing in the mishap plan. There is no information regarding potential
hazards associated with or the safing of the equipment. The Balloon Program mishap plan does
not include IRT information nor adequately address the safing of the mishap area or protection of
evidence. The lack of a compliant MPCP left the Balloon Program Office and the CSBF
contractors unprepared for the Alice Springs mishap. Evidence shows that post-mishap, the
public and personnel were allowed in close proximity to unsafed hazardous systems (including
pyrotechnics, and chemical batteries) and that there was significant disturbance of the mishap
scene and removal of key evidence.
QA-D-02-04-001 Finding 15―Training documentation lacking. There is little or no evidence
that all training is documented and tracked within the safety office. Recommendation: An ISO
process should be established and followed within the safety office (or at the 800 level) to
provide requirements for training and to accurately document that training. Expedite the
issuance of the ISO ground safety training process.
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There is no evidence of WFF-provided ground safety training for the Balloon Program
contractors (CSBF) who were delegated safety responsibility for launch operations (nor of
contractors certified based on WFF review of OSS equivalency). Appropriate NASA training
was not mandated nor provided to the contractor by WFF Safety or the BPO. The contractor
records only indicate on-the-job training records with no attached curriculum. NASA personnel
with appropriate range safety training were not assigned as an alternate solution.
QA-D-02-04-001 Finding 21―Operations Safety Supervisor qualifications unclear. It is not
clear how WFF range safety verifies the qualifications of “other personnel” that may be
delegated this responsibility. Recommendation: WFF should establish a clear policy for
delegation of OSS responsibilities. Consider using EWR 127-1 Para 1.4.3 et al as a guide.
WFF response to the 2002 audit was that training was being developed to qualify OSS personnel
designated by the WFF RSO and that after the summer of 2002; all personnel assigned to OSS
duties would be required to have the training. Evidence suggests that this corrective action was
never completed. Currently CSBF contractors are not provided OSS training nor are WFF OSStrained WFF personnel assigned to the balloon launches.

D1.8 Crane Operations
Balloon Program Crane Operations and Hardware was not in compliance with the NASA
standards for Lifting Devices and Equipment.
RSM 2002, section 5.3.5.5 requires that “all lifting devices, fixtures, and equipment shall comply
with the standards and regulations of NASA-STD-8719.9, Standards for Lifting and Equipment
and GPR 8719.1 Certification and Recertification of Lifting Devices and Equipment”. It should
be noted that the Balloon Launch Program utilized the crane in an unorthodox manner as a
launch vehicle for the payloads. The balloon program‟s expanded use of the mobile crane puts
even more responsibility on the program to ensure that the intent of the Lifting Devices and
Equipment requirements are fulfilled and that the potential hazards associated with each
requirement are adequately controlled.
Based on a review of interview, written, photographic and video evidence supported by the
GSFC Lifting Device and Equipment Manager (LDEM), the Alice Springs Balloon Launch
operation was not in compliance with, nor did it meet the intent of the following NASA-STD8719.9 requirements.
Design Section 5.2.4 “Load capability and the desired controlled characteristics with
which the crane/derrick handles the load shall be addressed for all designs. Operation
requirements shall be considered in the design phase to ensure load and function are
adequately defined and crane/derrick design features are incorporated on the delivered
units.”
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The restraint system yielded under the imposed load and the payload broke free. There is
evidence to suggest that the Balloon Program was unaware of the design and operational
limitations of the launch system. Analysis was not performed to identify all possible failure
modes of the launch hardware.
Training Section 5.6.2(1)(a) “Classroom training in safety, lifting equipment emergency
procedures, general performance standards, requirements, pre-operational and safety
related defects, and symptoms (for initial certification and as needed).”
Interview evidence supports the fact that crane operators were not fully knowledgeable regarding
the limitations of the system. Crew training did not include emergency or anomaly training,
including failed launch attempts. There were also no operating procedures produced or used.
Operations Section 5.7(i) Cranes/derricks “shall not be side loaded, used to drag loads
sideways, or used to pull loads unless specifically designed to do so by the OEM as
indicated in the load chart.”
Video and photographic evidence as well as analysis shows that the launch vehicle was indeed at
times side loaded and was used both to drag sideways and to pull the balloon induced loads.
•

(m) “the operator and ground lead mean shall establish appropriate safety zones before
initiating operations. Safety zones should have appropriate barriers (rope, cones or other)
established prior to lift.”

Video, photographic and interview evidence support that an effective safety zone designed to
protect the public was not implemented. The Category A zone was ill-defined, ineffective, and
was breached during the launch sequence. There was also no attempt to mark a safety zone
appropriately prior to operations with cones, ropes or other barriers. Lack of marking made it
inconceivable that the crane operator or other observers would detect when the zone was violated
by the either the balloon train or the moving crane.
•

(t) “during hoisting, care shall be taken that there is not sudden acceleration or
decelerations of the moving load and that the load does not contact any obstructions.”

Video and interview evidence support that the launch operation consisted of a number of sudden
movements including accelerations and decelerations as well as turns that caused the payload to
swing widely. At one point the excessive movement of the payload caused the operator to lose
control of the payload tag lines. The rough and unimproved terrain contributed to the movement
of the suspended payload. The payload also had potential to contact an obstruction when the
launch vehicle was driven to the fence.
•

(z) “An operator shall be at the crane /derrick controls at times while a load is suspended”
(OSHA requirement). Due to the length of some NASA operations, an operator change
may be required while a load is suspended. This shall be accomplished via a procedure
designed for the specific crane/derrick and operation, assuring the crane controls are
manned at all times.
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Video, photographic and interview evidence support that the control cabin was not occupied
during the launch attempt. The controls were therefore unmanned while the payload was
suspended.
•

(ai) “when traveling a mobile crane with a load, a person shall be designated responsible
for determining and controlling safety and making decisions as to position of the load,
boom location, ground support, travel route and speed of the motion.”

Interview and documented evidence support the fact that there was considerable confusion
among both the crew and the Balloon Program regarding specific personnel safety and decisionmaking responsibilities and authority. It was clear that the launch director was in charge of
travel route and speed of the motion; however, the safety control and decision making was not as
well defined. There was confusion over who had the abort authority and who was responsible
for assuming the role of the Mission Range Safety Officer.
•

(ak) “When rotating cranes/derricks, sudden starts and stops shall be avoided. Speed
shall be such that the load does not swing out beyond radii at which it can be controlled.
A tag line should be used when rotation of load is hazardous”

Video and interview evidence support the fact that the payload swung beyond the radius of
control. Excessive swinging of the load caused the technician to lose control of both payload tag
lines. He was only able to regain control of one line prior to the unintentional release of the
payload.
Sling Section 10.7(g) “The following materials and techniques shall not be used in slings
or rigging hardware to hoist personnel or loads: natural rope, wire rope clips, the fold
back metal pressed sleeve or clip technique.”
Photographic evidence shows that the fold back technique was used. The photo also revealed
that the cords were improperly taped, making required inspection of the cords impossible.
In addition, video evidence suggested the potential for non-compliance with the Critical and
Noncritical Lifting Operations, requirement 1.5.1 that states “Personnel shall not be located
under suspended or moving loads unless the operation adheres to the OSHA-Approved NASA
Alternate Standard for Suspended Load Operations.”
The movement of the payload was sufficient to cause concern regarding personnel safety. It is
suggested that Appendix A of the NASA-STD-8719.9 be examined for possible solutions that
may include supporting the payload from underneath, in order to eliminate this potential hazard.

D1.9 Independence of Safety
NPR 8715.5 Chapter 1.3.2 (c) states that the HQ Range Safety Manager will “ensure consistent
implementation of range safety requirements throughout the Agency.” Evidence suggests
however that Range Safety requirements are not equally or consistently applied to the Balloon
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Program. This is particularly true regarding the independence of the safety oversight or insight
provided to the WFF Balloon Programs, including launch campaigns. NPR 8715.5 section
1.3.4.3 requires „that the Center Director or NASA designee when functioning as the authority
for a range shall establish a Center range safety organization (direct or delegated) that is
independent of all vehicle programs‟.
NPR 8715.3 Section 1.4.3 requires that the Center Director (b) place their safety organization at
a level that ensures the safety review function can be conducted independently and (d) “ensure
that (1) adequate resources (personnel and budget) are provided to support mishap prevention
efforts, (2) resource control is independent from any influence that would affect the
independence of the advice, counsel, and services provided and (e) ensure that policies, plans,
procedures, and standards that define the characteristics of their safety program are established,
documented, maintained, communicated, and implemented.”
Evidence suggests that the independent safety oversight provided to the balloon program was
inadequate. The majority of the range safety functions for the Alice Springs NCT launch were
carried out by the balloon launch service contractor, CSBF, not an independent source. The
WFF Range Safety Office Code 803 had little or no insight or oversight into the technical aspects
of the balloon program and provided little in the way of document review, launch site visits,
program audits or hazard control verification.
This same lack of independence was observed in the NASA Headquarters‟ 2002 WFF
Independent Assessment Report from which the following statements are taken: “Unlike other
uninhabited flight programs, the policy and practice in effect in the balloon programs operated at
GSFC/WFF do not require independent safety oversight or insight.” “With NASA it is common
practice to utilize an organization that has no direct stake in the project to establish and
implement safety plans, risk analyses and procedures. This independence ensures that the range
safety requirements will not be compromised. These payloads are potentially hazardous to the
public and should be managed consistent with other hazardous, uninhabited programs.”
“Management is accepting an unknown level of risk associated with balloon operations.” The
Headquarters assessment team recommended that “GSFC/WFF management should require
range safety involvement in the balloon programs. The assessment team suggested that the WFF
range safety office and balloon program office coordinate a tailored range safety program for
balloons.”

D1.10 Training
The Balloon Program Office and CSBF in lieu of written procedures and explicit hazard controls
relied heavily on the on-the-job training provided to the crew.
Interview data determined that despite many hours of on-the job training; crew training did not
include specific training for anomalous situations. There was no instruction on specific abort
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criteria, response to breach of safety zones or IRT training. Personnel were given limited
guidelines regarding hazardous operations and decisions, such as abort criteria. Evidence also
indicates uncertainty among both BPO and CSBF personnel regarding who has abort authority,
the application of the Category A hazard zone for the launch phase and assigned safety roles and
responsibilities.
There is also no evidence of WFF-provided ground safety training for the Balloon Program
contractors (CSBF) who were delegated safety responsibility for launch operations (nor of
contractors certified based on WFF review of OSS equivalency). The duties of MRSO and OSS
were required to be assumed and verified by the BPO in accordance with RSM 2002. However
appropriate NASA training was neither mandated nor provided to the contractor by WFF Safety
or the BPO. The contractor records only indicate on-the-job training records with no attached
curriculum. NASA personnel with appropriate range safety training were not assigned as an
alternate solution.
Despite the provision in RSM 2002 (section 2) that the operational responsibilities of the
Operational Safety Supervisor (OSS) could be implemented for the balloon program by the
contractor; the CSBF personnel were not trained in accordance with the RSM to assume the
responsibilities of OSS.
The RSM requires that all personnel designated as OSS are certified by the Safety Office Ground
Safety Group (GSG) either by attending a specialized OSS course and successfully completing
the testing or by providing satisfactory evidence of the contractor‟s possession of the required
skills and knowledge. The procedure is documented in 800-PG-8715.04A, „Certification
Procedures for Operations Safety Supervisors at WFF‟. Balloon-specific (Category II -Balloons)
training and certification would have been required for the CSBF crew. Both interview and
documentation evidence show that such certification was neither offered by the WFF Safety
Office nor otherwise obtained by any of the CSBF crew members.
The Balloon Ground Safety Plan did not provide a full discussion of personnel training and
certification requirements for the hazardous operations to be performed. There was no clear
system for the verification of the status of operator certification prior to the beginning of the
launch operations. Evidence suggests that one of the launch crew member‟s required crane
operator certification was not current.

D1.11 Mishap Response Plan
The CSBF Mishap Plan was not sufficient to meet the requirements of NPR 8621.1 and NPR
8715.5. The plan failed to provide adequate direction to preserve evidence and to keep personnel
and public safe in the event of a mishap.
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NPR 8715.5, section 1.3.4.2(i) requires that Center Directors functioning as the authority for
fixed or mobile launch sites “Develop emergency plans to prevent or mitigate the exposure of the
public or employees to any hazard associated with range operation.” NPR 8715.5, section
1.3.7(j) stipulates that the Vehicle Program Manager “In coordination with the range safety
organization(s), generate a contingency action plan that describes the roles and responsibilities in
the event of a mishap and provides procedures to secure all data relevant to an investigation” and
stipulates the use of NPR 8621.1, NASA Procedural Requirements for Mishap Reporting,
Investigation and Recordkeeping.
NPR 8621.1, Section 2.2 Program and Project Mishap Preparedness and Contingency Plans,
2.2.1.(a) requires that Program Managers concur with a Program and Project Mishap
Preparedness and Contingency Plan (MPCP) that “is a comprehensive plan for all mishaps and
close calls that occur offsite, at offsite program/project contractor sites, or in flight.”
The Balloon Program‟s contingency plan, „Procedures Following Launch/Flight Failures,
Mishaps, or Incidents CSBF OF-695-21-P‟, did not meet the content requirements of 2.2.1. The
following data requirements were not adequately addressed within BPO‟s document:
1. Special procedures for emergency response personnel, the IRT, and the incident
commander for identifying, safing, and handling hazardous commodities specific
to the hardware
2. Training requirements for IRT membership for mishaps and close calls occurring
off-site and contractor locations
3. Procedures to impound data, records, equipment, facilities, and property
4. Existing memoranda(s) of agreement with national, state, and local organizations
and agencies that may be utilized during a mishap investigation
5. Descriptions of how offsite debris shall be collected, transported, and stored
6. Descriptions of investigation and debris collection process required for any
mishap or close call occurring in a foreign country
7. Specification that for NASA-investigated mishaps, NASA personnel shall
perform and control the impounding process
The contractor did have a generic mishap plan, but it was not fully compliant with the
requirement of NPR 8621.1. OF-695-21-P, „Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility Procedures
Following Flight Mishap or Incident‟ requires that after a mishap hardware not be disturbed prior
to inspection by “appropriate personnel” (undefined) and give the CSBF Operations Department
Head or remote Campaign Manager authority to instruct movement or manipulation of hardware.
There is no discussion of drug testing in the mishap plan. There is no information regarding
potential hazards (including radioactive sources) associated with the equipment. The Balloon
Program mishap plan neither includes IRT information nor adequately addresses the safing of the
mishap area or protection of evidence.
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The lack of a compliant MPCP left the Balloon Program Office and the CSBF contractors
unprepared for the Alice Springs mishap. Evidence shows that post mishap, the public and
personnel were allowed in close proximity to the „unsafed‟ hazardous systems (including
pyrotechnics, and chemical batteries) and that there was significant disturbance of the mishap
scene and removal of key evidence.
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D2 – Safety Assessment Results

The safety requirements assessment results are formatted into individual safety topics. Each
report references the corresponding Root Cause(s), Intermediate Cause(s), Contributing
Factor(s), and/or Observation(s) of this mishap report section 4 (if applicable); followed by a
discussion regarding the insufficient application of safety requirements associated with the topic
of discussion. The requirements are itemized and then excerpts from the applicable requirements
are highlighted for the convenience of the reader.
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D2- Safety Assessment Results

INADEQUATE PROTECTION OF PUBLIC
Safety Assessment Observation: Public safety is not addressed in the CSBF Ground Safety Plan

Mapping to Report Findings:

R1: WFF safety leadership did not ensure complete flow down of agency requirements to protect
the public
R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF implementation of safety
requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO implementing organizations)
R4: GSFC safety leadership did not verify or provide corrective action for flow down of NASA
requirements to protect the public

I2: A barrier to keep the general public out of all dangerous areas throughout the launch process
did not exist
I3:

No trained individual was in place to ensure public safety

I7:

Category A hazard area was not well defined

I 11: The ground plan did not explicitly address the general public as a target
I14: GSFC safety management did not verify or provide corrective action for flow down of NASA
requirements to protect the public
Discussion:

“It is NASA policy to protect the public… from potential harm as a result of NASA activities and
operations by factoring safety as an integral feature of programs, projects, technologies, operations,
and facilities.” - NPR 8700.1

The NASA Policy for Safety and Mission Success, NPD 8700.1 establishes public safety as the
Agency‟s number one policy. [Reference 1] The NASA General Safety Program Requirements,
NPR 8715.3C and the NASA Range Safety Program Procedural Requirements NPR 8715.5 both
function to provide requirements for implementation of this policy. [Reference 2 & 3] The WFF
Range Safety Manual, RSM- 2002, however, fails to flow the policy down into WFF Range Ground
Safety requirements. The RSM imposes no requirements for public safety in relation to Ground
Safety. [Reference 4] Public safety is only addressed in the context of Flight Safety requirements
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(section 6). [Reference 5]
6.1

As a consequence of this omission in the RSM, the CSBF Ground Safety Plan, in parroting the
safety goals of the RSM-2002 Ground Safety requirements, does not address the need for
public safety in its scope or practice. [Reference 6] The CSBF Contract NAS5-03003,
Attachment D, Safety and Health Plan policy statement also does not include safety of the
public, only the safety of personnel and equipment are considered. [Reference 7] The only
reference to “public safety” that can be found in the CSBF contract is if one traces the
referenced NASA FAR supplemental (NFS) clause 1852.223-70, Safety and Health to its
source. [Reference 8]

It is worth noting that neither the CSBF contract NAS5-03003 Statement of Work (SOW) nor the
Safety and Health Plan mandate implementation of specific, applicable NASA safety requirements,
including, but not limited to NPD 1700.1, NPR 8715.3, NPR 8715.5 or RSM-2002 all of which
address public safety policy and requirements. [References 9 & 10]

The Balloon Program also failed to implement standard protective controls that would have
benefited public safety. Hazardous operating procedures were not instituted for launch activities as
required by NPR 8715.3, NPR 8715.5, NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70 and the Contract
NAS5-03003 Health and Safety Plan [References 11 -14]; WFF Procedures and Guidelines for
control of public, such as those found in 800-PG-8715.1.1 and 800-PG-8715.0.3, including
roadblocks and dedicated viewing areas, were not implemented for the Balloon Program [Reference
15&16] nor were dedicated safety professionals (e.g., RSO, MRSO and OSS) assigned to oversee the
launch process as required by NPR 8715.5 and RSM-2002, and recommended by the HQ
independent audit of 2002. [Reference 17-19] If properly implemented one or all might have served
to ensure that hazardous operations would not have begun or continued without properly
controlling the presence and proximity of bystanders to the hazardous activities.

These requirement omissions were not captured by WFF safety document review or oversight
practices. WFF safety leadership therefore did not ensure complete flow down of agency
requirements to protect the public nor did GSFC safety leadership verify or provide corrective
actions for the flow down of NASA requirements to protect the public.

Applicable Requirements:

NPD 8700.1E, Section 1.0 Policy
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NPR 8715.3, NASA General Safety Program Requirements, Section 1.1 Overview, 1.3.1, 3.8.2, 3.8.3

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program, P.1 Programs, Section P.1 Purpose, 1.3.7

RSM-2002-Rev B, Range Safety Manual, Section 5.1 Ground Safety, General

RSM-2002-Rev B, Range Safety Manual, Section 6.1.1 Flight Safety, Policies

OF-610-00-P, CSBF Balloon Ground Safety Plan, Section 1.0 Scope NAS5-03003, Contract for the
Implementation of the NASA‟s Balloon Flight Program, Operation and Maintenance of the
National Scientific Balloon Facilities (NSBF) in Palestine, Texas and Fort Sumner, New
Mexico, and Engineering Support for NASA‟s Balloon Program.

NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety and Health (a), (g.3)

Detailed Requirements:
[R1]
NPD 8700.1E 1./Policy “It is NASA policy to – a. Protect the public, NASA workforce, high-value
equipment and property, and the environment from potential harm as a result of NASA activities
and operations by factoring safety as an integral feature of programs, projects, technologies,
operations and facilities.” c. “Hold NASA leaders, managers, supervisors, and employees
accountable for safety and mission success within their assigned areas of responsibility.”
[R2]
NPR 8715.3/P1.1/Overview of the NASA Safety Program/1.1.2. “As stated in NPD 8700.1, NASA
Policy for Safety and Mission Success, the objectives of the NASA Safety Program are to protect the
public from harm, ensure the safety of employees, and affect positively the overall success rate of
missions and operations through preventing damage to high-value equipment and property.”
NPR 8715.3/1.3 Public Safety/1.3.1 “Center Directors, project managers, supervisors, and NASA
employees shall: a. Eliminate risk or the adverse effect of NASA operations on the public, or provide
public protection by exclusion or other protective measures where the risk or the adverse effect of
NASA operations on the public cannot be eliminated. Note: The responsibility for public safety
includes major events such as air shows, open houses, or other events that may be attended by large
crowds.”
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[R3]
NPR 8715.5 / P.1/ Purpose “This NASA Procedural Requirements (NPR) document describes
NASA's range safety policy, roles and responsibilities, requirements, and procedures for protecting
the safety of the public, the workforce, and property during range operations associated with flight.”
NPR 8715.5 /1.3.4.2 “When functioning as the authority of a range, launch site, (fixed or mobile),
or landing site including any airfield used for range operations); or when onsite personnel are
affected by range operations, the Center Director or NASA designee shall:...b Ensure all employees
and visitors are informed of potential hazards associated with a range operation and the actions to
take in the event of an emergency.”
[R4]
RSM-2002 / 5. Ground Safety /5.1 General: “The ground safety goal of the GSFC‟s WFF is to
minimize risks to personnel and property involved in conducting operations at GSFC‟s WFF and to
prevent mishaps that might result in embarrassment to NASA and the United States Government.”
“It is required that all systems be designed such that it will take a minimum of two independent
unlikely failures occurring in order for personnel be exposed to a hazard.”
[R5]
RSM-2002 / 6. Flight Safety /6.1 Policies: “The flight safety goal is to protect the public, range
participants, and property from the risk created by conducting potentially hazardous operations at
WFF and to prevent mishaps that would result in embarrassment to NASA or the United States
Government. Although these risks can never by completely eliminated, the flight should be
carefully planned to minimize the risks involved while enhancing the probability for attaining the
mission objective.”
[R6]
OF-610-00-P Balloon Ground Safety Plan / 1 Scope: “The ground safety goal of the CSBF is to
minimize risks to personnel and property in conducting operations and to prevent mishaps that
might result in embarrassment to CSBF, NASA and the United States Government.” “It is the policy
of the GSFC/WFF and CSBF that all systems be designed such that a minimum of two independent
unlikely failures must occur to expose personnel to a hazard.”
[R7]
CSBF Contract NAS5-03003, Attachment D, Safety and Health Plan 1.1/Policy: “The policy of PSL
is to provide a safe and healthful workplace for contract, NASA and user personnel „to conserve and
protect Government-owned resources,‟ and to support the overall NASA safety program. PSL
considers the safety of personnel and equipment to be of the utmost importance in all NSBF
operations. Every employee knows that safety is a prime consideration for all tasks performed.”
(Note: in 1.0, employees include public – there is no such definition for personnel)
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[R8]
NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety and Health (a.1): “Safety is the freedom from those
conditions that can cause death, injury, occupational illness, damage to or loss of equipment or
property, or damage to or loss of equipment or property, or damage to the environment. NASA‟s
safety priority is to protect: (1) The public, (2) astronauts and pilots (3) the NASA workforce
(including contractor employees working on NASA contracts), and (4) high-value equipment and
property.”
NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety and Health (g.3): “The Contractor (or subcontractor
or supplier) shall insert the substance of this clause…when the following conditions exist (3) The
work, regardless of place and performance, involves hazards that could endanger the public,
astronauts and pilots, the NASA workforce (including contractor employees working on NASA
contracts), or (4) high-value equipment or property.”
[R9]
CSBF Contract NAS5-03003, Attachment A, Statement of Work 3.0/Summary of Requirements:
To accomplish the objectives of this SOW, the contractor shall: B. Conform with all applicable
government and industry standards, procedures and policies. (Note: no specific requirements listed
in statement of work.)
[R10]
CSBF Contract NAS5-03003, Attachment D, Safety and Health Plan: (Applicable Requirements) :
No Applicable NASA (or other) Safety requirements listed
[R11]
NPR 8715.3/3.8 Hazardous Operations/3.8.1 -3.8.3
3.8.1 “NASA hazardous operations involve materials or equipment that, if misused or mishandled,
have a high potential to result in loss of life, serious injury or illness to personnel, or damage to
systems, equipment, or facilities. Adequate preparation and strict adherence to operating
procedures can prevent most of these mishaps. ”
3.8.2 “Center Directors and project managers shall: a. Identify, access, analyze, and develop
adequate safety controls for all hazardous operations. b. Ensure that all hazardous operations have
a Hazardous Operating Procedure or a Hazardous Operating Permit (HOP).”
3.8.3 “Center SMA Directors or their designee shall review and approve HOPs.”
[R12]
NPR 8715.5/1.3 Public Safety/1.3.7 “The Vehicle Program Manager. For each range operation, the
vehicle program manager or NASA designee shall: c. Coordinate with the range safety
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organization(s), including the RSO or equivalent, to develop and implement operational range safety
requirements, plans, procedures, and checklists, including mission rules and flight commit criteria
(see paragraph 3.4 of this NPR for operational requirements)
[R13]
NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety and Health (j) “The contractor shall continually
update the safety and health plan when necessary. In particular, the Contractor shall furnish a list
of all hazardous operations to be performed, and a list of other major or key operations required or
planned in the performance of the contract, even though not deemed hazardous by the Contractor.
NASA and the Contractor shall jointly decide which operations are to be considered hazardous,
with NASA as the final authority. Before hazardous operations commence, the Contractor shall
submit for NASA concurrence (1) Written hazardous operating procedures for all hazardous operations; and/or
(2) Qualification standards for personnel involved in hazardous operations.”
[R14]
CSBF Contract NAS5-03003, Attachment D, Safety and Health Plan/Section 4.0, Hazardous
Prevention and Control/4.1.2 Written Procedures: “Written procedures for hazardous operations
will be developed. Those procedures currently in use will be reviewed to ensure they address all
pertinent safety issues. All procedures will be reviewed to ensure they address all pertinent safety
issues. All procedures will be reviewed by the SR&QA manager and the Site Manger and approved
by the Program Manger. Copies of all procedures will be reviewed annually or whenever an
accident of mishap occurs or when any alteration of the procedure is proposed. Copies of
procedures will be maintained by the SR&QA office and in the facility where the procedures occurs.
Flight-line operations procedures will be maintained by the Operations Manager. Any information
in PSL‟s possession regarding hazardous operations will be made available to appropriate NASA
authorities.”
[R15]
800-PG-8715.1.1, Unmanned Roadblocks for Hazardous Operations
P.1 Purpose: “This procedure establishes a process for enforcing road access control for all
hazardous operations, especially rocket launch operations on Wallops Island. This directive
describes where operational roadblock locations are defined (i.e., in the Ground Safety Plan) how
unmanned roadblocks will be enforced, and the possible consequences for violating unmanned
roadblocks.”
P.2 Applicability: “Due to the nature of activities pursued by Code 800, guidelines are necessary to
ensure personnel safety and to maintain the quality of on-the-job performance. This guideline is
applicable to all operations managed by or under the auspices of Code 800 at Wallops Flight Facility
(WFF). It is applicable to support contractors and other directorates when their work duties
support or are impacted by Code 800 missions.”
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P.6 Safety: “Unmanned roadblocks are established at the WFF to prevent personnel from entering a
hazardous operations area. Personnel who violate roadblocks may be exposed to great potential
danger.”
[R16]
800-PG-8715.0.3, Viewing Location for Personnel Not Essential to Launch Operations
P.1 Purpose: “This procedure establishes a process of safe viewing of launch operations on Wallops
Island.”
P.2 Applicability: “Due to the nature of activities pursued by Code 800, guidelines are necessary to
ensure personnel safety. This guideline is applicable to all launch related operations managed or
under the auspices of Code 800 at WFF. It is applicable to all visitors and facility personnel,
including tenants.”
P.6 Safety: “Viewing areas are established to protect personnel not essential to launch operations
from the risks associated with launch operations on Wallops Island.”
[R17]
NPR 8715.5 / 1.3.5/ Center Range Safety Organization: “For all range operations that use a
Center's range facilities, the Center range safety organization lead or NASA designee shall:… d.
Designate a qualified Range Safety Officer (RSO) to support each NASA mission that involves range
operations (see paragraph 1.3.8 of this NPR for RSO responsibilities).
[R18]
RSM-2002/ Section 2.0: “For the Balloon Program, the Chief, Balloon Program Office shall assure
that (2) the operational responsibilities normally assigned to the MRSO, OSS, or Project Manager in
this document are implemented for balloon operations.”
[R19]
QA-D-02-04-001 / Finding #21: “Operations Safety Supervisor qualifications unclear. It is not clear
how WFF range safety verifies the qualifications of “other personnel” that may be delegated this
responsibility. Recommendation: WFF should establish a clear policy for delegation of OSS
responsibilities. Consider using EWR 127-1 Para 1.4.3 et al as a guide.”
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INSUFFICIENT PROTECTION OF PERSONNEL
Safety Assessment Observation: Insufficient protection of personnel from balloon launch hazards

Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF implementation of safety
requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO implementing organizations)
R3: WFF Safety Office was not sufficiently knowledgeable about the details of the balloon launch
process

I1: WFF safety office did not perform rigorous hazard analysis
I4: The ground safety plan was inadequate to cover all relevant hazards and phases
I5: No complete and thorough standard procedure exists at CSBF to cover the launch process
I6: Launch crew training did not address failed launch attempts
I8: CSBF did not analyze the payload release system to establish acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to launch vehicle for launch attempt
I10: CSBF was not aware of hardware limitations that might give rise to a failure during a launch
vehicle maneuver
I12: The BPO did not have sufficient insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the CSBF‟s
balloon launch process
I13: Wind created a challenging environment
I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program
I15: WFF safety leadership did not thoroughly review balloon safety documentation

Discussion:
CSBF contractor as well as the Balloon Program Office and the WFF Range Safety Office provided
insufficient protection to personnel from hazards associated with the balloon launch process.
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RSM-2002 Ground Safety, section 5.1.1 states that “the ground safety goal of GSFC‟s WFF is to
minimize the risks to personnel and property involved in conducting operations at GSFC‟s WFF
and to prevent mishaps that would result in embarrassment to NASA or the United States
Government”. Section 5.1.2 also requires “that all systems be designed such that it will take a
minimum of two independent, unlikely failures occurring in order for personnel to be exposed to a
hazard” and that (section 5.2.4) the Ground Safety Plan identify “the potential hazards and
describe the system design and methods employed to control the hazards”.

The Balloon Ground Safety Plan (OF-610-00-P) echoes these goals; it too states that CSBF‟s ground
safety goal is to minimize risks to personnel. The Balloon Ground Safety Plan however does not
comply with the requirements of the Range Safety Manual. The Balloon Ground Safety Plan does
not adequately address the requirements to identify potential hazards, to describe the design of
hazardous systems and to provide methods of hazard control for each identified hazard in order
ensure personnel safety.

There is also no evidence to support that all hazardous systems were either designed or validated
(through test or analysis) to withstand two failures, nor can it be shown that sufficient hazard
analysis was performed to identify all hazards for the launch phase (including those caused by
mechanical limitations or hardware operational constraints) or that all known controls were
effectively implemented.

Examples of inadequate protection of personnel can be described in terms of deficiencies regarding
system description, hazard identification and corresponding hazard controls, Personnel Protective
Equipment (PPE), hazardous operating procedures, training and safety oversight.

System Description
The Ground Safety Plan is not compliant with the RSM-2002 requirement to describe the
hazardous system design. System descriptions of the ground support equipment and flight
hardware should include, but not be limited to, such pertinent design data as pressures systems
component parameters, pyro specifications and locations, launch vehicle tolerances and inhibit
schemes. Lack of proper descriptions left personnel without insight into the design of hazardous
systems and the ability to assess their compliance with design requirements. RSM-2002 (section
5.3.3.5) requires “that no personnel shall be allowed with the danger area of a Category A system if
the system has been reduced to only one inhibit.” Such and evaluation is impossible without clear
description of the systems and their required inhibits.
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Identified Hazards and Corresponding Controls
The Balloon Ground Safety Plan does not adequately identify potential hazards or identify specific
mitigations for identified hazard cause. The potential “independent, unlikely failures” that drive
the systems design in accordance to the requirements of RSM-2002 are not identified. A number of
hazards are either not identified or not discussed in any detail. Examples included the hazards
associated the balloon inflation pressure system, and the mobile crane launch vehicle and its
operation (e.g., potential mechanical failures, operational constraints and hazards associated with
the swinging load in close proximity to the crew).

In many cases, personnel training is the only identified control for serious hazards, essentially
putting the burden of control solely on the individual skill and memory of the operator. It was
noted that for RF hazards, in lieu of documented controls within the Ground Safety Plan, personnel
are provided a reference document for more guidance (“more guidance (if required) for RF
hazards to personnel may be found in IEEE C95.1-1999, listed in the reference in Section 5.0”).
For hazards associated with chemicals, personnel are required to reference posted Material Safety
Data Sheets. Neither of these discussions constitutes adequate identification and control of hazards.

Protective Personnel Equipment (PPE)
PPE requirements were not enforced for the Alice Spring launch.

The Balloon Ground Safety Plan requires that hardhats be worn by crew members during launch
operations, however photographic evidence shows at least two crew members participated in
launch activities without hard hats.

The Balloon Program also failed to carry forward lessons learned from a previous balloon launch
close call, reported in the IRIS system in 2000. The formal corrective action included installation of
a safety cage over and around the personnel platform and requiring safety hats, glasses and shoes
to be worn by all flight line personnel. The Balloon Program did not carry any of these protective
measures forward. The Balloon Ground Safety Plan did not require safety glasses or safety shoes,
or that a protective structure be provided.
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Hazardous Operating Procedures
The CSBF launch operations took place without the benefit of hazardous operating procedures.
Evidence obtained through witness interviews and document review indicates that the CSBF did
not develop or use written hazardous procedures. Lack of written hazardous procedures
constitutes non-compliance with both Agency safety requirements and the WFF/CSBF contract.

Witness interviews uncovered that the contractor launch operators rely solely on checklists, the
generic ground safety plan, job knowledge and experience to execute the complicated and
hazardous launch operation steps. Procedures were not used for the Alice Springs NCT launch,
nor are they typically used. The operators and WFF management furthermore, had little or no
knowledge regarding the existence of hazardous operation procedures, or of the requirements for
their use.

Training
The Balloon Program Office and CSBF in lieu of written procedures and explicit hazard controls
relied heavily the on-the-job training provided to the crew. In fact, for many of the hazards listed
in the Balloon Ground Safety Plan (including handling of ionizing radiation, handling and
installing pyrotechnics, operating of heavy equipment and other tasks performed within the hazard
area) lists prior personnel training was the only hazard control.

Interview data determined that despite many hours of on-the job training; crew training did not
include specific training for anomalous situations. There was no instruction on specific abort
criteria, response to breach of safety zones or IRT training. Personnel were given limited guidelines
regarding hazardous operations and decisions, such as abort criteria or procedures relating to
failed launch attempts. Evidence also indicates uncertainty among both BPO and CSBF personnel
regarding who has abort authority, the application of the Category A hazard zone for the launch
phase and assigned safety roles and responsibilities.

The Balloon Ground Safety Plan also did not provide a full discussion of personnel training and
certification requirements for the hazardous operations to be performed. There was no clear
system for the verification of the status of operator certification prior to the beginning of the launch
operations. Evidence suggests s that one of the launch crew crane operator certification was not
current.
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Safety Oversight
Range Safety oversight was conspicuously absent and not in compliance with Range and Agency
requirements.

The Balloon program and WFF Range Safety did not assign a Mission Range Safety Officer
(MRSO) or Operational Safety Manger (OSS) to the Alice Spring NCT launch as required by NPR
8715.5 and RSM-2002. The lack of a dedicated trained safety officer engaged in reviewing launch
procedures, verifying test results, conducting pre-task briefings, monitoring the hazardous launch
operations and making abort decisions left both personnel and the general public vulnerable to
potential injury or death. Contractor personnel were not given the benefit of undergoing simulation
scenarios with a RSO in order to gain hands on experience including safety decision-making tools,
and processes in conjunction with vehicle systems or mission rules and range safety flight commit
criteria.

The Campaign Manager and Launch Director were over-burdened with the responsibility of
assuming safety monitoring duties in addition to their operational duties; they were also not
properly trained to do so.

Referenced Document:
IRIS Report 2000-231-00012

Applicable Requirements:

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program, 1.3.2, 1.3.4.3
RSM-2002, Range Safety Manual, 2.0, 5.0
NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety and Health (j)
CSBF Health and Safety Plan (Section J of the Contract NAS5-03003)

Detailed Requirements:
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INSUFFICIENT HAZARD ANALYSIS
Safety Assessment Observation: The hazard analysis for the Pre-flight launch phases of the balloon
launch process was insufficient.

Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF implementation of safety
requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO implementing organizations)
R3: WFF Safety Office was not sufficiently knowledgeable about the details of the balloon launch
process
R6: Reliance on past success has become a substitute for good engineering and safety practices in
the balloon program

I1: WFF safety office did not perform rigorous hazard analysis
I4: The ground safety plan was inadequate to cover all relevant hazards and phases
I7: Cat A hazard area during launch phase was not well defined
I8: CSBF did not analyze the payload release system to establish acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to launch vehicle for launch attempt
I9: CSBF has not analyzed the payload release system to establish acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to launch vehicle for launch attempt
I10: CSBF was not aware of hardware limitations that might give rise to a failure during a launch
vehicle maneuver
I12: The BPO did not have sufficient insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the CSBF‟s
balloon launch process
I13: Wind created a challenging environment
I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program
I15: WFF safety leadership did not thoroughly review balloon safety documentation
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Discussion:
The Balloon Program‟s lack of stringent hazard analysis left them vulnerable to non-compliances
with Agency and WFF Range Safety Requirements.

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program under Range Safety Analysis (section, 3.2.1), requires that
“each range operation shall undergo a range safety analysis to establish any design or operational
constraints needed to control risk to persons and property”. [Reference 1] (Note: Range Operation
is defined as the flight of a launch vehicle including payload at, to or from a range, launch sites or
landing site.) The Balloon Program Office and the WFF Safety Office failed to perform, or to
ensure that adequate analyses were performed, for the preflight phase of the balloon launch
process. Due to this omission the balloon program operated without properly identified hazards
and without adequate hazard controls.

The Range Safety Manual, RSM-2002 Section 5.2.4 stipulates that a Ground Safety Plan shall
“identify the potential hazards and describe the system design and methods employed to control the
hazards as well as establish controls to protect high value property.” The ground plan must also
include description and technical evaluation of the hazardous systems‟ compliance with the design
requirements of section 5.1.2 [Reference 2] and section 5.3 (Specific Policies and Criteria) of the
Ranges Safety Manual. Section 5.1 stipulates “that all systems are designed such that it will take a
minimum of two independent, unlike design requirements for systems including safety critical
Ground Support Equipment (GSE) (5.3.5.1), electrically operated GSE used on Category A systems
(5.3.5.6), ground support pressure systems (5.3.5.12), RF systems (5.3.5.8), and lifting devices and
equipment (5.3.5.5).

The Balloon Ground Safety Plan, OF-610-00-P does not include the required design descriptions
and assessments nor does it identify all know hazards and controls associated with the launch preinflation, inflation and launch phases. Examples of hazards not adequately addressed within the
current Ground Safety Plan include:
Structural failure of launch equipment
Collision of moving/swinging payload with personnel or property (suspended loads)
Collision or tipping of mobile crane with personnel or property
Over pressurization or rupture of the balloon inflation system
Inadvertent/premature release of the payload
Inadvertent/premature ignition of pyrotechnics
Inadvertent/premature abort
Collision with aborted/released parachute train equipment
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There is no evidence to suggest that a comprehensive safety analysis was performed for the balloon
program for either the hardware or the operations associated with the launch process. Adequate
documentation was not found in the Ground Safety Plan nor any other documentation reviewed.
Operational constraints, hardware failure mechanisms, and limits were not identified.

RSM-2002, prescribes the methodology for analysis and control implementation in the Ground
Safety Hazard Control (Section 5.2). The RSM requires that the following hazard control methods
be used to “protect personnel and property and minimize risk when conducting potentially
hazardous operations”:
Identify all known hazards associated with the program
Implement safety design criteria
Minimize exposure of personnel to hazardous systems
Establish safe operating procedures
Plan for contingencies”
Proper implementation of this process would have reduced the Balloon Programs risks of mishaps.

A traditional Operating and Support Hazard Analysis (O&SHA) is most often used to identify and
evaluate hazards associated with the associated environment, personnel, procedures, and
equipment involved throughout the operation (Reference System Safety Society Handbook). A
closed-loop process is then employed to identify the hazards in terms of a) hazard description, b)
potential consequences, c) cause, and d) established method(s) to control as well as to track and
ensure the status of each hazard control prior to the start of the applicable operation.
Individual hazard reports included within the Ground Safety Plan would have helped to ensure
that the hazards, their causes, consequences and controls were accounted for appropriately,
through the review and update of the reports prior to each mission.
This type of rigor would help the Balloon Program to remain compliant with the RSM requirement
to “identify the potential hazards and describe the system design and methods employed to control
the hazards”.

Applicable Requirements:

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program, 3.2.1,
RSM-2002-Rev B, Range Safety Manual, 5.1.2, 5.2, 5.2.4, 5.3.5
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Detailed Requirements:

[Ref 1]
6.2

NPR 8715.5,3.2 / Range Safety Analysis/3.2.1: Each range operation shall undergo a range
safety analysis to establish any design or operational constraints needed to control risk to
persons and property.

NPR 8715.5,3.2 / Range Safety Analysis/3.2.2: A range safety organization that is independent of
the vehicle program shall review and approve the range safety analysis.

RSM-2002-Rev B, Range Safety Manual/5.0 Ground Safety/5.1 General/ 5.1.1: The ground safety
goal of GSFC‟s WFF is to minimize the risks to personnel and property involved in conducting
operations at GSFC‟s WFF and to prevent mishaps that would result in embarrassment to NASA
or the United States Government.

[Ref 2]
RSM-2002-Rev B, Range Safety Manual/5.0 Ground Safety/5.1 General/ 5.1.2: It is required that
all systems be designed such that it will take a minimum of two independent, unlikely failures
occurring in order for personnel to be exposed to a hazard.
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INADEQUATE GROUND SAFETY PLAN
Safety Assessment Observation: The CSBF Ground Safety Plan is not adequate. It does not
provide a comprehensive hazard analysis of the launch ground operations and their controls.

Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF implementation of safety
requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO implementing organizations)
R6: Reliance on past success has become a substitute for good engineering and safety practices in
the balloon program

I1: WFF safety office did not perform rigorous hazard analysis
I4: The ground safety plan was inadequate to cover all relevant hazards and phases
I7: Cat A hazard area during launch phase was not well defined
I9: CSBF has not analyzed the payload release system to establish acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to launch vehicle for launch attempt
I10: CSBF was not aware of hardware limitations that might give rise to a failure during a launch
vehicle maneuver
I12: The BPO did not have sufficient insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the CSBF‟s
balloon launch process
I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program
I15: WFF safety leadership did not thoroughly review balloon safety documentation

Discussion:
RSM-2002 Section 5.2.4 states that a Ground Safety Plan shall “identify the potential hazards and
describe the system design and methods employed to control the hazards” as well as “to establish
controls to protect high value property.” [Reference 1]
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The Range Safety Manual (RSM) states that ground safety plan must also include description and
technical evaluation of the hazardous systems‟ compliance with the design requirements of section
5.1.2 [Reference 2] which stipulates “that all systems are designed such that it will take a minimum
of two independent, unlikely failures occurring in order for personnel to be exposed to a hazard.”
and section 5.3 (Specific Policies and Criteria) which provides specific requirements for potentially
hazardous systems including safety critical Ground Support Equipment (GSE) (5.3.5.1), electrically
operated GSE used on Category A systems (5.3.5.6), ground support pressure systems (5.3.5.12), RF
systems (5.3.5.8), and lifting devices and equipment (5.3.5.5).

RSM-2002 section 5.2.4.3 allows that, “where applicable, a general Ground Safety Plan may be
prepared for repetitive operations/programs which shall identify safety planning for all potential
hazards. This plan may be augmented for mission operations by a mission specific Ground Safety
Plan.” The Balloon Program chose to exercise this option. The Balloon Program Ground Safety
Plan is a generic plan that was produced by the WFF Safety Office in 2004. It is supplemented by
experimenter payload data provided in the format of questionnaires prior to each mission, which
together with the generic plan, made up a Ground Safety Data Package. Even with the
supplements included, the plan failed to contain the necessary information.

The CSBF Balloon Ground Safety Plan, OF-610-00-P, is not adequate and is not in compliance with
the requirements of RSM-2002. It does not deliver a comprehensive hazard analysis of the launch
ground operations, including constraints, a thorough description of the system design and
constraints or fully identify the required hazard controls.

The hazard analysis provided by the Balloon Ground Safety Plan is not fully developed. The
precautions and controls that are provided are not tied to specifically identified hazards and hazard
causes and corresponding, verifiable controls. Many hazards are not identified at all. Examples of
hazards not adequately addressed within the current Ground Safety Plan include:
Structural failure of launch equipment
Collision of moving/swinging payload with personnel or property (suspended loads)
Collision or tipping of mobile crane with personnel or property
Over pressurization or rupture of the balloon inflation system
Inadvertent/premature release of the payload
Inadvertent/premature ignition of pyrotechnics
Inadvertent/premature abort
Collision with aborted/released parachute train equipment
Typically, the Ground Operations Plans (GOP) or Ground Safety Plans (GSP) that NASA
programs submit for Range Safety approval (e.g., Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV) and Manned
Space missions) provide detailed descriptions of the hazardous and safety critical operations
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associated with a flight system and its associated ground support equipment. These GOP contain a
description of planned operations including backout steps and the associated hazard analysis of
those operations. The typical ground plan will contain a list of all procedures (non- hazardous,
hazardous and safety critical), procedure descriptions, task summary details including hazards and
precautions, and list of required PPE), identification of emergency and abort/back-out actions and
a list of personnel training, certification and experience requirements for each type of hazardous
operation such as ordnance, radiation and crane operations, and description of test performed on
hazardous and safety critical systems. In addition a hazard analysis is included for each hazardous
system and an Operating and Support Hazard Analysis (O&SHA) is provided for each hazardous
operation. The O&SHA worksheets typically provide the following information: general hazard
group, specific hazard condition, effect of hazard if not controlled, hazard control hardware,
hazard control procedure, hazard control personnel. The plan also provides a mechanism for
verifying that all hazard controls are in place prior to the beginning of the launch operation.

Interview evidence indicates that the Balloon Program Office and CSFC contractors believed the
Balloon Ground Safety Plan to contain comparable comprehensive information as discussed above
for a „typical‟ ground plan. The Ground Safety Plan was repeatedly referenced in interviews
whenever questions relating to system design, operational analysis, keep out zones, hazard controls
and hazardous operating procedures were raised. Subsequent review of the generic balloon ground
safety plan revealed that the plan failed to provide most of the referenced information.

The Balloon Program Office and the WFF Safety Office failed to sufficiently review the ground
safety plan for compliance with the Range Safety requirements and/ or neglected to make the
necessary improvements to bring the Balloon Ground Safety Plan into compliance.

Applicable Requirements:

RSM-2002-Rev. B, Range Safety Manual, 5.1.2, 5.2, 5.2.4, 5.3.5,
AFSPMAN 91-710 Vol. 6, Attachment, Ground Operations Plan
Detailed Requirements:
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[Ref 1]
RSM-2002-Rev B, Range Safety Manual/5.0 Ground Safety/5.2.4/Ground Safety Plan

5.2.4.1

A Ground Safety Plan will be prepared by the Ground Safety Group (GSG) prior to
any potentially hazardous operation or launch conducted at or managed by WFF.
This plan will identify the potential hazards and describe the system designs and
methods employed to control the hazards. This plan shall also establish controls to
protect high value property, as required.

5.2.4.2

For launch or other potentially hazardous ground operations conducted at other
ranges, this information shall be provided in a Ground Safety Plan or Ground
Safety Data Package.

5.2.4.3

Where applicable, a general Ground Safety Plan may be prepared for repetitive
operations/ programs which shall identify safety planning for all potential hazards.
This plan may be augmented for mission operations by a mission specific Ground
Safety Plan.

[Ref 2]
RSM-2002-Rev B, Range Safety Manual/5.0 Ground Safety /5.1 General/ 5.1.2: It is required that
all systems be designed such that it will take a minimum of two independent, unlikely failures
occurring in order for personnel to be exposed to a hazard.
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INSUFFICIENT HAZARDOUS OPERATING PROCEDURES
Safety Assessment Observation: Hazardous operations are conducted without written operating
procedures for NASA balloon launch operations. Failure to provide written procedures constitutes
non-compliance with NASA requirements NPR 8715.3, NPR 8715.5 and NASA-STD-8719.9, as well
as CSBF policy put forth in the CSBF Health and Safety Plan.

Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF implementation of safety
requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO implementing organizations)
R6: Reliance on past success has become a substitute for good engineering and safety practices in
the balloon program

I5:

No complete and thorough standard procedures exist at CSBF to cover the launch process

I14: GSFC safety management did not verify or provide corrective action for flow down of NASA
requirements to protect the public
I15: WFF safety leadership did not thoroughly review balloon safety documentation

Discussion:

The CSBF launch operations took place without the benefit of hazardous operating procedures.
Lack of written hazardous procedures constitutes non-compliance with both Agency safety
requirements and the WFF/CSBF contract.

NPR 8715.3, NASA General Safety Program Requirements, (section 1.4.3.j) states that the Center
Director shall “ensure that for hazardous NASA operations, procedures are developed for the
following circumstances: 1) to provide an organized and systematic approach to identify and
control risks, 2) when equipment operations, planned or unplanned, are hazardous or constitute a
potential launch, test, vehicle, or payload processing constraint, or 3) when an operation is detailed
or complicated and there is reasonable doubt that it can be performed correctly without written
procedures.” NPR 8715.3, section 3.8. Hazardous Operations, also stipulates that Center Directors
and project managers “shall ensure that all hazardous operations have a Hazardous Operating
Procedure or a Hazardous Operating Permit (HOP), and that all procedures include sufficient
detail to identify residual hazards and cautions to NASA personnel.” “The Center SMA Director
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or designee shall review and approve the HOP.” [Reference 1]

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program (section 1.3.7.c) requires that “for each range operation, the
vehicle program manager or NASA designee shall coordinate with the range safety organization to
develop and implement procedures.” [Reference 2] and the NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70,
Safety and Health (j) as attached to the CSBF contract requires that “before hazardous operations
commence, the Contractor shall submit for NASA concurrence (1) Written hazardous operating
procedures for all hazardous operations; and/or (2) Qualification standards for personnel involved
in hazardous operations.” [Reference 3]

The CSBF„s own Health and Safety Plan (section J of the Contract NAS5-03003) states that the
“safety of personnel and facilities will be ensured through the use of existing procedures” and that
“written procedures for hazardous procedures will be developed and annually reviewed.” The plan
also states that “flight line operations procedures are to be maintained by the Operations Manager”
and “will be made available to appropriate NASA authorities.”

Despite all of these the agency requirements and the CSBF plan, evidence obtained through witness
interviews and document review indicates that the CSBF in fact did not develop or use written
hazardous procedures.

Witness interviews uncovered that the contractor launch operators rely solely on checklists, the
generic ground safety plan, job knowledge and experience to execute the complicated and
hazardous launch operation steps. Procedures were not used for the Alice Springs NCT launch,
nor are they typically used. The operators and WFF management furthermore, had little or no
knowledge regarding the existence of hazardous operation procedures, or of the requirements for
their use.

Section 3.8.1 of NPR 8715.3 reads that “ NASA hazardous operations involve materials or
equipment that, if misused or mishandled, have a high potential to result in loss of life, serious
injury or illness to personnel, or damage to systems, equipment, or facilities. Adequate preparation
and strict adherence to operating procedures can prevent most of these mistakes. By definition, the
balloon launch undeniably constitutes a hazardous operation. The failure of the Balloon Program
Office and CSBF conduct launch operations by the instruction of approved written hazardous
operating procedures left the participating crew, personnel and public vulnerable increased risks of
serious mishaps.
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Applicable Requirements:

NPR 8715.3, NASA General Safety Program Requirements, Section 3.8 Hazardous Operations
3.8.1, 3.8.2.b, 3.8.2.g, 3.8.2.h, 3.8.3
NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program, 1.3.7.c, 1.3.8.2.b
NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety and Health, (j)
NASA-STD 8719.9, NASA Lifting Standard, 5.7.b
NAS5-03003, Balloon Program and National Scientific Balloon Facilities Contract, Attachment J,
Health and Safety Plan, RFP NAS5-03003, 1.2, 4.1.1.2
820-PG-7120.1.4, Management of the Balloon Program‟s Safety Implementation, 2.0, 3.0
803-PG-8715.1.14D, Safety Review Process, P.1, P.2

Detailed Requirements:

NPR 8715.3, NASA General Safety Program Requirements, Section 3.8 Hazardous Operations:
“3.8.1 NASA hazardous operations involve materials or equipment that, if misused or mishandled,
have a high potential to result in loss of life, serious injury or illness to personnel, or damage to
systems, equipment, or facilities. Adequate preparation and strict adherence to operating
procedures can prevent most of these mistakes. This paragraph applies to operations that occur on
a routine or continuous basis.”

3.8.2 Center Directors and project managers shall b) Ensure that all hazardous operations have a
Hazardous Operating Procedure or a Hazardous Operating Permit (HOP) (Req 32324)
Note: HOPs consist of a detained plan listing step-by-step functions or tasks to be
performed on a system or equipment to ensure safe and efficient operations. HOPs list
special precautions, start and stop time of the operation, and the approving supervisor(s).
g. Ensure that all procedures include sufficient detail to identify residual hazards and
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cautions to NASA personnel (req 32505)
h. Ensure that hazardous procedures are marked conspicuously on the title page to alert
operators that strict adherence to the procedural steps and safety and health precautions
contained therein are followed (req 32325).

3.8.3 Center SMA Directors or their designee shall review and approve HOPs (req)

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.7: Vehicle Program Manager. For each range operation,
the vehicle program manager or NASA designee shall:
c. Coordinate with the range safety organization(s), including the RSO or equivalent, to
develop and implement operational range safety requirements, plans, procedures, and
checklists, including mission rules and flight commit criteria.

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.8.2: For each range operation, the RSO or equivalent
shall:
b. Coordinate with the program to develop and implement operational range safety
requirements, plans, procedures, and checklists, including mission rules and flight commit
criteria.

NASA-STD 8719.9/ 5.7 Operations/ b: General operating procedures describing operation,
emergency steps, communication requirements, and special requirements shall be prepared,
approved, and followed for each crane/derrick. There must be a formal system for review,
approval, and update to maintain valid operating procedures. Emergency procedures shall be
developed for contingency actions such as power loss, brake failures, or other emergencies (also see
para 1.5.1.c)

NAS5-03003, Balloon Program and National Scientific Balloon Facilities Contract, Attachment J,
Health and Safety Plan, RFP NAS5-03003, Section 4.0, Hazardous Prevention and Control / 4.1.2 /
Written Procedures :Written procedures for hazardous operations will be developed. Those
procedures currently in use will be reviewed to ensure they address all pertinent safety issues. All
procedures will be reviewed to ensure they address all pertinent safety issues. All procedures will
be reviewed by the SR&QA manager and the Site Manger and approved by the Program Manger.
Copies of all procedures will be reviewed annually or whenever an accident of mishap occurs or
when any alteration of the procedure is proposed. Copies of procedures will be maintained by the
SR&QA office and in the facility where the procedures occur. Flight-line operations procedures
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will be maintained by the Operations Manager. Any information in PSL‟s possession regarding
hazardous operations will be made available to appropriate NASA authorities.

NAS5-03003, Balloon Program and National Scientific Balloon Facilities Contract, Attachment J,
Health and Safety Plan, RFP NAS5-03003, Section 4.0, Hazardous Prevention and Control 4.1.1.2
Methodology to Identify and Submit Procedures: PSL will utilize our existing and newly
formalized policies and procedures for the implementation of hazardous operations procedure in
lieu of submitting procedures to NASA for review and approval. See Section 4.1.1.1 for further
discussion on the planned implementation description.

820-PG-7120.1.4, Management of the Balloon Program‟s Safety Implementation/ 2.0 Operational
Ground Safety: “For operational ground safety, the safety related references (P4 items d through
q) should normally have precedence. The cases not covered by these safety references shall require
a specific Ground Safety Plan to be generated by the Contractor [CSBF] and approved by the Chief
of Balloon Program Office or designee to ensure safe operating procedures are planned and
implemented.”

820-PG-7120.1.4, Management of the Balloon Program‟s Safety Implementation /3.0 Operational
Payload Safety
“For operational ground safety, the safety related references (P4 items d through q) should
normally have precedence. The cases not covered by these safety references shall require a specific
Payload Safety Plan to be generated by the Contractor [CSBF] and approved by the Chief of
Balloon Program Office or designee to ensure safe operating procedures are planned and
implemented.”

803-PG-8715.1.14D, Safety Review Process/ P.1 Purpose: This document establishes the procedures
for Safety Review of projects and operations conducted and managed by GSFC/WFF.

803-PG-8715.1.14D, Safety Review Process/ P.2 Applicability: The methods in this procedure are
used to review all Safety Analyses, Safety Plans, and Operations Plans generated by the Safety
Office. This procedure is also applicable to hazardous procedures conducted in support of flight
operations, safety graphic display configurations and wind weighting packages.

NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety and Health/ (j): that is a part of the contract which
requires that “The Contractor shall continually update the safety and health plan when necessary”.
In particular, the Contractor shall furnish a list of all hazardous operations to be performed, and a
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list of other major or key operations required or planned in the performance of the contract, even
though not deemed hazardous by the Contractor. NASA and the Contractor shall jointly decide
which operations are to be considered hazardous, with NASA as the final authority. Before
hazardous operations commence, the Contractor shall submit for NASA concurrence -

(1) Written hazardous operating procedures for all hazardous operations; and/or

(2) Qualification standards for personnel involved in hazardous operations.

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.7: Vehicle Program Manager. For each range operation,
the vehicle program manager or NASA designee shall:
c. Coordinate with the range safety organization(s), including the RSO or equivalent, to
develop and implement operational range safety requirements, plans, procedures, and
checklists, including mission rules and flight commit criteria.

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.8.2: For each range operation, the RSO or equivalent
shall:
b. Coordinate with the program to develop and implement operational range safety
requirements, plans, procedures, and checklists, including mission rules and flight commit
criteria.

NPR 8715.3, NASA General Safety Program Requirements, Section 3.8 Hazardous Operations:
“3.8.1 NASA hazardous operations involve materials or equipment that, if misused or mishandled,
have a high potential to result in loss of life, serious injury or illness to personnel, or damage to
systems, equipment, or facilities. Adequate preparation and strict adherence to operating
procedures can prevent most of these mistakes. This paragraph applies to operations that occur on
a routine or continuous basis.”
“3.8.2 Center Directors and project managers shall b) Ensure that all hazardous operations have a
Hazardous Operating Procedure or a Hazardous Operating Permit (HOP)”
Note: HOPs consist of a detained plan listing step-by-step functions or tasks to be
performed on a system or equipment to ensure safe and efficient operations. HOPs list
special precautions, start and stop time of the operation, and the approving supervisor(s).
g. Ensure that all procedures include sufficient detail to identify residual hazards and
cautions to NASA personnel
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h. Ensure that hazardous procedures are marked conspicuously on the title page…..to alert
operators that strict adherence to the procedural steps and safety and health precautions
contained therein are followed.
3.8.3 Center SMA Directors or their designee shall review and approve HOPs
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INSUFFICIENT SAFETY OVERSIGHT
Safety Assessment Observation: GSFC/WFF leadership provided insufficient safety oversight

Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF BPO‟s implementation
of safety requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO as implementing organizations)
R3: WFF Safety office was not sufficiently knowledgeable about the details of the balloon launch
process
R4: GSFC Safety leadership did not verify or provide corrective action for flow down of NASA
requirements to protect the public
R5: NASA HQ Range Safety Program Office failed to ensure corrective actions were accomplished
from previous agency audits
R6: Reliance on past success has become a substitute for good engineering and safety practices in
the balloon program

I1: WFF Safety office did not perform rigorous hazard analysis
I3: No trained individual was in place to ensure public safety
I4: The ground safety plan did not cover all relevant hazards and phases
I5: No complete and thorough procedures exists at CSBF to cover launch process
I7: Cat A hazard area during launch phase was not well defined
I9: CSBF has not analyzed the payload release system to establish acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to launch vehicle for launch attempt
I10: CSBF was not aware of hardware limitations that might give rise to a failure during a launch
vehicle maneuver
I11: The ground safety plan did not explicitly address the protection of the general public
I12: The BPO did not have sufficient insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the CSBF‟s
balloon launch process
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I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program
I15: WFF safety leadership did not thoroughly review balloon safety documentation

Discussion:

There is evidence of an insufficient safety oversight for the WFF Balloon Program.

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program assigns safety oversight requirements to different levels of
Agency management, organizations and personnel for the WFF Range Safety and Balloon
Programs. There is evidence to suggest that compliance was lacking with regard to oversight
responsibilities on all levels.

The NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program (section 1.3.2) requires that at the Headquarter level,
NASA Range Safety Manager not only evaluate range safety programs but also “ensure consistent
implementation of range safety requirements throughout the Agency” Section 1.3.4.2 requires that
Center Directors functioning as the authority for fixed or mobile launch sites “establish the
processes and associated Center-level requirements needed to ensure the requirements of NPR
8715.5 are met.”

Documentation and interview evidence suggest that the Balloon Program was not afforded the same
level of safety insight or oversight as other Agency or even WFF Range programs and that range
safety requirements were not consistently implemented for the Balloon Program.

The NPR (section 1.3.5) gives range safety organization requirements for all range operations that
use a Center's range facilities. The requirements state that the Center range safety organization
lead or NASA designee shall: (a) Implement or oversee the implementation of this NPR and
associated Center-level processes and requirements including the risk management process of
paragraph 3.2.4 of this NPR (b) identify program data requirements, perform or evaluate and
approve required range safety analysis. (c) evaluate and approve all range safety systems, (d)
designate a qualified Range Safety Officer (RSO) to support each NASA mission that involves
range operations (see paragraph 1.3.8 of this NPR for RSO responsibilities), (e) establish a
qualification and training program that satisfies paragraph 3.5 of this NPR for range safety
personnel (including RSOs and personnel responsible for range safety systems and range safety
analysis) appropriate to the types of vehicles and operations at the range, (f) set operational
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performance requirements and standards for all range safety systems and (g) ensure the readiness
of the range safety systems to support each operation.

The WFF Balloon Program launch activities take place at the contractor CSBF launch facilities or
remote locations. However this does not make the BPO exempt from the safety implementation
requirements of 1.3.5, based on the intent of NPR 8715 Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.4.2 which a designed
to ensure implementation of safety standards remain consistent for all NASA programs and
operations.

The Balloon Program Manager also has a number of required duties designed to provide insight to
the balloon launch programs included in NPR 8715.5 (Section 1.3.7, Vehicle Program Manager),
the first being too (a) establish the processes and associated program-level requirements needed to
ensure the requirements of this (the Range Safety Program ) NPR are satisfied. Additional
oversight requirements include: (c) the coordination of range safety organizations including RSO
to develop and implement operational range safety requirements, plans, procedures, and checklists,
including mission rules and flight commit criteria; (d) designate a Range Safety Representative for
the vehicle program; (e) involve range safety personnel and begin the tailoring process by the
Systems Requirement Review (SRR), continuing throughout all pertinent vehicle and payload
reviews and during Operations.; (f) ensure adequate resources and data are available to support all
range safety requirements and activities, including the design, test, and implementation of vehicle
range safety systems required to support range safety requirements, the range safety
organization/authority supporting the review, and approval process and operational support; (g)
incorporate the requirements of this document in all launch service provider contracts and flight or
other range operation contracts or agreements, (j) in coordination with the range safety
organization(s), generate a contingency action plan that describes roles and responsibilities in the
event of a mishap and provides procedures to secure all data relevant to an investigation; (l) in
coordination with any Center that supports the range operation, ensure all employees and visitors
are informed of potential hazards associated with a range operation and the actions to take in the
event of an emergency; (o) engage the Center range safety organization regarding, and establish a
plan for, monitoring of vehicle and range processes during launches, entries, and other range
operations and to ensure timely identification and resolution of any violation that might affect
launch, entry, or other operational approval. Engage with the NASA Range Safety Manager to
perform this function for range operations not supported by a Center range safety organization;
and (v) ensure that any vehicle program personnel who perform a range safety function are
qualified and trained in accordance with paragraph 3.5 of this NPR.

Evidence suggests the many of these safety responsibilities were not sufficiently performed on the
behalf of the Balloon Program leading to inadequate oversight and insight into the Balloon
Program launch operations.
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The Range Safety Manual also assigned oversight responsibility to the Balloon Program Office.
RSM-2002 Section 2.0 requires that the Balloon Program, the Chief, Balloon Program office shall
ensure that 1) the requirements and the procedure defined in appropriate safety plans and balloon
risks analysis are implemented and (2) the operational responsibilities normally assigned to the
Mission Range Safety Officer (MRSO), Operations Safety Supervisor (OSS), or Project Manager in
this document are implemented for balloon operations and defines each of these positions.

Evidence suggest that the Balloon Program was non compliant with these oversight responsibilities.
Evidence collected for the Alice Spring NCT launch shows the BPO in fact, did not ensure the
implementation of hazardous launch operations as required and nor the assignment and
subsequent performance of the required safety responsibilities of OSS and MRSO.

There is no flow down of direction from the RSM 2002 in the CSBF documentation that requires
personnel to assume the safety responsibilities of the MRSO, OSS (and Project Manager). The
CSBF Balloon Ground Safety Plan, Chapter 2 – Safety Responsibilities, states simply that the
CSBF Operations Department Head (campaign manager at remote sites) is responsible to ensure
compliance with the provisions of the BGSP for CSBF operations and for science user operations.
There is no reference to what these “provisions” are and definitely no reference to the duties
described in the RSM 2002. (Note: the only other reference to a specific duty is later in the
paragraph – “The crew chief is responsible to direct the movement and operation of all heavy
equipment used in balloon launch operations in such a way to ensure safety and minimize the
number of personnel exposed to hazards associated with this equipment.” ) No discussion of
certification, training, no reference to NASA requirements, and no mention of specific duties as
outlined in RSM-2002. (Note the only reference to the RSM-2002 is in section 1 Scope: “The BGSP
is derived from the NASA GSFC/WFF Range Safety Manual, identified as RSM-2002”. The
wording „derived‟ is ambiguous. There is no required RSO or OSS or MRSO training provided to
the CSBF safety designees.

The lack of a dedicated trained safety officer engaged in reviewing launch procedures, verifying test
results, conducting pre-task briefings, monitoring the hazardous launch operations and making
abort decisions left both personnel and the general public vulnerable to potentially injury or death.
The Campaign Manager and Launch Director were over-burdened with the responsibility of
assuming safety monitoring duties in addition to their operational duties; they were also not
properly trained to do so.

Insufficient oversight of the WFF Safety Leadership, along with the absence of dedicated safety
professionals at the launch site significantly added to the risks of the balloon program launch
activities.
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Applicable Requirements:

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program, 1.3.2, 1.3.4.3, 1.3.5, 1.3.7
NASA FAR supplemental 1852.223-70, Safety and Health (j)
RSM-2002-Rev. B, Range Safety Manual , 2.0
800-PG-8715.1.13E, Ground Safety Process
803-PG-8715.1.1E, Range Safety Operations Process
803-WI-8715.1.2D, Range Safety Operations Plan
803-WI-8715.1.14D, Safety Review Process
820-PG-7120.1.4.B, Management of the Balloon Program‟s Safety Implementation
CSBF Health and Safety Plan (Section J of the Contract NAS5-03003)

Detailed Requirements:

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.2/ NASA Range Safety Manager: The NASA Range Safety
Manager shall perform the following Headquarters-level functions: b. Serves as the Agency range
safety policy including this NPR. c. Lead a team of Range Safety Representatives (see paragraph
1.3.6) to evaluate and resolve range safety program concerns and ensure consistent implementation
of range safety requirements throughout the Agency. d. Review Center and program
implementation of this NPR and provide findings and recommendations to the responsible Center,
program manager, and the Office of Safety and Mission Assurance. e. Conduct independent
assessments of applicable NASA Centers, component and range facilities, and programs at least
once every 2 years to verify conformance with range safety policies, procedures, and requirements.

Insufficient Independence of Range Safety from Balloon Program
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NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.4/ Center Directors: The Center Director or NASA
designee shall: (a) Ensure the implementation of this NPR for each Center program that involves
range operations. (b) Ensure all employees and visitors are informed of potential hazards
associated with a range operation and the actions to take in the event of an emergency. (d) Support
range safety independent assessments and respond to all findings and recommendations for which
the Center is accountable.

1.3.4.3. When functioning as the authority for a range, the Center Director of NASA
designee shall establish a Center range safety organization (direct or delegated) that is
independent of all vehicle programs and has safety responsibilities for all range operations
that use the Center‟s range facilities (this should include CSBF offsite launches since WFF
is the NASA agency procuring their services.)

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.5 / Center Range Safety Organization: For all range
operations that use a Center‟s range facilities, the Center range safety organization lead or NASA
Designee shall (c) evaluate and approve all range safety systems. (d) designate a qualified Range
Safety Officer (RSO) to support each NAA mission that involves range operations.

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.6 / Range Safety Representative for a Center or a vehicle
program shall: 1.3.6.1 Monitor the implementation of this NPR

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program/ 1.3.8/ Range Safety Officer (RSO) (or equivalent)/1.3.8.1: The
RSO or equivalent for each NASA range operation shall be a qualified NASA or DoD employee or a
person operating under an FAA license.

820-PG-7120.1.4, Management of the Balloon Program‟s Safety Implementation/ 2.0/ Operational
Ground Safety: For operational ground safety, the safety related references (P4 items d through q)
should normally have precedence. The cases not covered by these safety references shall require a
specific Ground Safety Plan to be generated by the Contractor [CSBF] and approved by the Chief
of Balloon Program Office or designee to ensure safe operating procedures are planned and
implemented.

820-PG-7120.1.4, Management of the Balloon Program‟s Safety Implementation /3.0 Operational
Payload Safety: For operational ground safety, the safety related references (P4 items d through q)
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should normally have precedence. The cases not covered by these safety references shall require a
specific Payload Safety Plan to be generated by the Contractor [CSBF] and approved by the Chief
of Balloon Program Office or designee to ensure safe operating procedures are planned and
implemented.
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INADEQUATE CLOSURE OF AUDIT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Safety Assessment Observation: Insufficient management oversight regarding the implementation
of the 2002 Balloon Program Independent Safety Assessment findings and recommendations
allowed required corrective actions to remain incomplete.

Mapping to Report Findings:

R7: NASA Agency Range Safety Program failed to ensure corrective actions were accomplished
from previous agency audits

I12: The BPO did not have sufficient insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the CSBF‟s
balloon launch process
I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program

Discussion:

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program, requires that a NASA Headquarters-level, independent
assessment of range programs be conducted periodically. [Reference 1] The NPR also states that it
is the responsibility of the WFF/GSFC Center Director to “support range safety independent
assessments and (to) respond to all findings and recommendations for which the Center is
accountable.” [Reference 2] The 2002 assessment conducted for the WFF Safety Office (reference
QA-D-02-04-001), brought forth twenty-three (23) findings and twenty-five (25) recommendations.
Eight years later, many of these finding and recommendations remain inadequately or incompletely
addressed. Five such findings have particular relevance to the Alice Spring incident and can be
directly linked to either contributing or root causes for the mishap. Discussion of these finding are
presented below:

QA-D-02-04-001Finding #5 – Total Reimbursable Budget Authority (RBA) funding impacts the safety
office‟s ability to perform its mission. „There is no Direct Budget Authority (DBA) funding for the
WFF range safety function. Since the WFF is a full cost accounting organization, there is only RBA
funding available to the range safety organization. Recommendation: GSFC/WFF management
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should provide DBA funding based on range safety‟s assessment of need. GSFC/WFF range safety
organization could also attempt to gain DBA funds through submittal of a request to HQ Code Q POP
process.‟

NPR 8715.5 section 1.3.4.3 requires „that the Center Director or NASA designee when functioning
as the authority for a range, shall establish a Center range safety organization (direct or delegated)
that is independent of all vehicle programs‟. NPR 8715.3 Section 1.4.3 requires that the Center
Director (b) place their safety organization at a level that ensures the safety review function can be
conducted independently and (d) ensure that (d) (1) Adequate resources (personnel and budget) are
provided to support mishap prevention efforts (2) resource control is independent from any
influence that would affect the independence of the advice, counsel, and services provided and (3)
ensure that policies, plans, procedures, and standards that define the characteristics of their safety
program are established, documented, maintained, communicated, and implemented.‟

Interview evidence gives indication the WFF Range safety funding is not independent of the vehicle
programs and that the funding structure of the WFF/GSFC safety office may still be an issue.

QA-D-02-04-001Finding #6 - Safety practices not consistent across projects in 810, 820, 830 and 840.
„WFF team would benefit from consistent and consolidated application of safety practices across the
various program offices. Recommendation: WFF management standardize current safety practices in
all WFF programs.‟

NPR 8715.5 Chapter 1.3.2 (c) states that the HQ Range Safety Manager will “ensure consistent
implementation of range safety requirements throughout the Agency.” Evidence suggests
however that Range Safety requirements are not equally or consistently applied to the Balloon
Program. This is particularly true regarding the safety oversight and insight provided to the
WFF Balloon Programs, including CSBF launch campaigns. Interview and document
evidence has repeatedly shown that the Balloon program is not managed in the same manner
as other Code 800 range programs and that the WFF Safety Organization, Code 803, has very
limited interaction with and oversight of the Balloon Program. Interview evidence and
document review show that several standard Code 800 and Code 803 range safety
requirements and range safety documents (including processes, procedures, guidelines and
work instructions) are not applied to the BPO nor have comparable processes and procedures
been developed. The Balloon program missions are not assigned RSO‟s. Contractor personnel
have not been assigned the duties of MRSO or OSS nor has the required balloon-specific OSS
training been provided as required by RSM-2002. It is these inconsistencies that led among
other things to the absence of a trained safety professional acting to protect the public from
harm (through the use of barrier, roadblock and monitoring activities).
QA-D-02-04-001 Finding #9 – Range safety involvement with Balloon Program inadequate. The
balloon programs operated at GSFC/WFF do not have independent range safety oversight or insight.
These payloads are potentially hazardous to the public and should be managed consistent with other
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hazardous, uninhabited programs. Recommendation: GSFC/WFF Management should require range
safety involvement in balloon programs. Suggest WFF range safety office and balloon program office
coordinate a tailored range safety program for balloons.

Documentation and interview evidence suggest that the Balloon Program was not afforded the same
level of safety insight or oversight as other Agency or even WFF Range programs and that range
safety requirements were not consistently implemented for the Balloon Program.

NPR 8715.5 (section 1.3.5) stipulates that for all range operations that use a Center's range facilities,
the Center range safety organization lead or NASA designee shall: (a) Implement or oversee the
implementation of this NPR and associated Center-level processes and requirements including the
risk management process of paragraph 3.2.4 of this NPR.
(b) Identify program data requirements, perform or evaluate and approve required range safety
analysis. (c) Evaluate and approve all range safety systems. (d) Designate a qualified Range Safety
Officer (RSO) to support each NASA mission that involves range operations (see paragraph 1.3.8 of
this NPR for RSO responsibilities). (e) Establish a qualification and training program that satisfies
paragraph 3.5 of this NPR for range safety personnel (including RSOs and personnel responsible
for range safety systems and range safety analysis) appropriate to the types of vehicles and
operations at the range. (f) Set operational performance requirements and standards for all range
safety systems and (g) Ensure the readiness of the range safety systems to support each operation.
The BPO launches occur at off-center locations, however Safety Management was required to
ensure that comparable Range safety functions be performed to ensure safe operation for all
Agency launch operations.

The NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program (section 1.3.2) requires that at the Headquarter level,
NASA Range Safety Manger not only evaluate range safety programs but also “ensure consistent
implementation of range safety requirements throughout the Agency” Section 1.3.4.2 requires that
Center Directors functioning as the authority for fixed or mobile launch sites “establish the
processes and associated Center-level requirements needed to ensure the requirements of NPR 8715.5
are met.”

Despite these requirements, WFF Range safety provided little or no insight/oversight for the CSBF
launches, nor were dedicated range safety personnel in the form of RSO, MRSO or OSS assigned.
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The 2002 assessment aptly pointed out the balloon program activity‟s potential danger to the public
and recommended greater Code 803 involvement. Interview and document evidence supports that
the Balloon Program still suffers from a lack of oversight. The Safety office to-date does not
perform periodic program audits or requirement, document, or analysis reviews, is not present at
launch activities and depends on contractor and BPO to impose and maintain safety requirements.

QA-D-02-04-001 Finding #11 – WFF pre-mishap planning is inadequate. Recommendation:
WFF should expand and update written pre-mishap plans for operations at WFF. In additional to the
initial response actions, plans should also include all mishap hazards, investigation actions and
responses in accordance with NPD 8621.1. Failure to adequately pre-plan may place personnel and
resources at unnecessary risk and result in loss of investigation critical information.

The CSBF Mishap Plan was not sufficient to meet the requirements of NPR 8621.1 and NPR
8715.5. The plan failed to provide adequate direction to preserve evidence and to keep personnel
and public safe in the event of a mishap.
NPR 8715.5, section 1.3.4.2(i) requires that Center Directors functioning as the authority for fixed
or mobile launch sites “Develop emergency plans to prevent or mitigate the exposure of the public
or employees to any hazard associated with range operation.” NPR 8715.5, section 1.3.7(j)
stipulates that the Vehicle Program Manager “In coordination with the range safety
organization(s), generate a contingency action plan that describes the roles and responsibilities in
the event of a mishap and provides procedures to secure all data relevant to an investigation” and
stipulates the use of NPR 8621.1, NASA Procedural Requirements for Mishap Reporting,
Investigation and Recordkeeping.
NPR 8621.1, section 2.2 Program and Project Mishap Preparedness and Contingency Plans,
2.2.1.(a) requires that Program Mangers concur with a Program and Project Mishap Preparedness
and Contingency Plan (MPCP) that “is a comprehensive plan for all mishaps and close calls that
occur offsite, at offsite program/project contractor sites, or in flight.”

The contractor did have a mishap plan, but it was not fully compliant with the requirement of NPR
8621.1. OF-695-21-P, „Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility Procedures Following Flight Mishap or
Incident‟ requires that after a mishap hardware not be disturbed prior to inspection by
“appropriate personnel” (undefined) and give the CSBF Operations Department Head or remote
Campaign Manger authority to instruct movement or manipulation hardware. There is no
discussion of drug testing even though on contract to do so. CSBF Site Manager coordinates
appointment of investigation team. There is no information regarding potential hazards associated
with or the safing of the equipment. The Balloon Program mishap plan does not include IRT
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information nor adequately address the safing of the mishap area or protection of evidence. The
lack of a compliant MPCP left the Balloon Program Office and the CSBF contractors unprepared
for the Alice Spring mishap. Evidence shows that post-mishap, the public and personnel were
allowed in close proximity to unsafed hazardous systems (including pyrotechnics, and chemical
batteries) and that there was significant disturbance of the mishap scene and removal of key
evidence.

QA-D-02-04-001 Finding #15 – Training documentation lacking. There is little or no evidence that all
training is documented and tracked within the safety office. Recommendation: An ISO process should
be established and followed within the safety (or at the 800 level) to provide requirements for training
and accurately document that training. Expedite the issuance of the ISO ground safety training
process.

RSM-2002 requires that the operational responsibilities of the OSS be implemented for the balloon
program. The CSBF personnel were however not trained in accordance with the requirements of
RSM-2002 to assume the responsibilities OSS.

RSM 2002 states that the Balloon Office “shall ensure that the responsibilities normally assigned to
the OSS are implemented for the balloon operations.” [Reference 3]

RSM-2002, Section 2.0 the Operational Safety Supervisor (OSS) requires that all personnel
designated as OSS are certified by the Safety Office through attending an OSS course and
participating in OSS testing performed by the Ground Safety Group (GSG). The procedure for
this process is documented in 800-PG-8715.04A, Certification Procedures for Operations Safety
Supervisors at WFF. This PG stipulates that there be balloon-specific (Category II -Balloons)
training and certification provided for balloon launch OSS or provide satisfactory evidence of the
required skill and knowledge.

There is no evidence of WFF provided ground safety training for the Balloon Program contractors
(CSBF) who were delegated safety responsibility for launch operations (nor of contractors certified
based on WFF review of OSS equivalency). The duties of MRSO and OSS were required to be
assumed and verified by the BPO in accordance with RSM-2002. However appropriate NASA
training was not mandated for, nor provided to the contractor by WFF Safety or the BPO. The
contractor records only indicate on-the-job training records with no attached curriculum. NASA
personnel with appropriate range safety training were not assigned as an alternate solution.
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QA-D-02-04-001 Finding #21- Operations Safety Supervisor qualifications unclear. It is not clear
how WFF range safety verifies the qualifications of “other personnel” that may be delegated this
responsibility. Recommendation: WFF should establish a clear policy for delegation of OSS
responsibilities. Consider using EWR 127-1 Para 1.4.3 et al as a guide.

RSM-2002 states that the Balloon Office “shall ensure that the responsibilities normally assigned to
the OSS are implemented for the balloon operations.” [Reference 3]

WFF response to the 2002 audit was that training was being developed to qualify OSS personnel
designated by the WFF RSO and that after the summer of 2002; all personnel assigned to OSS
duties would be required to have the training. Evidence suggests that this corrective action was
never completed. Currently CSBF contractors are not provided OSS training nor are WFF OSStrained WFF personnel assigned to the balloon launches.

Reference Document:
QA-D-02-04-01, WFF Independent Assessment, Final Report WFF Range Safety Office

Applicable Requirements:

NPR 8715.5, Range Safety, 1.3.2.e, 1.3.4.2.d, 1.3.8.2.d
800-PG-8715.04A
803-WI-8072.1.1 (RSM-93), 2.4, 2.6

Detailed Requirements:

[R1]
NPR 8715.5, Range Safety/section 1.3.2: The NASA Range Safety Manger shall perform the
following Headquarters-level functions. (e) Conduct independent assessments of applicable NASA
Centers, component and range facilities, and programs at least once every 2 years to verify
conformance with range safety policies, procedures, and requirements.
[R2]
NPR 8715.5, Range Safety/section 1.3.4.2: The Center Director or NASA designee shall: (c)
Support range safety independent assessments and respond to all findings and recommendations
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for which the Center is accountable.

[R3]
RSM-2002/ Section 2.0: “For the Balloon Program, the Chief, Balloon Program Office shall assure
that (2) the operational responsibilities normally assigned to the MRSO, OSS, or Project Manager
in this document are implemented for balloon operations.”
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UNSAFE CRANE OPERATIONS
Safety Assessment Observation: Balloon Program Crane Operations and Hardware was not in
accordance with the NASA standards for Lifting Devices and Equipment.
Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF BPO‟s implementation
of safety requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO as implementing organizations)
R3: WFF Safety office was not sufficiently knowledgeable about the details of the balloon launch
process
R6: Reliance on past success has become a substitute for good engineering and safety practices in
the balloon program

I1: WFF Safety office did not perform rigorous hazard analysis
I4: The ground safety plan did not cover all relevant hazards and phases
I5: No complete and thorough procedures exists at CSBF to cover launch process
I6: Launch crew training did not address failed launch attempts
I7: Cat A hazard area during launch phase was not well defined
I8: CSBF did not analyze the payload release system to establish acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to launch vehicle for launch attempt
I9: CSBF has not analyzed the payload release system to establish acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to launch vehicle for launch attempt
I10: CSBF was not aware of hardware limitations that might give rise to a failure during a launch
vehicle
I12: The BPO did not have sufficient insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the CSBF‟s
balloon launch process
I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program
I15: WFF safety leadership did not thoroughly review balloon safety documentation
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Discussion:

RSM-2002, section 5.3.5.5 requires that “all lifting devices, fixtures, and equipment shall comply
with the standards and regulations of NASA-STD-8719.9, Standards for Lifting and Equipment
and GPR 8719.1 Certification and Recertification of Lifting Devices and Equipment”. It should be
noted that the Balloon Launch Program utilized the crane in an unorthodox manner as a launch
vehicle for the payloads. The balloon program‟s expanded of use of the mobile crane puts even
more responsibility on the program to ensure that ensure that the intent of the Lifting Devices and
Equipment requirements are honored and that the potential hazard associated with each
requirement are adequately controlled.

Based on a review of interview, written, photographic and video evidence supported by the GSFC
Lifting Device and Equipment Manager (LDEM), there is sufficient indication that the Alice Spring
Balloon Launch operation was not in compliance with, nor met the intent of the following NASASTD-8719.9 requirements.

•Design Section 5.2.4 “Load capability and the desired controlled characteristics with which the
crane/derrick handles the load shall be addressed of all designs. Operation requirements shall be
considered in the design phase to ensure load and function are adequately defined and
crane/derrick design features are incorporated on the delivered units.”

The restraint system yielded under the imposed load and the spacecraft broke free. There is
evidence to suggest that the Balloon Program was unaware of the design and operational
limitations of the launch vehicle. Analysis was not performed to identify all possible failure modes
of the launch hardware.
•Training Section 5.6.2(1)(a) (“Classroom training in safety, lifting equipment emergency
procedures, general performance standards, requirements, pre-operational and safety related
defects, and symptoms (for initial certification and as needed”).

Interview evidence supports that crane operators were not fully knowledgeable regarding the
limitations of the system. Crew training did not include emergency or anomaly training, including
failed launch attempts. There were also no operating procedures produced or used.
• Operations Section 5.7(i) Cranes/derricks “shall not be side loaded, used to drag loads sideways,
or used to pull loads unless specifically designed to do so the OEM as indicated in the load chart. ”

Video and photographic evidence as well as analysis shows that the launch vehicle was indeed at
times side loaded and was used both to drag sideways and to pull the balloon induced loads.
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o (m) “The operator and ground lead mean shall establish appropriate safety zones before
initiating operations. Safety zones should have appropriate barriers (rope, cones or other)
established prior to lift”.

Video, photographic and interview evidence support that an effective safety zone designed to
protect the public was not implemented. The Category A zone was ill-defined and ineffective.
There was also no attempt to mark a safety zone appropriately prior to operations with cones,
ropes or other barriers. Lack of marking made it inconceivable that the crane operator or other
observers would detect when the zone was violated by the either the balloon train or the moving
crane.
o (t) “During hoisting, care shall be taken that there is not sudden acceleration or decelerations of
the moving load and that the load does not contact any obstructions.”

Video and interview evidence support that the launch operation consisted of a number of sudden
movements including accelerations and decelerations as well as turns that caused the payload to
swing widely. At one point the excessive movement of the payload caused the operator to lose
control of the payload tag lines. The rough and unimproved terrain contributed to the movement
of the suspended payload. The payload also had potential to contact an obstruction when the
launch vehicle was driven to the fence.
o (z) “An operator shall be at the crane /derrick controls at times while a load is suspended”
(OSHA requirement). Due to the length of some NASA operations, an operator change may be
required while a load is suspended. This shall be accomplished via a procedure designed for the
specific crane/derrick and operation, assuring the crane controls are manned at all times.

Video, photographic and interview evidence support that the control cabin was not occupied during
the launch attempt. The controls were therefore unmanned while the payload was suspended.

o (ai) “When traveling a mobile crane with a load, a person shall be designated responsible for
determining and controlling safety and making decisions as to position of the load, boom location,
ground support, travel route and speed of the motion.”

Interview and documented evidence support that there was considerable confusion among both the
crew and the Balloon Program regarding specific personnel safety and decision making
responsibilities and authority. It was clear that the launch director was in charge of travel route
and speed of the motion; however, the safety control and decision making was not as well defined.
Confusion included who had the abort authority and who was responsible for assuming the role of
the Mission Range Safety Officer.
o (ak) “When rotating cranes/derricks, sudden starts and stops shall be avoided. Speed shall be
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such that the load does not swing out beyond radii at which it can be controlled. A tag line should
be used when rotation of load is hazardous”

Video and interview evidence support that the payload swung beyond radii of control. Excessive
swinging of the load caused the technician to lose control of both payload tag lines. He was only
able to regain control of one prior to the unintentional release of the payload.
•Sling Section10.7(g) “The following materials and techniques shall not be used in slings or rigging
hardware to hoist personnel or loads: natural rope, wire rope clips, the fold back metal pressed
sleeve or clip technique”.

Photographic evidence shows that fold back technique was used. The photo also revealed that the
cords were improperly taped, making required inspection of the cords impossible.
In addition, video evidence suggested the potential for non-compliance with the Critical and
Noncritical Lifting Operations, requirement 1.5.1 that states “Personnel shall not be located under
suspended or moving loads unless the operation adheres to the OSHA-Approved NASA Alternate
Standard for Suspended Load Operations.”

The movement of the payload was sufficient to cause concern regarding personnel safety. It is
suggested Appendix A of the NASA-STD-8719.9, be examined for possible solutions that may
include supporting the payload from underneath, in order to eliminate this potential hazard.

Applicable Requirements:

RSM-2002-Rev. B, Range Safety Manual, 5.3.5.5

NASA-STD-8719.9, Standards for Lifting and Equipment, 1.5.1, 5.2.4, 5.6.2, 5.7, 10.7
Detailed Requirements:
--
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INSUFFICIENT INDEPENDENCE OF SAFETY
Safety Assessment Observation: Insufficient Independence of Range Safety from Balloon Program

Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF BPO‟s implementation
of safety requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO as implementing organizations)
R5: NASA HQ Range Safety Program Office failed to ensure corrective actions were accomplished
from previous agency audits

I12: The BPO did not have sufficient insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the CSBF‟s
balloon launch process
I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program
I15: WFF safety leadership did not thoroughly review balloon safety documentation

Discussion:

NPR 8715.5 Chapter 1.3.2 (c) states that the HQ Range Safety Manager will “ensure consistent
implementation of range safety requirements throughout the Agency.” Evidence suggests however
that Range Safety requirements are not equally or consistently applied to the Balloon Program.
This is particularly true regarding the independence of the safety oversight or insight provided to
the WFF Balloon Programs, including launch campaigns. NPR 8715.5 section 1.3.4.3 requires „that
the Center Director or NASA designee when functioning as the authority for a range, shall establish
a Center range safety organization (direct or delegated) that is independent of all vehicle
programs‟.
NPR 8715.3 Section 1.4.3 requires that the Center Director (b) place their safety organization at a
level that ensures the safety review function can be conducted independently and (d) “ensure that
(d) (1) Adequate resources (personnel and budget) are provided to support mishap prevention
efforts, (2) resource control is independent from any influence that would affect the independence
of the advice, counsel, and services provided and (e) ensure that policies, plans, procedures, and
standards that define the characteristics of their safety program are established, documented,
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maintained, communicated, and implemented.
Evidence suggests that the independent safety oversight provided to the balloon program was
inadequate. The majority of the range safety functions for the Alice Spring NCT launch were
carried out by the balloon launch service contractor, CSBF, not an independent source. The WFF
Range Safety Office Code 803 had little or no insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the
balloon program and provided little in the way of document review, launch site visits, program
audits or hazard control verification.

This same lack of independence was observed in the NASA Headquarters‟ 2002 WFF Independent
Assessment Report from which the following statements are taken: “Unlike other uninhabited
flight programs, the policy and practice in effect in the balloon programs operated at GSFC/WFF
do not require independent safety oversight or insight. With NASA it is common practice to utilize
an organization that has no direct stake in the project to establish and implement safety plans, risk
analyses and procedures. This independence ensures that the range safety requirements will not be
compromised. These payloads are potentially hazardous to the public and should be managed
consistent with other hazardous, uninhabited programs. Management is accepting an unknown
level of risk associated with balloon operations. The Headquarters assessment team recommended
that GSFC/WFF management should require range safety involvement in the balloon programs.
The assessment team suggests the WFF range safety office and balloon programs office coordinate
a tailored range safety program for balloons.” [Ref 2]

Applicable Requirements:

NPR 8715.3, NASA General Safety Program Requirements, 1.4.3
NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program , 1.3.2, 1.3.4.3
QA-D-02-04-001 Independent Assessment, Final Report Wallops Flight Facility Range Safety
Office

Detailed Requirements:

NPR 8715.5, NASA General Safety Program Requirements / 1.3.2 (c): States that the HQ Range
Safety Manager will “ensure consistent implementation of range safety requirements throughout
the Agency.”
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[Ref 1]
NPR 8715.5, NASA General Safety Program Requirements/ 1.3.4 Center Directors / 1.3.4.3: When
functioning as the authority for a range, the Center Director of NASA designee shall establish a
Center range safety organization (direct or delegated) that is independent of all vehicle programs
and has safety responsibilities for all range operations that use the Center‟s range facilities (this
should include CSBF offsite launches since WFF is the NASA agency procuring their services.

[Ref 2]
QA-D-02-04-001, Independent Assessment 2002 / Observation: (ITEM 9): Unlike other
uninhabited flight programs, the policy and practice in effect in the balloon programs operated at
GSFC/WFF do not require independent safety oversight or insight.
Findings: Within NASA, it is.
Methods of Closure: 803 oversight/insight visit to balloon launch contractor planned annually.
Recommendation: GSFC/WFF management should require range safety involvement in the
balloon programs. The assessment team suggests that WFF range safety office and balloon
programs office coordinate a tailored range safety program for balloons.
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INSUFFICIENT TRAINING
Safety Assessment Observation: Contractor safety training insufficient

Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF BPO‟s implementation
of safety requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO as implementing organizations)
R4: GSFC Safety leadership did not verify or provide corrective action for flow down of NASA
requirements to protect the public
R5: NASA HQ Range Safety Program Office failed to ensure corrective actions were accomplished
from previous agency audits
R6: Reliance on past success has become a substitute for good engineering and safety practices in
the balloon program

I2: A barrier to keep the general public out of dangerous areas throughout the launch process did
not exist
I3: No trained individual was in place to ensure public safety
I4: The ground safety plan did not cover all relevant hazards and phases
I5: No complete and thorough procedures exists at CSBF to cover launch process
I6: Launch crew training did not address failed launch attempts
I7: Cat A hazard area during launch phase was not well defined
I9: CSBF has not analyzed the payload release system to establish acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to launch vehicle for launch attempt
I10: CSBF was not aware of hardware limitations that might give rise to a failure during a launch
vehicle maneuver
I11: The ground safety plan did not explicitly address the protection of the general public
I12: The BPO did not have sufficient insight or oversight into the technical aspects of the CSBF‟s
balloon launch process
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I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program

Discussion:
Insufficient oversight by WFF Safety Leadership and the Balloon Program of the balloon program
resulted in insufficient contractor training.

Operations Training
The Balloon Program Office and CSBF in lieu of written procedures and explicit hazard controls
relied heavily the on-the-job training provided to the crew. In fact, for many of the hazards listed
in the Balloon Ground Safety Plan (including handling of ionizing radiation, handling and
installing pyrotechnics, operating of heavy equipment and other tasks performed within the hazard
area) lists „prior personnel training‟ as the only hazard control.

Interview data determined that despite many hours of on-the job training; crew training did not
include specific training for anomalous situations. There was no instruction on specific abort
criteria, response to breach of safety zones or IRT training. Personnel were given limited
guidelines regarding hazardous operations and decisions, such as abort criteria. Evidence also
indicates uncertainty among both BPO and CSBF personnel regarding who has abort authority,
the application of the Category A hazard zone for the launch phase and assigned safety roles and
responsibilities.

MRSO and OSS Training
There is also no evidence of WFF provided ground safety training for the Balloon Program
contractors (CSBF) who were delegated safety responsibility for launch operations (nor of
contractors certified based on WFF review of OSS equivalency). The duties of MRSO and OSS
were required to be assumed and verified by the BPO in accordance with RSM-2002. However
appropriate NASA training was not mandated for, nor provided to the contractor by WFF Safety
or the BPO. The contractor records only indicate on-the-job training records with no attached
curriculum. NASA personnel with appropriate range safety training were not assigned as an
alternate solution.

Despite the provision in RSM-2002 (section 2) that the operational responsibilities of the
Operational Safety Supervisor (OSS) could be implemented for the balloon program by the
contractor; the CSBF personnel were not trained in accordance with the RSM to assume the
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responsibilities OSS.

The RSM requires that all personnel designated as OSS are certified by the Safety Office Ground
Safety Group (GSG) either by attending OSS an specialized course and successfully completing the
testing or by provide satisfactory evidence of the contractor‟s possession of the required skills and
knowledge. The procedure is documented in 800-PG-8715.04A, „Certification Procedures for
Operations Safety Supervisors at WFF‟. Balloon-specific (Category II -Balloons) training and
certification would have been required for the CSBF crew. Both interview and documentation
evidence show that such certification was neither offered by the WFF Safety Office nor otherwise
obtained by any of the CSBF crew members.

Certification Requirements and Verifications
The Balloon Ground Safety Plan did not provide a full discussion of personnel training and
certification requirements for the hazardous operations to be performed. There was no clear
system for the verification of the status of operator certification prior to the beginning of the launch
operations. Evidence suggests that one of the launch crew required crane operator certification
was not current.

Applicable Requirements:

RSM-2002-Rev. B, Range Safety Manual, 2.0

800-PG-8715.04A, Certification Procedures for Operations Safety Supervisors at WFF

Detailed Requirements:
---
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INSUFFICIENT MISHAP RESPONSE PLAN
Safety Assessment Observation: Balloon Program Pre-Mishap Preparedness and Contingency
Plan was not compliant with NPR 8621.1

Mapping to Report Findings:

R2: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF BPO‟s implementation
of safety requirements (WFF Safety Office and BPO as implementing organizations)
R5: NASA HQ Range Safety Program Office failed to ensure corrective actions were accomplished
from previous agency audits

I3: No trained individual was in place to ensure public safety
I5: No complete and thorough procedures exists at CSBF to cover launch process
I14: WFF safety leadership did not provide appropriate oversight to WFF safety office‟s
responsibilities with regard to the balloon program
I15: WFF safety leadership did not thoroughly review balloon safety documentation

1) Discussion:

The CSBF Mishap Plan was not sufficient to meet the requirements of NPR 8621.1 and NPR
8715.5. The plan failed to provide adequate direction to preserve evidence and to keep personnel
and public safe in the event of a mishap.
NPR 8715.5, section 1.3.4.2(i) requires that Center Directors functioning as the authority for fixed
or mobile launch sites “Develop emergency plans to prevent or mitigate the exposure of the public
or employees to any hazard associated with range operation.” NPR 8715.5, section 1.3.7(j)
stipulates that the Vehicle Program Manager in coordination with the range safety organization(s),
generate a contingency action plan that describes the roles and responsibilities in the event of a
mishap and provides procedures to secure all data relevant to an investigation and stipulates the
use of NPR 8621.1, NASA Procedural Requirements for Mishap Reporting, Investigation and
Recordkeeping.
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NPR 8621.1, section 2.2 Program and Project Mishap Preparedness and Contingency Plans,
2.2.1.(a) requires that Program Mangers concur with a Program and Project Mishap Preparedness
and Contingency Plan (MPCP) that “is a comprehensive plan for all mishaps and close calls that
occur offsite, at offsite program/project contractor sites, or in flight.”

The Balloon Programs contingency plan, „Procedures Following Launch/Flight Failures, Mishaps,
or Incidents CSBF OF-695-21-P‟, did not meet the content requirements of 2.2.1. The following
data requirements were not adequately addressed within their document:
Special procedures for emergency response personnel, the IRT, and the incident
commander for identifying, safing and handling hazardous commodities specific to the
hardware;
training requirements for IRT membership for mishaps and close calls occurring off-site
and contractor locations;
procedures to impound data, records, equipment, facilities, and property;
existing memorandas of agreement with national, state, and local organizations and
agencies that may be utilized during a mishap investigation;
descriptions of how offsite debris shall be collected, transported, and stored;
descriptions of investigation and debris collection process required for any mishap or close
call occurring in a foreign country;
specification, that for NASA-investigated mishaps, NASA personnel shall perform and
control the impounding process.
The contractor did have a generic mishap plan, but it was not fully compliant with the requirement
of NPR 8621.1. OF-695-21-P, „Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility Procedures Following Flight
Mishap or Incident‟ requires that after a mishap hardware not be disturbed prior to inspection by
“appropriate personnel” (undefined) and give the CSBF Operations Department Head or remote
Campaign Manger authority to instruct movement or manipulation of hardware. There is no
discussion of drug testing even though it is in the contract to do so. CSBF Site Manager coordinates
appointment of investigation team. There is no information regarding potential hazards (including
radioactive sources) associated with or the safing of the equipment. The Balloon Program mishap
plan does not include IRT information nor adequately address the safing of the mishap area or
protection of evidence.
The lack of a compliant MPCP left the Balloon Program Office and the CSBF contractors
unprepared for the Alice Spring mishap. Evidence shows that post mishap, the public and
personnel were allowed in close proximity to the „unsafed‟ hazardous systems (including
pyrotechnics, and chemical batteries) and that there was significant disturbance of the mishap
scene and removal of key evidence.

Applicable Requirement:
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NPR 8715.5, Range Safety Program, 1.3.4.2.i and 1.3.7 (j)
NPR 8621.1, NASA Procedural Requirements for Mishap Reporting, Investigation and
Recordkeeping, 2.2

Detailed Requirements:

NPR 8621.1, NASA Procedural Requirements for Mishap Reporting, Investigation and
Recordkeeping / 2.2 / Program and Project Mishap Preparedness and Contingency Plans:
2.2.1 The program/project manager shall concur in a Program/Project Mishap Preparedness and
Contingency Plan that:
a. Is a comprehensive plan for all mishaps and close calls that occur offsite, at offsite
program/project (as defined by NPR 7120.5) contractor sites, or in flight.
b. Is consistent with the Centers' Mishap Preparedness and Contingency Plans, for all Centers in
which the program operates.
c. Covers any information and procedures required specifically by the program that are not
covered in the Centers' Mishap Preparedness and Contingency Plans (i.e., special procedures for
safing, handling, or containing hazardous chemicals present in the program's/project's hardware).
d. Describes the procedures to comply with NPR 8621.1 notification, reporting, investigating, and
recording requirements for all program/project activities not located at a Center or managed by a
Center (e.g., program/project activities managed by Headquarters and located at a University,
contractor site, or other off-Center location).
e. Describes the training requirements and the IRT's membership for mishaps and close calls that
occur offsite, at offsite program/project (as defined by NPR 7120.5) contractor sites, or in flight.
f. Describes any special procedures for the emergency response personnel, the IRT, and the incident
commander that are not covered in the Center Mishap Preparedness and Contingency Plan or the
emergency response plan (e.g., identification and handling of hazardous commodities specific to the
program) .
g. Describes the procedures to impound data, records, equipment, facilities, and property not
located at a NASA facility.
h. Identifies existing memoranda of agreement with national, state, and local organizations and
agencies that may be utilized during a mishap investigation.
i. Describes how offsite debris shall be collected, transported, and stored.
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j. Describes the investigation and debris collection process required for any mishap or close call
occurring in a foreign country.
k. Requires that, for NASA-investigated mishaps, NASA personnel shall perform and control the
impounding process.
l. Lists the personnel who will assist in performing the procedures to impound data, records,
equipment, facilities, and other property.
m. Identifies the national, state, and local (and, where applicable, international) organizations and
agencies which are most likely to take part in debris collection; identifies the roles and
responsibilities of each organization; and identifies a point of contact.
n. Addresses the responsibilities and procedures for mishap investigation in the bilateral or
multilateral agreements when the program involves international partners, program managers,
and project managers.
o. Describes the resources that may be needed from other government agencies (e.g., Federal
Emergency Management Agency, NTSB, DoD, Department of Justice) during a Type A mishap or
Type B mishap investigation; identifies the point of contact and contact information for each of
these Agencies; describes the procedures to acquire their assistance; and identifies the potential
roles and responsibilities of each Agency.
p. Includes a list of information such as databases, Web sites, documentation (including hardware
history), drawings, basic system operation, and procedures that may be scrutinized in a Type A
mishap involving loss of a vehicle and/or major facility damage and frequently updates this
information so that it is easily deliverable to a mishap investigation board, and includes points of
contact for the information.
q. Describes the information technology plan to provide computer data retrieval and data archive
support to the investigating authority.
r. Describes the requisite security clearances, if any, for investigating authority members, chair,
and ex officio participating in program/project investigations.
s. Describes the "chain of custody process" that will be used to secure and safeguard personal
effects and sensitive information related to injured or deceased individuals.
t. Names of key personnel from the Agency Public Affairs Office and Office of External Relations
(OER) that should be notified for all Type A and Type B mishaps.
u. States the expiration date.
v. Describes appropriate steps to be taken in advance to ensure that assigned IRT and potential
MIB members have authority and resources (including, but not limited to, travel, contractual
authority, and salaries) to expeditiously deploy to the mishap scene, effectively preserve mishap
evidence, interview witnesses and conduct an orderly investigation without administrative delay.
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D3 – Human Error Assessment
#
1

Human
Event
CSBF crew
allowed general
public to gather
in the projected
flight path

Action Type
Error of Omission:
Public not prevented
from entering unsafe
area.

Error Type
Interpretation Error –
failure to recognize
data as hazardous:
CSBF crew did not
initially recognize the
public gathering
outside of fence to
watch the launch as a
hazardous situation
and took no action to
restrict access or to
move the people.

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

Barriers to keep general
public out of all dangerous
areas thorough launch
process did not exist. No
trained individual was
independently in place to
ensure range safety. There
were no written procedures
on how or where to control
crowds nor was there any
information in the Ground
Safety Data Package. The
only safety zone designated
(the Cat A. zone) did not
work as a mechanism to
keep spectators situated.
The public was rarely, if
ever in a downwind
location during launch
operations therefore CSBF
may not have recognized
the hazard associated with B
the collecting crowd outside
of the fence.

Recommend training the crew in
hazard identification, using
analysis to determine safe viewing
areas, using procedures for
spectator controls, setting up
barriers and providing an
independent, trained safety
officer on-sight during launch
operations.

Analysis
•Recommendation I1-1: WFF
safety office should perform a
complete hazard analysis,
considering all phases of the
balloon launch process. This
hazard analysis should be
validated by independent
review.
Barriers
•Recommendation I2-1: In each
launch location, the BPO should
ensure that dedicated safety
personnel thoroughly examine(s)
the potential for spectators or
passer-by entering hazardous
areas and implement barriers or
controls to prevent entry during
the launch process.
(12:A barrier to keep the general
public out of all dangerous areas
throughout the launch process did
not exist)

Safety Personnel
•Recommendation I3-1: WFF
Safety Office should assign a range
safety officer who is properly
trained in range safety and who
does not have a role in ensuring
mission success.
(I3: No trained individual was in
place to ensure public safety)
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedures to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
Recommendation I5-2 BPO should
establish Launch Commit Criteria
and flight rules.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).
Ground Safety Plan Protection of
Public

•Recommendation I11-1: WFF
safety office should specifically
address how to deal with the
general public in the ground
safety plan.
(I11: The ground safety plan did
not explicitly address the
protection of the general public)
Hazard Awareness Training

•Recommendation O10-1: WFF
safety office should ensure CSBF
personnel has appropriate
hazard awareness training for
all hazards associated with each
launch.
(O-10 – CSBF personnel seemed
unaware of a number of
potential operational hazards
and constraints)
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

Launch director notices
spectators in the downwind
flight path and request their
relocation.

Recommend using safety
analysis to determine safe areas
for launch viewing, putting
procedures in place for erecting
barriers and restricting public
access, and providing an
independent, trained safety
officer on-sight during launch
operations.

2

[Timeline
Event 16]

Launch
personnel does
fails to move
public to safe
location.

Error of Commission: In
appropriate
movement/placement
of spectators

Decision Making
Failure – failure to
select correct/
appropriate action:
Personnel failed to
effectively move
general public to a
safe area.

Launch Director recognized
hazard associated with
public in the intended
launch path and asked that
they be moved. South
Wales University personnel,
CSBF crew and volunteers
when alerted attempted to
move the spectators out of
the way; however did so
without the benefit of a
procedure, explicit
directions or an
understanding of which
locations were hazardous
B
and which were safe. The
move(s) were not effective
and ultimately people were
moved more into harm’s
way. There was no
independent, trained safety
officer in place to ensure
public was protected or to
stop operations until safe to
continue.

Analysis
•Recommendation I1-1: WFF
safety office should perform a
complete hazard analysis,
considering all phases of the
balloon launch process. This
hazard analysis should be
validated by independent
review.
(I1: WFF did not perform rigorous
hazard analysis)

Barriers
•Recommendation I2-1: In each
launch location, the BPO should
ensure that dedicated safety
personnel thoroughly examine(s)
the potential for spectators or
passer-by entering hazardous
areas and implement barriers or
controls to prevent entry during
the launch process.
(I2:A barrier to keep the general
public out of all dangerous areas
throughout the launch process did
not exist)

Safety Personnel
•Recommendation I3-1: WFF
Safety Office should assign a range
safety officer who is properly
trained in range safety and who
does not have a role in ensuring
mission success.
(I3: No trained individual was in
place to ensure public safety)
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedures to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.

•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Ground Safety Plan Protection of
Public
•Recommendation I11-1: WFF
safety office should specifically
address how to deal with the
general public in the ground
safety plan.
(I11: The ground safety plan did
not explicitly address the
protection of the general public)

Hazard Awareness Training
•Recommendation O10-1: WFF
safety office should ensure CSBF
personnel has appropriate hazard
awareness training for all hazards
associated with each launch.
(O-10 – CSBF personnel seemed
unaware of a number of potential
operational hazards and
constraints)

3

Launch Director
and Campaign
Manager failed
to get

Error of Omission: Failed
to obtain positive
feedback on request to

September 7, 2010

Decision Making
Error/Perception
Error: Attention

Both the Launch Director
and the Campaign Manager
have been tasked to be the
pseudo safety officers for

Recommend providing an
independent, trained safety
officer on-sight during launch
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#

Human
Event
confirmation
that people were
relocated to a
safe location.

Action Type
move spectators

Error Type
Overload

Discussion of Failed
Barriers
the launch operations. The
additional safety oversight
responsibility was 1) in
conflict with their primary
goal to complete the launch
and 2) incompatible with
their primary
responsibilities to pay
attention to the balloon
overhead and to
concentrate on the relative
positioning of the launch
vehicle and balloon for a
successful collar
release/launch. In
addition, neither had had
the required safety training.

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
operations.

Safety Personnel
•Recommendation I3-1: WFF
Safety Office should assign a range
safety officer who is properly
trained in range safety and who
does not have a role in ensuring
mission success.
(I3: No trained individual was in
place to ensure public safety

A dedicated, independent,
and properly trained safety
officer should have been
assigned to the launch –
whose sole responsibility
was to ensure the safety of
the operations without
additional distractions or
conflicting interests.
4
[Timeline
Event 16]

CSBF continued
launch
operations
without
verification of
corrected
positioning of
public

Error of Commission:
Continued hazardous
operations without
moving public to safe
location.

Interpretation Error –
failure to understand
severity of the hazard:
CSBF Crew continued
the launch operations
with general public
still in launch path.

After direction to move
people was given, there
was no verification on the
part of the CSBF crew
(including Campaign
Manager and Launch
Director) that spectators
were out of the flight path.
Although the hazard of the
public in the launch path
was initially acknowledged,
the severity of it was not.
Therefore, not recognizing
the severity of the hazard,
the operation was
continued.
There was no safety
professional in place to
ensure public was no longer
in a hazardous area nor to
stop operations until safe to
B
continue. No analysis to
determine safe area. There
were no procedures in place
for public safety and

September 7, 2010

Recommend training the crew in
hazard identification, putting
procedures and defining go-no go
criteria in writing, and providing
an independent, trained safety
officer on-sight during launch
operations.

Analysis
•Recommendation I1-1: WFF
safety office should perform a
complete hazard analysis,
considering all phases of the
balloon launch process. This
hazard analysis should be
validated by independent
review.
(I1: WFF did not perform rigorous
hazard analysis)

Barriers
•Recommendation I2-1: In each
launch location, the BPO should
ensure that dedicated safety
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers
spectator control.

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
personnel thoroughly examine(s)
the potential for spectators or
passer-by entering hazardous
areas and implement barriers or
controls to prevent entry during
the launch process.
(12:A barrier to keep the general
public out of all dangerous areas
throughout the launch process did
not exist)

Safety Personnel
• Recommendation I3-1: WFF
Safety Office should assign a range
safety officer who is properly
trained in range safety and who
does not have a role in ensuring
mission success.
(I3: No trained individual was in
place to ensure public safety)

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedures to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
Recommendation I5-2 BPO should
establish Launch Commit Criteria
and flight rules.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

•Ground Safety Plan Protection of
Public
Recommendation I11-1: WFF
safety office should specifically
address how to deal with the
general public in the ground
safety plan.
(I11: The ground safety plan did

September 7, 2010
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
not explicitly address the
protection of the general public)

Hazard Awareness Training
•Recommendation O10-1: WFF
safety office should ensure CSBF
personnel has appropriate hazard
awareness training for all hazards
associated with each launch.
(O-10 – CSBF personnel seemed
unaware of a number of potential
operational hazards and
constraints)

5
[Timeline
Events
24, 29,
30]

Launch vehicle
did not follow a
suitable path to
enable a
successful launch

Error of Commission:
Irregular launch vehicle
path.

Perception Errorfailure to perceive or
detect: Launch
driver’s perception of
the anticipated
balloon direction and
speed may have been
inaccurate and
negatively influenced
the path chosen to
align with it.

The Launch Director is
responsible for guiding the
launch vehicle into an
acceptable orientation for
launch. This involves
anticipating the movement
of the balloon and giving
the driver directions
designed to position the
vehicle under the balloon in
a timely manner.

Recommend that the Balloon
Program taking initiative to
characterize and expand launch
opportunities, defining launch
operation criteria (including
launch conditions and acceptable
maneuvers), and writing and using
launch procedures.

Launch Procedures

The launch director relies
on his/her perception of
wind direction, balloon
movements, launch vehicle
speed and relative position,
and depends on perceived
knowledge of the crane’s
maneuverability.

The Launch Director
ordered driver to drive
forward, making a sweeping
right 90 degree turn, and
later to turn left to align
with balloon’s flight path.
The vehicle slows down due
to loss of traction and then
speeds up to catch the
balloon.

September 7, 2010

•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

System Analysis for Payload
Release
•Recommendation I9-1: BPO
should require in the contract that
CSBF perform a thorough analysis
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

The very fragile nature of
the balloon launch process
leaves little margin for
error. Evidence from
analysis shows that the
window for opportunity is
exceedingly small.

Evidence shows that some
of the turns taken by the
launch vehicle caused the
vehicle to lose ground on
catching the balloon; wind,
rough terrain and limited
launch area contributed as
well.

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
of the payload restraint and
release system to establish an
acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to crane for
launch attempt.
(I9: CSBF has not analyzed the
payload release system to
establish acceptable angular
range of balloon relative to launch
vehicle for launch attempt)

Wind criteria
•Recommendation I13-1: The BPO
should establish firm, written
criteria for wind limits and factor
these into all go/no-go and abort
criteria and any specific
restrictions on a particular launch.
(I-13 Wind created a challenging)

Improved Launch Conditions
•Recommendation I8-1: BPO
should perform a cost, utility and
feasibility assessment for
improving the terrain at Alice
Springs, Airport.
(I8: Terrain was rough and
unimproved.)

6
[Timeline

Launch Vehicle
Breaches
Category A
Hazard Zone

Error of Commission:
Breach of hazard zone.

Event 31]

September 7, 2010

Perception Error –
Failure to perceive or
detect: CSBF crew
failed to detect
breach of Category A
hazard zone.

There were no markings or
barriers to indicate the
designated safety zone, nor
to indicate when the zone
was breached. Whether
static or moving – at some
point the Category A hazard
zone (the hazardous area
surrounding the launch
vehicle) was breached
either by the vehicle leaving
the fixed hazardous area or
by the vehicle moving
within a prohibited
proximity to personnel and

Recommend clearly defining and
marking Category A zone and
providing an independent, trained
safety officer on-sight during
launch operations.

Safety Personnel
• Recommendation I3-1: WFF
Safety Office should assign a range
safety officer who is properly
trained in range safety and who
does not have a role in ensuring
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers
public not authorized
within the zone. This
breach was not noticed
because the zone was not
visibly marked. Interview
evidence revealed that the
launch crew only visually
identified of the boundaries
of the zone by landmarks in
the terrain and relied solely
on memory to identify the
area during operations.
There was no safety officer
assigned to ensure the zone
was properly maintained.

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
mission success.
(I3: No trained individual was in
place to ensure public safety)

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Category A Hazard Area
•Recommendation I7-1: WFF
safety office should clearly and
unambiguously define the
Category A hazard zone and
should require that it be
implementable in practice with
visible markings.
(I7: Cat A hazard area during
launch phase was not welldefined)

Ground Safety Plan
•Recommendation I4-1: The WFF
Safety Office should revise the
balloon ground safety plan to
cover all phases, from inflation
through recovery, identify all
hazards from the Hazard Analysis,
and resulting restrictions and
implementation of operational
requirements.
(I4: The ground safety plan did not
cover all relevant hazards and
phases)

September 7, 2010
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

Ground Safety Plan Protection of
Public
•Recommendation I11-1: WFF
safety office should specifically
address how to deal with the
general public in the ground
safety plan.
(I11: The ground safety plan did
not explicitly address the
protection of the general public)

Hazard Awareness Training
•Recommendation O10-1: WFF
safety office should ensure CSBF
personnel has appropriate hazard
awareness training for all hazards
associated with each launch.
(O-10 – CSBF personnel seemed
unaware of a number of potential
operational hazards and
constraints)

7
[Timeline
Event 32]

Launch director
was not in
suitable position
to begin launch
attempt

Error of Commission:
Launch director began
launch attempt when
balloon was not suitably
overhead

Error of Perceptionfailure to perceive or
detect: appropriate
position of balloon

Launch director did not
attempt pin release under
the right conditions

Launch director thought
that the balloon was
suitably (sufficiently)
overhead to attempt a
launch

The balloon was not within
acceptable range of the
launch vehicle during the
attempt.

No definition of acceptable
angular range of balloon
relative to launch vehicle

September 7, 2010

Recommend analysis of launch
parameters, launch procedures,
clearly defined launch constraints
and possible improvements of
surface conditions.

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.

•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

exists.

with NPR 8715.5).

CSBF has not analyzed
system to establish
acceptable ranges.

System Analysis for Payload
Release

There are no written launch
procedures.

There are no definitive
mechanical indications of
correct balloon/launch
vehicle positions. Visual
cues are the only
determination. Operators
rely on On-the-job training
in place of explicit rules and
procedures.

•Recommendation I9-1: BPO
should require in the contract that
CSBF perform a thorough analysis
of the payload restraint and
release system to establish an
acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to crane for
launch attempt.
(I9: CSBF has not analyzed the
payload release system to
establish acceptable angular
range of balloon relative to launch
vehicle for launch attempt)

Improved Launch Conditions

The launch process is
fragile; based on
dependency of visual
assessments and good
judgment. The launch
process is highly sensitive to
errors in judgment,
perception and
visualization.

•Recommendation I8-1: BPO
should perform a cost, utility and
feasibility assessment for
improving the terrain at Alice
Springs, Airport.
(I8: Terrain was rough and
unimproved.)

Wind criteria
•Recommendation I13-1: The BPO
should establish firm, written
criteria for wind limits and factor
these into all go/no-go and abort
criteria and any specific
restrictions on a particular launch.
(I-13 Wind created a challenging)

8
[Timeline

Payload
controller lost
hold of the
payload taglines
(Team member

Change in State: The tag
lines are pulled from
hands of operator when
the payload jerks in
response to sharp

September 7, 2010

Action Execution Error
– Physical inability to
make response:
Controller loses grip

The path of the vehicle
along with the wind
creating a challenging
environment and rough and
unimproved terrain and the

Recommend analysis of launch
parameters, launch procedures,
clearly defined launch constraints
and possible improvements of
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#
Event 33]

Human
Event
controlling the
taglines to the
payload loses
hold of the
payload restraint
straps and the
payload starts
swinging wildly)

Action Type
deceleration.

Error Type
on tag lines.

Discussion of Failed
Barriers
launch vehicle could not
catch the balloon within the
confines of the fenced area.

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
surface conditions.

Launch Procedures
No standard procedures
exist at CSBF to cover the
launch process; training did
not provide sufficient
guidance to deal with all
credible situations during
launch (insufficient
guidance to deal with
anomalous or contingency
situations).

•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

System Analysis for Payload
Release
•Recommendation I9-1: BPO
should require in the contract that
CSBF perform a thorough analysis
of the payload restraint and
release system to establish an
acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to crane for
launch attempt.
(I9: CSBF has not analyzed the
payload release system to
establish acceptable angular
range of balloon relative to launch
vehicle for launch attempt)

Improved Launch Conditions
•Recommendation I8-1: BPO
should perform a cost, utility and
feasibility assessment for
improving the terrain at Alice
Springs, Airport.
(I8: Terrain was rough and
unimproved.)

September 7, 2010
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
Wind criteria
•Recommendation I13-1: The BPO
should establish firm, written
criteria for wind limits and factor
these into all go/no-go and abort
criteria and any specific
restrictions on a particular launch.
(I-13 Wind created a challenging
environment)

9
[Timeline

Failed Launch
attempt(s)

Correct Action: The
Launch Director
correctly pulled on the
launch release cable

Events
34/35]

Action Execution Error
– Physical inability to
make response:
Launch Director
lacked physical
strength to pull the
launch release cable
to open restraint pin

The payload did not release
when launch cable pulled.

The release mechanisms
experienced loads requiring
superhuman forces to
enable release.

Recommend performing analysis
of launch parameters, clearly
defining launch constraints and
abort criteria and writing launch
procedures, conducting anomaly
training including failed launch
attempts and possibly adding a
secondary release mechanism.

Launch Procedures
The restraint pin would not
come free when pulled.

A secondary release
mechanism did not exist.

•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
•Recommendation I5-3: BPO
should establish and document
firm and unambiguous criteria for
aborts during the launch phase.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Failed launch attempts
•Recommendation I6-1: BPO
should ensure that training for the
launch crew covers the widest
possible set of anomalous

September 7, 2010
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
occurrences in the launch process
including, but not limited to, failed
launch attempts, breaches and
near-breaches of the Hazard Zone,
loss of payload control straps, loss
of communication, and scenarios
that would lead to an abort.
(I6: Launch crew training did not
address failed launch attempts)

System Analysis for payload
release
•Recommendation I9-1: BPO
should require in the contract that
CSBF perform a thorough analysis
of the payload restraint and
release system to establish an
acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to crane for
launch attempt.
(I9: CSBF has not analyzed the
payload release system to
establish acceptable angular
range of balloon relative to launch
vehicle for launch attempt.)

Wind criteria
•Recommendation I13-1: The BPO
should establish firm, written
criteria for wind limits and factor
these into all go/no-go and abort
criteria and any specific
restrictions on a particular launch.
(I-13 Wind created a challenging)

Restraint pin lubrication
•Recommendation CF1-1: BPO
should perform analysis and/or
test to determine the relationship
between pin lubrication and
lanyard pull force to establish
lubrication guidelines for proper
operation.
(CF1: Restraint pin was not

September 7, 2010
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
sufficiently lubricated.)

No secondary release mechanism
•Recommendation CF2-1: BPO
should analyze, evaluate, and test
the hardware to understand its
capabilities and operating range,
as well as to determine failures
and associated sensitivities.
Based on the results of this
analysis and a mapping against
detailed understanding of the
launch process, BPO should
determine whether a hardware
re-design is in order and take
appropriate steps.
(CF2: Secondary release
mechanism did not exist.)

September 7, 2010
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#
10
[Timeline
Event 37]

Human
Event
Continuation of
launch attempt

Action Type
Error of Commission:
Continued to chase
balloon in the direction
of public spectators

Error Type
Decision-Making Error
- failure to consider
alternate behaviors,
failure to select
correct or appropriate
action: Possible
missed opportunity
for abort

Discussion of Failed
Barriers
Launch director felt there
was a chance he could still
chase the balloon and
launch successfully.
(Launch driver orders
launch vehicle driver to go
forward to catch the
balloon.)

In the past CSBF has
launched successfully after
failed attempt. Launch
operator was most likely
applying his training –
without taking into account
dissimilar situations and
surroundings.

Documentation does not
specify abort criteria,
training does not address
attempt failed launches or
abort criteria, CSBF has
previously launched
successfully after a failed
attempt.

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
Recommend performing analysis
of launch parameters, clearly
defining launch constraints and
abort criteria and writing launch
procedures, conducting anomaly
training including failed launch
attempts and abort scenarios and
providing an independent, trained
safety officer on-sight during
launch operations.

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
•Recommendation I5-3: BPO
should establish and document
firm and unambiguous criteria for
aborts during the launch phase.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Failed launch attempts
•Recommendation I6-1: BPO
should ensure that training for the
launch crew covers the widest
possible set of anomalous
occurrences in the launch process
including, but not limited to, failed
launch attempts, breaches and
near-breaches of the Hazard Zone,
loss of payload control straps, loss
of communication, and scenarios
that would lead to an abort.
(I6: Launch crew training did not
address failed launch attempts)

September 7, 2010
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
System Analysis for payload
release
•Recommendation I9-1: BPO
should require in the contract that
CSBF perform a thorough analysis
of the payload restraint and
release system to establish an
acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to crane for
launch attempt.
(I9: CSBF has not analyzed the
payload release system to
establish acceptable angular
range of balloon relative to launch
vehicle for launch attempt.)

Wind criteria
•Recommendation I13-1: The BPO
should establish firm, written
criteria for wind limits and factor
these into all go/no-go and abort
criteria and any specific
restrictions on a particular launch.
(I-13 Wind created a challenging)

Improved Launch Conditions
•Recommendation I8-1: BPO
should perform a cost, utility and
feasibility assessment for
improving the terrain at Alice
Springs, Airport.
(I8: Terrain was rough and
unimproved.)

11
[Timeline

Launch vehicle
stops at airport
perimeter fence.

Error of Commission:
Driving launch vehicle to
proximity of public
spectators.

Event 39]

September 7, 2010

Interpretation ErrorFailure to recognize
data as hazard/
severity of hazards:
Crew did not
recognize the
potential for
unintentional release
of payload due to

Launch Director and the
launch crew only
recognized the danger to
the public as 1) collision
with the launch vehicle and
2) aborting over people.

Recommend performing analysis
of launch parameters and
mechanisms, clearly defining
launch constraints and abort
criteria and writing launch
procedures, conducting anomaly
training including failed launch
attempts and abort scenarios and
providing an independent, trained
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type
mechanical failure.

Discussion of Failed
Barriers
Launch Director made
attempt to avoid both of
these hazards. Additional
hazards and their
associated severity were
not considered. CSBF crew
did not consider breach of
safety zone as a serious
hazard nor did they
recognize the hazard of
unintentional release of the
payload due to structural
failure. This hazard had
not been properly analyzed
and communicated to the
crew. There was no hazard
awareness, procedures or
training. There was no
independent safety officer
overseeing the launch.

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
safety officer on-sight during
launch operations and crew
hazard awareness training.

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
•Recommendation I5-3: BPO
should establish and document
firm and unambiguous criteria for
aborts during the launch phase.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Failed launch attempts
•Recommendation I6-1: BPO
should ensure that training for the
launch crew covers the widest
possible set of anomalous
occurrences in the launch process
including, but not limited to, failed
launch attempts, breaches and
near-breaches of the Hazard Zone,
loss of payload control straps, loss
of communication, and scenarios
that would lead to an abort.
(I6: Launch crew training did not
address failed launch attempts)

System Analysis for payload
release
•Recommendation I9-1: BPO
should require in the contract that
CSBF perform a thorough analysis
of the payload restraint and
release system to establish an

September 7, 2010
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
acceptable angular range of
balloon relative to crane for
launch attempt.
(I9: CSBF has not analyzed the
payload release system to
establish acceptable angular
range of balloon relative to launch
vehicle for launch attempt.)

Mechanism Evaluation
•Recommendation I10-1: BPO
should evaluate balloon launch
hardware mechanisms through
testing and review of
documentation and specifications
to determine proper operating
conditions and ranges. The results
of this evaluation should then be
used to define operating limits of
launch hardware and specify abort
criteria.
(I10: CSBF was not aware of
hardware limitations that might
give rise to a failure during a
launch attempt)

Wind criteria
•Recommendation I13-1: The BPO
should establish firm, written
criteria for wind limits and factor
these into all go/no-go and abort
criteria and any specific
restrictions on a particular launch.
(I-13 Wind created a challenging)

12
[Timeline
Event
40]

Decision on Safe
Method for
abort.

Error of Omission:
Launch crew failed to
consider alternate
solutions for abort.

(Due to
spectators being
in the downwind
path and close
proximity launch

September 7, 2010

Decision-Making
Error: Failed to
consider moving
spectators prior to
any abort attempt.

Launch Director was correct
in recognizing that an abort
over the people would be
dangerous.

There was a missed
opportunity to hold the

Recommend performing analysis
of launch parameters and
mechanisms, clearly defining
launch constraints and abort
criteria and writing launch
procedures, conducting anomaly
training including failed launch
attempts and abort scenarios and
providing an independent, trained
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#

Human
Event
director cannot
order flight
termination.)

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

launch vehicle position and
clear the area of people.

safety officer on-sight during
launch operations and crew
hazard awareness training.

Crew was not aware of
potential for structural
failure. Did not consider
this hazard.

Safety Personnel

There were no written
procedures or abort criteria.
System analysis had not
been sufficiently performed
to characterize the launch
system and launch
constraints. Crew training
did not include anomaly
and contingency training
including failed launch
attempt and abort
scenarios.

No safety officer was
overseeing the launch
operation.

•Recommendation I3-1: WFF
Safety Office should assign a range
safety officer who is properly
trained in range safety and who
does not have a role in ensuring
mission success.
(I3: No trained individual was in
place to ensure public safety)

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
•Recommendation I5-3: BPO
should establish and document
firm and unambiguous criteria for
aborts during the launch phase.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Failed launch attempts
•Recommendation I6-1: BPO
should ensure that training for the
launch crew covers the widest
possible set of anomalous
occurrences in the launch process
including, but not limited to, failed
launch attempts, breaches and
near-breaches of the Hazard Zone,
loss of payload control straps, loss
of communication, and scenarios

September 7, 2010
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Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
that would lead to an abort.
(I6: Launch crew training did not
address failed launch attempts)

Mechanism Evaluation
•Recommendation I10-1: BPO
should evaluate balloon launch
hardware mechanisms through
testing and review of
documentation and specifications
to determine proper operating
conditions and ranges. The results
of this evaluation should then be
used to define operating limits of
launch hardware and specify abort
criteria.
(I10: CSBF was not aware of
hardware limitations that might
give rise to a failure during a
launch attempt)

Hazard Awareness Training
•Recommendation O10-1: WFF
safety office should ensure CSBF
personnel has appropriate hazard
awareness training for all hazards
associated with each launch.
(O-10 – CSBF personnel seemed
unaware of a number of potential
operational hazards and
constraints)

13
[Timeline
Event 41]

Launch vehicle
starts moving in
reverse

Error of CommissionBacking up of the launch
vehicle induced
excessive load on
system.

September 7, 2010

Interpretation Error –
Failure to recognize
data as hazard: CSBF
failed to recognize the
potential for
structural failure due
to loads excerpted
induced by the
backing operation.

Lack of procedures,
anomaly and contingency
training, lack of analysis all
contributed to the crew not
recognizing the hazards
associated with backing the
launch vehicle and pulling
the balloon.

Recommend performing analysis
of launch parameters and
mechanisms, clearly defining
launch constraints and abort
criteria and writing launch
procedures, conducting anomaly
training including failed launch
attempts and abort scenarios and
providing an independent, trained
safety officer on-sight during
launch operations and crew
hazard awareness training.
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
•Recommendation I5-3: BPO
should establish and document
firm and unambiguous criteria for
aborts during the launch phase.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Failed launch attempts
•Recommendation I6-1: BPO
should ensure that training for the
launch crew covers the widest
possible set of anomalous
occurrences in the launch process
including, but not limited to, failed
launch attempts, breaches and
near-breaches of the Hazard Zone,
loss of payload control straps, loss
of communication, and scenarios
that would lead to an abort.
(I6: Launch crew training did not
address failed launch attempts)

Mechanism Evaluation
•Recommendation I10-1: BPO
should evaluate balloon launch
hardware mechanisms through
testing and review of
documentation and specifications
to determine proper operating
conditions and ranges. The results
of this evaluation should then be
used to define operating limits of
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
launch hardware and specify abort
criteria.
(I10: CSBF was not aware of
hardware limitations that might
give rise to a failure during a
launch attempt)

Hazard Awareness Training
•Recommendation O10-1: WFF
safety office should ensure CSBF
personnel has appropriate hazard
awareness training for all hazards
associated with each launch.
(O-10 – CSBF personnel seemed
unaware of a number of potential
operational hazards and
constraints)

14
[Timeline
Event 43]

Launch vehicle
turns 90 degrees
– attempting to
turn around.

Error of Commission:
Turning of the launch
vehicle induced
excessive load on
system.

Interpretation Error –
Failure to recognize
data as hazard. CSBF
failed to recognize the
potential for
structural failure due
to loads induced by
the turning of the
launch vehicle.

Lack of procedures,
anomaly and contingency
training, lack of analysis all
contributed to the crew not
recognizing the hazards
associated with turning the
launch vehicle while pulling
the balloon.

Recommend performing analysis
of launch parameters and
mechanisms, clearly defining
launch constraints and abort
criteria and writing launch
procedures, conducting anomaly
training including failed launch
attempts and abort scenarios and
providing an independent, trained
safety officer on-sight during
launch operations and crew
hazard awareness training.

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
•Recommendation I5-3: BPO
should establish and document
firm and unambiguous criteria for
aborts during the launch phase.
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Mechanism Evaluation
•Recommendation I10-1: BPO
should evaluate balloon launch
hardware mechanisms through
testing and review of
documentation and specifications
to determine proper operating
conditions and ranges. The results
of this evaluation should then be
used to define operating limits of
launch hardware and specify abort
criteria.
(I10: CSBF was not aware of
hardware limitations that might
give rise to a failure during a
launch attempt)

Hazard Awareness Training
•Recommendation O10-1: WFF
safety office should ensure CSBF
personnel has appropriate hazard
awareness training for all hazards
associated with each launch.
(O-10 – CSBF personnel seemed
unaware of a number of potential
operational hazards and
constraints)

15

Failure to Safe
and Secure
Mishap Site

Error of Omission: CSBF
failed to secure the
mishap scene.

September 7, 2010

Interpretation Error –
Failure to recognize
data as hazard: Crew
did not recognize the
hazards of the
payload nor the
danger of letting
personnel and public
in close proximity to
unsafed hazardous
systems after launch
abort.

Lack of procedures,
anomaly and contingency
training, lack of analysis all
contributed to the crew not
recognizing the hazards
associated with backing the
launch vehicle and pulling
the balloon.

Recommend writing launch
procedures, Mishap and
Contingency Plan in accordance
with requirements, IRT training,
conducting anomaly training
including failed launch attempts
and abort scenarios and providing
an independent, trained safety
officer on-sight during launch
operations and crew hazard
awareness training
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#

Human
Event

Action Type

Error Type

Discussion of Failed
Barriers

Recommendations and
Finding Mapping

Safety Personnel
• Recommendation I3-1: WFF
Safety Office should assign a range
safety officer who is properly
trained in range safety and who
does not have a role in ensuring
mission success.
(I3: No trained individual was in
place to ensure public safety)

Launch Procedures
•Recommendation I5-1: BPO
should develop a hazardous
operating procedure to cover the
launch process in accordance with
NPR 8715.3.
•Recommendation I5-2: BPO
should establish Launch Commit
Criteria and flight rules.
•Recommendation I5-3: BPO
should establish and document
firm and unambiguous criteria for
aborts during the launch phase.
(I5: Intermediate Cause: No
complete and thorough standard
procedure exists at CSBF to cover
the launch process in accordance
with NPR 8715.5).

Hazard Awareness Training
•Recommendation O10-1: WFF
safety office should ensure CSBF
personnel has appropriate hazard
awareness training for all hazards
associated with each launch.
(O-10 – CSBF personnel seemed
unaware of a number of potential
operational hazards and
constraints)
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APPENDIX E: Definitions
Amelioration

Appointing Official

Barrier

Barrier Analysis
Cause
Close Call

Condition

Contributing Factor

Corrective Actions

Control

Descriptor
Direct Cost of
Damage

Effect
Engineered Barriers
September 7, 2010

Mitigation. The actions that are taken after a target has been affected (from a problem or
accident) to reduce the damage that may occur to the target. Amelioration reduces the
severity of the undesired outcome by limiting the effects of the hazard. Amelioration
includes a detection and correction component; however, these components of
amelioration detect and correct the undesired outcome after some form of a negative
effect has occurred. Also called Mitigation.
The official authorized to appoint the investigating authority for a mishap or close call, to
accept the investigation of another authority, to receive endorsements and comments
from endorsing officials, and to approve the mishap report.
A passive physical device or an administrative intervention that is used to prevent or
reduce the likelihood that the undesired outcome will occur. Barriers provide physical
intervention (e.g., a guardrail) between hazards and the target or provide procedural
separation in time and space (e.g., lock-out/tag-out procedure).
A systematic process used to identify physical and administrative barriers and/or controls
that should have prevented the occurrence of an undesired outcome.
An event or condition that results in an effect. Anything that shapes or influences the
outcome.
An event in which there is no injury or only minor injury requiring first aid and/or no
equipment/property damage or minor equipment/property damage (less than $1000), but
which possesses a potential to cause a mishap.
Any as-found state, whether or not resulting from an event, that facilitates the occurrence
of an event and may have safety, health, quality, security, operational, or environmental
implications. Conditions exist and are inactive elements in a causal chain.
An event or condition that may have contributed to the occurrence of an undesired
outcome but, if eliminated or modified, would not by itself have prevented the
occurrence. Contributing factors increase the probability that an event or condition will
occur.
Changes to design processes, work instructions, workmanship practices, training,
inspections, tests, procedures, specifications, drawings, tools, equipment, facilities,
resources, or material that result in preventing, minimizing, or limiting the potential for
recurrence of a mishap.
An active mechanism that is used to detect the initiating event and/or the hazard and
enable an active device (hardware, software, or human) to prevent or reduce the potential
(likelihood) that the hazard will affect the target (produce an undesired outcome).
Controls minimize the effects of the initiating event by detecting and correcting them
before they transition to a negative effect.
A phrase that provides detail about the actor, what an actor did, or what object the actor
acted on.
(For the purpose of mishap and close call classification) The sum of the costs (the
greater value of actual or fair market value) of damaged property, destroyed property, or
mission failure, actual cost of repair or replacement, labor (actual value of replacement or
repair hours for internal and external/contracted labor), cost of the lost commodity (e.g.,
the cost of the fluid that was lost from a ruptured pressure vessel), as well as resultant
costs such as environmental decontamination, property cleanup, and restoration, or the
estimate of these costs.
A change or changed state that occurs as a direct result of an action by somebody or
something else. An effect is an outcome.
Hardware and software features that make it less likely that a user will carry out an
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Event

Event and Causal
Factor Analysis

Event and Causal
Factor Tree

Facilities
Maintenance

Failure

Fault
Fault Tree

Fault Tree Analysis

Finding
First Aid
High Visibility
Mishap

Incident
Initiating Event
September 7, 2010

undesirable action.
A real-time occurrence describing one discrete action, typically an error, failure, or
malfunction. Examples: pipe broke, power lost, lightning struck, and person opened
valve.
Event and Causal Factor Analysis identifies the time sequence of a series of tasks and/or
actions and the surrounding conditions leading to the occurrence of an undesired
outcome. The results are displayed in a graphic that provides an illustration of the
relationships between the events, conditions, and undesired outcome.
A graphical representation of a mishap or close call that shows the undesired outcome
(problem or accident) at the top of the tree, depicts the logical sequence of events,
illustrates all causal factor(s) (including condition[s] and events) necessary and sufficient
for the undesired outcome (mishap or close call) to occur, and depicts the root cause(s) at
the bottom of the tree.
The recurring day-to-day work required to preserve facilities (buildings, structures,
grounds, utility systems, and collateral equipment) in such a condition that they may be
used for their designated purpose over an intended service life. Maintenance minimizes
or corrects wear and tear and thereby forestalls major repairs. Facilities maintenance
includes Preventative Maintenance, Predicative Testing & Inspection, Grounds Care,
Programmed Maintenance, repair, Trouble Calls, Replacement of Obsolete Items, and
Service Request (Not a maintenance item but work performed by maintenance
organizations). Facilities Maintenance includes the cost of labor, materials, and parts but
does not include new work.
The inability of a system, component, process, or crew to perform its required functions
within specified performance requirements. For humans, this includes Unsafe Acts
(violations). A violation is not an error: it is intentional and deliberate on the part of the
actor.
Any change in a state of an item that is considered anomalous and may warrant some
type of corrective action.
An analytical technique, whereby an undesired system state is specified and the system is
analyzed in the context of its environment and operation to find all credible ways in
which the undesired event can occur. This can be performed by way of a symbolic or
graphical logic diagram showing the cause-effect relationship between an undesired top
event or failure and one or more contributing causes.
An analysis that begins with the definition or identification of an undesired event
(failure). The fault tree is a symbolic logic diagram showing the cause-effect relationship
between a top undesired event (failure) and one or more contributing causes. It is a type
of logic tree that is developed by deductive logic from a top undesired event to all subevents that must occur to cause it.
A conclusion, positive or negative, based on facts established during the investigation by
the investigating authority (i.e., cause, contributing factor, and observation).
Refer to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration definition in 29 CFR 1904.7,
General Recording Criteria.
Those particular mishaps or close calls, regardless of the amount of property damage or
personnel injury, that the Administrator, Chief/OSMA, CD, ED/OHO, or the Center
SMA director judges to possess a high degree of programmatic impact or public, media,
or political interest including, but not limited to, mishaps and close calls that impact
flight hardware, flight software, or completion of critical mission milestones.
An occurrence of a mishap or close call.
An active event that results in the release of the hazard, energy (kinetic, potential,
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Interim Response
Team (IRT)

Intermediate Cause

Investigating
Authority

Lessons Learned

Lost Time
Injury/Illness
Maintenance

Mishap

Mishap Investigation
Board (MIB)
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electromagnetic, thermal, steam, or other types of energy) that has the potential to affect
the target and lead to an undesired outcome or end state.
A team that arrives at the mishap scene immediately after an incident; secures the scene;
documents the scene using photography, video, sketches, and debris mapping; identifies
witnesses; collects written witness statements and contact information; preserves
evidence; impounds evidence (at the scene and other NASA locations as needed);
collects debris; implements the chain-of-custody process for the personal effects of the
injured and deceased; notifies the NASA Public Affairs Officer about casualties,
damages, and any potential hazards to the public and NASA personnel; advises the
supervisor if drug testing should be initiated; and provides all information and evidence
to the investigating authority. The team is considered "interim" because it operates as a
short-term response team and concludes its mishap-response activities when the official
NASA-appointed investigating authority arrives to the scene and takes control.
An event or condition that created the proximate cause that, if eliminated or modified,
would have prevented the proximate cause from occurring. There may be one too many
intermediate causes for a single proximate cause. The intermediate cause is between the
proximate cause and the root cause in the causal chain.
The individual mishap investigator, mishap investigation team, or mishap investigation
board authorized to conduct an investigation for NASA. This includes the mishap
investigation board chairperson, voting members, and ex officio but does not include the
advisors and consultants.
The written description of knowledge or understanding that is gained by experience,
whether positive (such as a successful test or mission), or negative (such as a mishap or
failure).
A nonfatal traumatic injury that causes any loss of time from work beyond the day or
shift it occurred; or a nonfatal no traumatic illness/disease that causes disability at any
time.
The recurring day-to-day, periodic, scheduled or unscheduled work required to preserve
or restore a piece of equipment, a system, or utility to such a condition that it can be
effectively utilized for its intended purpose, output, redundancy, and availability. The
term includes work undertaken to prevent damage to a facility that otherwise would be
more costly to restore.
An unplanned event that results in at least one of the following: a. Injury to non-NASA
personnel, caused by NASA operations. b. Damage to public or private property
(including foreign property), caused by NASA operations or NASA-funded development
or research projects. c. Occupational injury or occupational illness to NASA personnel.
d. Mission failure before the scheduled completion of the planned primary mission. e.
Destruction of, or damage to, NASA property except for a malfunction or failure of
component parts that are normally subject to fair wear and tear and have a fixed useful
life that is less than the fixed useful life of the complete system or unit of equipment,
provided that the following are true: 1) there was adequate preventative maintenance;
and 2) the malfunction or failure was the only damage and the sole action is to replace or
repair that component.
A sponsored board that: a. Is appointed for a Type A mishap, Type B mishap, highvisibility mishap, or high-visibility close call. Requires concurrence from the Chief,
Safety and Mission Assurance, Office of Safety and Mission Assurance (Chief/OSMA),
and the Chief Engineer on membership. c. Consists of an odd number of Federal
employees (including the chairperson) where the majority of the members are
independent from the operation or activity in which the mishap occurred. d. Has a
minimum of five voting members for Type A mishaps and three voting members for
Type B mishaps. e. Includes a safety officer and a human factors mishap investigator.
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Mishap Response
Contingency Action
Plan (MRCAP)
Mission Failure

Operation
Observation

Organizational Factor

Pilot Balloon (PiBal)
Pivotal Event (or
Condition)

Preventive
Maintenance

Property Damage
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For all Type A mishaps involving injury, illness, or fatality, also includes an occupational
health physician (or flight surgeon for aircraft-related mishaps) as a member. f. Is tasked
to investigate the mishap or close call and generate the mishap report per the
requirements specified in this NPR.A sponsored board that: a. Is appointed for a Type A
mishap, Type B mishap, high-visibility mishap, or high-visibility close call. b. Requires
concurrence from the Chief, Safety and Mission Assurance, Office of Safety and Mission
Assurance (Chief/OSMA), and the Chief Engineer on membership. c. Consists of an odd
number of Federal employees (including the chairperson) where the majority of the
members are independent from the operation or activity in which the mishap occurred. d.
Has a minimum of five voting members for Type A mishaps and three voting members
for Type B mishaps. e. Includes a safety officer and a human factors mishap
investigator. For all Type A mishaps involving injury, illness, or fatality, also includes
an occupational health physician (or flight surgeon for aircraft-related mishaps) as a
member. f. Is tasked to investigate the mishap or close call and generate the mishap
report per the requirements specified in this NPR.
Pre-approved documents outlining timely organizational activities and responsibilities
that must be accomplished in response to emergency, catastrophic, or potential (but not
likely) events encompassing injuries, loss of life, property damage, or mission failure.
A mishap of whatever intrinsic severity that prevents the achievement of the mission‟s
minimum success criteria or minimum mission objectives as described in the mission
operations report or equivalent document.
Any activity or process that is under NASA direct control or includes major NASA
involvement.
A factor, event, or circumstance identified during the investigation that did not contribute
to the mishap or close call, but, if left uncorrected, has the potential to cause a mishap or
increase the severity of a mishap; or a factor, event, or circumstance that is positive and
should be noted.
Any operational or management structural entity that exerts control over the system at
any stage in its life cycle, including, but not limited to, the system's concept
development, design, fabrication, test, maintenance, operation, and disposal. Examples:
resource management (budget, staff, training); policy (content, implementation,
verification); and management decisions.
A meteorological balloon used to observe air currents.
An event that is a success or a failure of a barrier or control‟s response, (or a condition
that has occurred or has failed to occur after the initiating event); that can prevent,
mitigate, or aggravate the response of the target (change the severity of the
consequences).
Also called time-based maintenance or interval-based maintenance. PM is the planned,
scheduled periodic inspection (including safety), adjustment, cleaning, lubrication, parts
replacement, and minor (no larger than Trouble Call scope) repair of equipment and
systems for which a specific operator is not assigned. PM consists of many check point
activities on items that, if disabled would interfere with an essential operation, endanger
life or property, or involve high cost or long lead time for replacement. In a shift away
from reactive maintenance, PM schedules periodic inspection and maintenance at
predefined time or usage intervals in an attempt to reduce equipment failures.
Damage to any type of government or civilian property, including, but not limited to,
flight hardware, flight software, facilities, ground support equipment, and test equipment.
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The event(s) that occurred, including any condition(s) that existed immediately before
the undesired outcome, directly resulted in the occurrence of the undesired outcome and,
if eliminated or modified, would have prevented the undesired outcome. Also known as
the direct cause(s).
An action developed by the investigating authority to correct the cause or a deficiency
identified during the investigation.
The organization responsible for the activity, people, or operation/program where a
mishap occurs or the lowest level of organization where corrective action shall be
implemented.
One of multiple factors (events, conditions, that are organizational factors) that
contributed to or created the proximate cause and subsequent undesired outcome and, if
eliminated or modified, would have prevented the undesired outcome. Typically,
multiple root causes contribute to an undesired outcome.
A structured evaluation method that identifies the root causes for an undesired outcome
and the actions adequate to prevent recurrence. RCA should continue until
organizational factors have been identified or until data are exhausted.
A condition, practice, method, operation, or process that has a substantial probability that
death or serious physical harm could result and the employer did not know of its
existence or did not exercise reasonable diligence to control the presence of the hazard.
Perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the
comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future.
A mishap resulting in one or more of the following: (1) an occupational injury or illness
resulting in a fatality, a permanent total disability, or the hospitalization for inpatient care
of 3 or more people within 30 workdays of the mishap; (2) a total direct cost of mission
failure and property damage of $1 million or more; (3) a crewed aircraft hull loss; (4) an
occurrence of an unexpected aircraft departure from controlled flight (except high
performance jet/test aircraft such as F-15, F-16, F/A-18, T-38, OV-10, and T-34, when
engaged in flight test activities).
An undesired outcome in this context refers to any event or result that is unwanted and is
different than the desired and expected outcome. This can be loss of productivity, poor
quality, production of scrap, increased risk, increased cost, delay in schedule, damage to
property, harm to the environment, or harm to personnel. Undesired outcomes may also
include intangible costs such as loss of public confidence or a decline in motivation.
(When describing an undesired outcome for a mishap or close call investigation, the
description should focus on the reason it was classified as a mishap or close call; e.g.,
property damage, mission failure, fatality, permanent disability, lost-time case, first aid
case, etc.)
A person who has information, evidence, or proof about a mishap and provides his/her
knowledge of the facts to the investigating authority.
A verbal or written statement from a witness that describes his/her account including a
description of the sequence of events, facts, conditions, and/or causes of the mishap.
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APPENDIX F: Abbreviations and Acronyms
ACT

Australian Central Time

ATC

Air Traffic Control

BGSP

Balloon Ground Safety Plan

BPO

Balloon Program Office

CAP

Corrective Action Plan

CASA

Civil Aviation Safety Authority

CCM

CSBF Crew Member

CD

Center Director

CHMO

Chief Health and Medical Officer

CM

Campaign Manager

CSBF

Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and Research Organization

E&CFT

Event and Causal Factor Tree

FT

Fault Tree

FTA

Fault Tree Analysis

GHB

Goddard Handbook

GMT

Greenwich Mean Time

GPD

Goddard Policy Directive

GPR

Goddard Procedures Requirements

GSFC

Goddard Space Flight Center

HQ

NASA Headquarters

IRIS

Incident Reporting Information System

IRT

Interim Response Team
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LD

Launch Director

LDEM

Lifting Device and Equipment Manager

LVD

Launch Vehicle Driver

MI

Mishap Investigator

MIB

Mishap Investigation Board

MISO

Mishap Investigation Support Office

MIT

Mishap Investigation Team

MRCAP

Mishap Response Contingency Action Plan

MRSO

Mission Range Safety Officer

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NCT

Nuclear Compton Telescope

NOTAM

Notice to Airmen

NPR

NASA Procedural Requirement

NSC

NASA Safety Center

NT

Northern Territory

OCE

Office of Chief Engineer

ODIN

Outsourcing Desktop Initiative for NASA

OJT

On-the-Job Training

Ops

Operations

OSMA

Office of Safety and Mission Assurance

OSS

Operational Safety Supervisor

PET

Phased Elapsed Time

PI

Principal Investigator

PiBals

Pilot Balloons

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment
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PPRS

Payload Parachute Recovery System

RCA

Root Cause Analysis

RCAT

Root Cause Analysis Tool

RFQ

Request for Quotation

RSM

Range Safety Manual

RSO

Range Safety Officer or Office

RSQA

Reliability, Safety, and Quality Assurance

SD

Site Director

SMD

Science Mission Directorate

SMA

Safety and Mission Assurance

TIGRE

Tracking and Imaging Gamma Ray Experiment

WFF

Wallops Flight Facility
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APPENDIX G: Photo Evidence
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Balloon Inflation
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Balloon Inflation
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Balloon Inflation
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Balloon Post Abort
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Crane Launch
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Crane Launch
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Launch Area
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Launch Area
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Launch Area
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NCT Recovery
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NCT Recovery
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NCT Recovery
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NCT Recovery
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NCT Recovery
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NCT Recovery
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NCT Recovery
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Payload Drag on Chute
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Payload Pickup
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Payload Pickup
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Post Spool Release
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Post Spool Release
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Post Spool Release
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Post Spool Release
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Post Spool Release
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Pre-Launch Layout
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Rigging Hardware
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Spool Helium Trailers
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Telemetry Electronics
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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Vehicle Payload Damage
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TIGRE
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Spectators Photos
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APPENDIX H: Incident Reporting Information System – IRIS
Report
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APPENDIX I: Mishap‟s Direct Cost Breakdown Estimates

Mission Expendables (Balloon, Helium, Batteries) *
Pro-Rata Campaign Cost (Travel, Per Diem, OT,

$ 336,978
$ 659,321

etc) – divided by 3 Payloads *

Damage to NCT payload
Damage to CSBF hardware
Marching army cost for HERO team
Privately Owned Vehicle Damage
Airport Property Damage
Total

$500,000 - $2,000,000
$ 20,000
$ 385,000
$ 13,500
$ 10,000
$928,500 - $2,428,500

*- Baseline Mission Model sunk cost per 7120.8 Project Plan, under definition of accepted risk.
Acceptable risks have been defined in section 3.3.4 to include: In accordance with baseline
programmatic implementation and in agreement with the undersigned stakeholders, accepted
risks that may result in mission failure shall include, but are not limited to: failure of the balloon
during the launch, ascent, or float phases; failure of support equipment or instrumentation;
failure of science equipment or instrumentation; and personal property damage or loss.
Payload estimate as of mid August: ~$1.050k, which includes replacement of the gondola and
refurbishment of the instrument. This does not include any student/scientist support, just engineering &
materials.
NOTE:
At the time of the Balloon mishap on April 29, 2010, the costs associated with damaged hardware were
under assessment by the Balloon Program Office (BPO). The mishap was originally classified as a High
Visibility, Close Call mishap. Recently, the BPO provided the MIB with an updated mishap cost estimate.
While the BPO does not consider the cost of consumables in their calculations, the NPR clearly requires
that the “cost of the lost commodity” be included. After accounting for the cost of the consumables, the
current mishap cost estimate is $1,815,478.00. This falls into the range of a Type B mishap. The Board
will note for the record that this mishap is classified as High Visibility Type B mishap. This classification
will be noted in the Board’s report.
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APPENDIX J: CASA Permits
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APPENDIX K: NCT Flight Folder Documents
K-1 Flight Plan
K-2 Balloon Flight Requirements
K-3 Operations Pre-Flight Readiness Review
K-4 Pre-Flight Minimum Success Criteria
K-5 Launch Equipment Certification
K-6 Payload & Gondola Certification
K-7 Balloon “AS BUILT” Specifications
K-8 Balloon Load Altitude Curve
K-9 Flight Data Summary
K-10 Inflation Computation
K-11 Launch Director‟s Checklist
K-12 Balloon Condition at Launch
K-13 Recovery Information
K-14 Quality Control Information
K-15 Collar Flight Record
K-16 Flight Operations – Rigging Job Assignments
K-17 Rigging Weight Sheet
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APPENDIX L: WEATHER DOCUMENTATION
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L-5 ABORT 23 Meteorologist Observation Report
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Appendix N: Evidence Listing
ITEM

LOCATION

TM GSE CONFIGURED FOR NCT
OLD PAYLOAD BUILDING
MINI-SIP WORKSTATION
OLD PAYLOAD BUILDING
85' BI-FILAR FLIGHT CABLE LADDER (STEEL)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
TRUCK PLATE ASSEMLBY W/PARTIAL SAFETY CABLESNEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
SAFETY CABLE PEAR RING AND CABLE REMNANTS
LAUNCH CRANE HEAD
LAUNCH CRANE W/SAFETY CABLE PEAR RING ATTACHED
SECURE YARD AS BLS
TRI-PLATE (ATTACHMENT TO SCI ROTATOR)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
BALLOON COLLAR AND RECEIVER
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
120 PARACHUTE (INTACT)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
REMOTE FIRING UNIT UTP)
PARACHUTE TOP
MINI-SIP (SUPPORT INSTRUMENT PACKAGE)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
UNIVERSAL TERMINATE PACKAGE (UTP)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
PARACHUTE CUTAWAY MECHANISM
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
GONDOLA AUTOMATIC PARACHUTE RELEASE (GAPR) NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
EXTERNAL CABLING (UTP/MINI SIP/CIP/PARACHUTE REL)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
VIDEO DATA TRANSMITTER (CSBF)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
SCIENCE DATA TRANSMITTER (CSBF)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
CONSOLIDATED INSTRUMENT PACKAGE (CIP)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
ACCELOROMETER (TOP PAYLOAD MOUNTED)
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
BATTERIES: UTP/M-SIP/CIP
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
PV PANELS (2EA) PIGGYBACK FOR MPT CHG. CONT. NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
3 HELIUM TUBE RACK UNITS W/HEISE GAUGES
SECURE YARD AS BLS
NCT INSTRUMENT COMPONENTS
SEA CONTAINER AS BLS
NCT GONDOLA REMNANTS
NEW PAYLOAD BUILDING
DOCUMENT - DAVIS WX SURF. OBS.
WX FOLDER
DOCUMENT - SURFACE CHARTS
WX FOLDER
DOCUMENT - PIBAL READINGS (1-4)
WX FOLDER
DOCUMENT - WX FORECAST & METEOROLOGIST OBS.
WX FOLDER
DOCUMENT - (MECHANICAL) RIGGING RECORDS
OPERATIONS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - RECOVERY INSTRUCTIONS
OPERATIONS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - RECOVERY FORM
OPERATIONS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - ADD'L RIGGING DATA
OPERATIONS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - POST FLIGHT HELIUM TRAILER MEASURES
OPERATIONS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - POST FLIGHT GAGES & SCALES CHECK OPERATIONS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - 01 CIP PACKING LIST & COMPAT CHECKELECTRONICS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - 02 ELECTRONICS PRE-FLIGHT CHECK LIST
ELECTRONICS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - 03 TM GSE CONFIGURATION SHEET
ELECTRONICS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - 04 FLIGHT LINE CHECKLIST
ELECTRONICS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - 05 UTP PACKING / CHECK LIST
ELECTRONICS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - 06 UTP/GAPR PRE-FLIGHT CHECK LIST ELECTRONICS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - 07 UTP/RFU ENVIRONMENTAL RECORD ELECTRONICS FOLDER
DOCUMENT - REVISED FLIGHT PLAN
CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - PRE-FLIGHT MINIMUM SUCCESS
CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - LOAD ALTITUDE CURVE
CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - GONDOLA CERTIFICATION
CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - FLIGHT REQUIREMENTS
CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - ELECTRONIC CERTIFICATION
CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - RISK ANALYSIS REVIEW
CAMPAGIN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - BALLOON SPECIFICATION (AEROSTAR) CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - LAUNCH EQP. CONFIG. CERT. (LECC) CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - QUICK LOOK REPORT - POST ABORT
CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOLDER
DOCUMENT - AUSTRALIA CONTACT / WITNESS LIST BPO FILES FOLDER
DOCUMENT - GROUND SAFETY PLAN
BPO FILES FOLDER
DOCUMENT - PROCEDURES, ELECTRONICS FAILURE BPO FILES FOLDER
DOCUMENT - KEY PERSONNEL LIST
BPO FILES FOLDER
DOCUMENT - BALLOON MISHAP APPOINTMENT MEMOBPO FILES FOLDER
DOCUMENT - NCT MISSION PROJECT PLAN
BPO FILES FOLDER
DOCUMENT - NCT QUICK LOOK REPORT (POST ABORT)
BPO FILES FOLDER
DOCUMENT - FLIGHT APPLICATION, NCT
BPO FILES FOLDER
VIDEO DOCUMENT - ALL AVAILABLE VIDEO FILES
VIDEO FOLDER
STILL PHOTOS - ALL AVAILABLE PHOTOGRAPH FILES PICTURES FOLDER
WITNESS STATEMENTS (UP TO 5/7/10)
SECURE FOLDER
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ACTION

DATE

Released
Released
Released

Reason
Video shows functional/DBR
Video shows functional
Video shows functional

Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard

Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Find data
Determine damage
Released
Released
Released
Released
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard
Send to Goddard

Video
Video
Video
Video

shows
shows
shows
shows

functional
functional
functional
functional

Readings verified

5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
5/15/2010
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Appendix O: Export Control Evaluation

Export Control Review
August 26, 2010
Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility
1510 E FM 3224, Palestine, Texas 75803, 903-729-0271
The Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility (CSBF), located in Palestine, Texas, is a NASA facility
managed by the Physical Science Lab of New Mexico State University. The contract to manage
the facility is administered by the Balloon Program Office at Wallops Flight Facility of Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC).
CSBF provides the services of launching large (400 ft. diameter), unmanned, high altitude
(120,000 ft.), research balloons; tracking, and recovering the scientific experiments suspended
beneath them, for NASA centers and universities from all over the world. Scientists use
scientific data collected during balloon flights to help answer important questions about the
universe, atmosphere, the Sun and the space environment. Questions such as "How did the
universe, galaxies, stars, and planets form and evolve?" and "Are there Earth-like planets beyond
our solar system?" are being answered by NASA with the help of experiments flown on these
scientific balloons.
Standard NASA scientific balloons are constructed of polyethylene film; the same type material
used for plastic bags. This material is only 0.002 centimeters (0.0008 inches) thick, about the
same as an ordinary sandwich wrap. The film is cut into banana-peel shaped sections called
gores and heat sealed together to form the balloon. Up to 180 gores are used to make NASA's
largest balloons. These standard, zero-pressure, balloons are open to the atmosphere at the
bottom to equalize the internal pressure with the surroundings. The balloon system includes the
balloon, the parachute and a payload that holds instruments to conduct scientific measurements.
Helium, the same gas used to fill party balloons, is used in NASA balloons. These very large
balloons can carry a payload weighing as much as 3,600 kilograms (8,000 pounds), about the
weight of three small cars. They can fly up to 42 kilometers (26 miles) high and stay there for up
to two weeks. The balloon is launched by partially filling it with helium and launched with the
payload section suspended beneath it. As the balloon rises, the helium expands, filling the
balloon until it reaches float altitude in two to three hours.
The CSBF contracted with the University of New South Wales to operate the Alice Springs
Balloon Launching Centre at the Alice Springs International Airport. The balloon launch
campaign in question was conducted in April 2010. The payload for the launch attempt on April
29th, 2010 was the Nuclear Compton Telescope (NCT). The NCT is a balloon-borne soft
gamma-ray (0.2-15 MeV) telescope designed to study astrophysical sources of nuclear line
emission and gamma-ray polarization. The NCT Program was sponsored by NASA and by
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NSPO of Taiwan in collaboration with the Space Science Laboratory of University of California
(UC) Berkeley.
Analysis
These scientific balloons are expansive balloons filled with helium and are not listed under the
ITAR (Category VIII) or under any specific ECCN on the CCL; they are therefore classified as
EAR 99. They are commercially available products. The NASA Sounding Rocket Program
contracts with the Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility (CSBF) in Texas, which purchases these
balloons for NASA. CSBF manages the balloon launching operations and contracted with the
University of New South Wales (NSW) in Australia for the launch operations for the Nuclear
Compton Telescope (NCT). NSW manages the balloon launch facility in Australia and provided
the commercially available crane that was used for this balloon launch. The interface between
the balloon, the payload, and the crane was provided by the CSBF. The payload was provided
by the University of California at Berkley under a NASA Grant. The Grant stipulated no prereview requirements and encourages the public distribution of the science from these missions,
without controls. The payload was developed with international students and extensive
information concerning the payload has been published in the open literature. The balloon
launch operations are conducted in an open forum and the public is able to photograph these
operations. In fact, a documentary on the balloon launch operations that shows the details of the
launch operations was shown in 2006/2007 on the Discovery Channel.
Summary
These balloons are commercially available, the crane is commercially available, the scientific
payload was developed at a university in a publicly available forum, and the launch operations
are not secluded and are available for public viewing. There is minimal information about the
balloons, the crane, and the NCT in this report; there is far more extensive information publicly
available on the NCT than is included in this report. The interface between the crane, the
payload, and the balloon uses standard industrial design, involving a pin and cables, with no high
technology involved. The report details launch operations and procedures, which have been
extensively documented and photographed, with both still photography and videos.
Therefore, I do not believe that there is any export control concerns with this Mishap
Investigation Board (MIB) Report. I recommend that from an export control perspective that
this report is approved for public release; this only speaks to the export control concerns and
does not address other reasons that the report may be limited in its distribution, which must be
addressed separately. Proprietary information must be protected and only released upon
approval of the owner.
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